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FOREWORD 
Dr. Jane Richardson Hanks has been associated with the 
Cornell Thailand Project as Research Associate in Cultural 
Anthropology since 1952e Dr4 Hanks' field work, with emphasis 
on family life, was concurrent with a dietary study of families 
in Bang Chan, and observation on dietary practices of mothers 
and feeding and growth of infants6 She is co-author of Food 
Habits and Nutrient_s Intakes in a Siamese Rice Village, i� 
which she contributed her-insights as 'an anthropologist to the 
observations of her nutritionist co-workerss6 The facts record= 
ed in a report on the nutritional aspects of maternal and child 
health, and many observations in the field notes of her co­
workers from other disciplines, take on new meaning in the 
light of Dr. Hanks' study of maternity and its rituals in Bang
Chan. References to these and other related reports are in­
cluded in the bibliographyso 
In a society where health and well-being are thought to be 
determined primarily by merit, where illness and early death 
are accepted as deserved sufferings for sins of an earlier 
existence, the health worker might be _perplexed as to how to 
implement his t�achings. Yet the parallel i�portance of habit, 
the concept that the first occurrence sets the pattern for all 
subsequent occurrences of like natures9 opens the way for the 
introduction of many desirable practices� The need to recon­
cile new ways with old is emphasized in this studyso In her 
chapter on ''Guides for the Introduction of Changes,'' the author 
gives practical illustrations which assure r�alization of her 
hope that this report will be of interest not only to a.nthro­
pologists but· to all who are concerned with maternal �nd child 
h,ealth. 
Ifazel M e Hauck 
Professor of Food and 
Nutrition, Emeritus 
Cornell University





The field work for this paper was carried out in 1953-54 
under the auspices of the Cornell Thailand Project sponsored 
by the Department of Anthropology and the Southeast Asia 
Program of Cornell University and financed largely by funds 
granted to Cornell by the Carnegie Corporation of New Yorkne 
Additional funds were provided by the Wenner Gren Foundation 
of New York. Indirect support came from the U.S. Educational 
Foundation in Thailand through the Fulbright award granted
the author's husband, Dr o L o M. Hanks, so that the stay in 
Thailand might be lengthened o 
The author wishes to express her gratitude to Dr o 
Lauriston Sharp, Director of the Thailand Project, and to the 
other members of the Cornell research groupno Her debt is 
especially great to Dr. Hazel M o Haucknj who set the frame for 
the study of childbirthn9 and to Dr o Saovanee Sudsanehno Their 
assistance has been unstinting and their notes, turned over 
in full, have been a rich mine of information. Additional 
materials came from Dr o Sharp, Dr o L.Mo Hanks, Dr. Kamel 
Janlekha, Dr o Robert Textor, Mr. Loebongs Sarabaya, Mr. Judun 
Kongsa, Mr. Aram Emarun, and Mr. Singto Metah. Assistance at 
various points was given by Drno Charles Archairnbault, Dr o J. 
Ingersoll, and Dr. Herbert Phillips. Many insights also came 
from the members of the Wartenstein Conference of the Wenner 
Gren Foundation in 1959, in particular Dr. Robert Heine­
Geldern, Dr. Kenneth Wells, and Drno Siribongs Boonlong. The 
lifelong research of Phya Anuman Rajadhon permits this 
regional study to take its place in a larger sceneno To all 
of these institutions and persons thanks are extendedno 
For the sustained friendliness and courtesy of the people 
of Bang Chan who made every visit happy and fruitful, the 
author is particularly grateful. 
I am deeply grateful to Dr. Henry F. Dobyns for his 
kindness in seeing this paper through the final phases of 
production, to Dr. R.Bno Jones for certain linguistic correc­
tions, to Mr. Warin Wonghanchao for preparation of the 
glossary, and to Mrsno Marilyn Cartier for preparing the manu­
script for printing. The paper was prepared for reproduction 
by the staff of the Comparative Studies of Cultural Change of 
the Department of Anthropology under Contract AID/csd-296 with 
the U.S. Agency for International Development. 
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SUMMARY 
On the assumption that a woman's physical and mental 
condition at childbirth is a product of her life-long daily
habits and ideas as well as any _particular injunctions set
up to insure well-being in pregnancy and parturition, the 
cultural scene was searched to ascertain all possible 
relevancies •. 
The farmers of Bang Chan lived in a tropical, rice­
growing terrain, annually flooded by the monsoon run-offoo 
Food was plentiful even if cash was not o Except for better 
housing and equipment, and a greater enjoyment of market 
novelties, the rich lived much like the poor o The work in 
the fields by women paralleled that by men. Sharp physical 
demands, especially at planting and harvest, made·them 
muscularoo 
At marriage the partners were fully mature and no woman 
was married against her wishesoo The birth of a child was 
welcomed as leading to higher personal, social, and economic 
status. 
The underlying concepts which explain why the food and 
other injunctions, both pre-natal and post-partumo9 and the 
ritual behavior took their particular forms, are explainedo 
The human body, harboring multiple immaterial souls, was 
seen as composed of earth, fire, water, and wind. Illness was 
caused by intrusive disruption of these four elements, or by
soul loss. Food and medicines had properties which could be 
used to restore balance in the elements o The traditional curers 
or exercisers had magical and herbal remedies obtained ritually
from a teacher. Since Buddhist phrasings, often read from old 
texts in weekly sermons, molded Bang Chan's conception of life, 
the ultimate cause of health or illness was the presence or 
absence of merit. This determined one's kam (karma), the 
balance sheet of virtuous actions which one added to, or re­
duced by sinning throughout successive existences over eons 
of time. 
The Buddhist cosmic view of individuals as separate
autonomous beings brought it about that help was the only 
dyna�ic relationship possible between peoplea The bonds es­
tab�ished by helping people, on this earth, especially in the 
taskso· of feeding priests, lasted on into successive incarnations. 
Thus, meritorious people met again and might marry again.Families
had continuity over ti·me, · ·an·d oabies ·owere' born· into the "right" 
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family. Babies lacking in merit died at their birth, just as 
mothers whose merit had run low suffered or died in childbirth. 
A soul desiring rebirth flew into the womb of a woman at 
conception. By care and imitative magical practices, both 
parents helped the fetus grow but the mother gave the baby its 
body. Parturition was a joint effort of mother and child, the 
course Rnd outcome of which was determined by their respective 
stores of merit. After delivery the child was blessed, his 
soul seized and tied in, and ritual means taken that he not 
wander from home throughout life. A post-partum rest of 
several days was taken beside a hot fire, the purpose of which 
was both physiological, i o e. to dry the uterus, and ritual, to 
bring about full "ripe" adulthood" 
The fire, which was consecrated, strengthened a woman and 
made her a better nourisher, mature, more compassionate, and 
eligible to handle magic and the tender souls of living 
creatures. Thus she was fitted for her life-calling as a woman. 
The comparable ceremony of maturation for men, when they too 
were changed from "raw" to mature, compassionate, and strong 
males for their calling of fatherhood and leadership, was
ordination into the Buddhist priesthood� Only those men and 
women who had undergone their respective rites of maturation 
were eligible to handle magico Men's magic gave power, control 
and could be aggressive e Women's magic was limited to 
nurturing purposes, and could never be destructiveo The 
respective areas of magical competence and right were 
autonomous and rigidly separated on pain of severe sanctionsoo 
This view of the role of women in life and the events of 
childbirth in the earthly and cosmic scene, had the effect of 
giving women in childbirth a positive, secure, and relaxed 
outlook, and an understanding and acceptance of suffering so 
that they had little fear. 
How careers in midwifery, whether professional �r amateur 
were established, and the nature of the specialty and of a 
practice are discussed. 
The understanding of, and the attitudes toward, modern 
medicine are given along with findings accounting for 
acceptance or rejection of modern hospital care for parturientsoe 
Accepting the changes that were observed in the practices 
surrounding childbirth proved to be a means of expressing
partial withdrawal from the old life of a farmer and a step
towards the glitter of urban ways. In the desire to be seen 
as progressive, the fire rest had been shortened, market 
products substituted for the consecrated fire, and other urban 
ways introduced. 
For persons interested in introducing changes in the 
3 
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interest of improved maternal and child health, a few suggestions 
are made. 
Purpose and Methpd 
The purpose of this study is to set down the ethnographic 
data concerning childbirth in Bang Chan, following out the 
economic, social, religious,and cosmological aspects as needed 
to clarify the behavior and the psychological attitudes noted. 
The hope is that not only anthropologists but persons working in 
programs of maternal and child health will find the data usefulre· 
..... . " ·••
,.. . ... ,., ••• ,.,....,. ...... ......,-� ..  . . ... '.. C· • • 
• • • •  • • ' ..• • '4i, 
The data were gathered from Buddhists and Muslims in Bang 
Chan by interviews and di�ect observation •. Because Dr. Hazel 
Hauck, in the course of nutritional studies also made inquiries
"from.the standpoint of anthropological study rather than 
because of an assumed relation to nutrition or health" (1959:3) 
she first opened up the broad outlines of the subject. The 
author, with Dr. Saovanee as an interpreter of unusual..competence,· 
and Dr. Saovanee herself then pursued the subject further, 
-including interviews at the Minburi Heal th Center �nd at Cha 
Choeng Sao. 
A few comparative references such as-to McFarland'·s 
dictionc;1.ry and Phya Anuman' s researches are given, but the focus.· 
is always kept on Ban__g Chan. Though many of the findings will. 
have a certain pertinence- in Bangkok, the fact that Kaufman 
found striking differences··.in Bang Kh�at only 8· kilometers awayr,.: 
shows how cautious generalizationsr-must be. 
The transliterations of Thai words are only approximations, 
based on the system promulgated by-the Royal. Institute of 
Thailand; the tones have been omitted. With the translation 
always adjacent and a glossary provided at the end of the volume, 
the author feels there should be little confusion. Proper
names which are generally known in a different transcription are 
left in their familiar form. In referring to works by Thai 
authors western custom is followed but iri referring directly to 
the �uthors themselves Thai custom is followed, as it should be 
in direct address. 
Chapter r ·  
THE C0�1MUNITY OF .SANG CHA�I 
Th� Geographical Setting. 
In the populous flat central plain of Thailand where Bani 
Chan was located, fenceless geometric rice.fields, dotted by
clumps of trees, stretch as far as the eye can see.o· Houses,
clustering occasionally into hamlets, line the canals that serve 
for domestic use, drainage, irrigation, and communic�tion. A__
few mounded-up roads lead out from Bangkok, the. national capital
on the Menam Chao Phrayi, the great central river. 
T�e monsoon divides the year into th�ee seasons: a hot an� 
wet (l�te May through November); a cool and dr� Cbecember too·o.
mid-February); and a hot and -dry (late Febrtiary t� ·omid-MayJ.o. ·o· · 
The temperatures range annually from 59° to 89° F. (15 ° to·32° · 
C.) with monthly means of 77° td 86° F. (25° to 30° C. ) (de· ·Young:S). A drop at night averages around 18° F. (10° C. ) ino-· 
April. and 22° F. (12° C.) in January, while the -relative 
humidity varies between 65 per cent and ·a1 per cent (Hauck,· 
et al. :12). Rainfall averages about 50 inches a year, 40 of 
which fall in the wet season (Janlekha:21). Because of the .
run�off from the mountains in the north, once a year the Menam 
Chao Phraya slowly rises, fills the canals and then overflows 
its banks, covering the plain for hundreds of miles to a depth--_
of three feet or more. ·In Bang Chan_, the water stood on the 
land from June until January, with its peak in October. From 
February to May the canals ran low, and the land dried arid 
cracked from the intense heat, 
The Community 
In 1954, 1700 persons (336 families) lived in Bang Chan�o · 
Muslims, comprising 10 per cent of the population, lived as 
fully Thai citizens in all parts of the community in economic 
and social symbiosis with Buddhists. A few ethnic Chinese hado·  
married into Thai families and were accepted. 
·The community spread over an area of about ·7000 rai 





the community and joined, about one mile south, Saensaeb Canal, 
a broad old waterway connecting Bangkok and Minburi with the 
canal network· of the central plains o · A well-raised, year-round
Q •road
• 
which ran between Bangkok, 20 miles,to the southwest, and 
- - • •0 •
Minburi, two miles eastn
• 
j cut through one side of the area. · On 
it lay Bang Khuat,another community, about eight kilometers from 
Bang Chan (cf o Kaufman�l960), and a cluster of houses called 
"Kilo 
�
aet," (Kilo 8) both west of Bang Chan and nearer ton·. 
Bangko o A shallow canal flanked this road most of the way. 
azi cc, 0 0 0 0
The town of Minburi with. district offices, shops, and 
pharmacists, and a good-sized Muslim population was well-
known to most of the residents of Bang Chan� Its middle school 
drew from the surrounding farming countryside, including Bang .
Chan, those few pupils whose educational aspirations led them 
beyond the local elementary schoolno Minburi had �leciricity,
but no telephone or telegraph facilitiesno 
For nine months of the year, while Bang Chan lay under 
water, most of the marketing was done through boat-vendors who 
plied the canalsno During the dry months� or for large festivi-
.... ca> . --
ties, people marketed at Minburi, Kilo paet, or in Bangkokno 
Then.Thai government administered Bang Chan through two 
district offices (amphoe), one ·located in Minburi, the other 
in Bangkapi, close to Bangkokno The common boundary of their 
respective districts happened to run through the middle of the 
communityno Seven local head men, each in charge of one of the 
seven hamlets (muban) into which the entire community was divided,
reported to one or the other district officeno They transmitted 
instructions from their superiors to the farmers, maintained 
order mostly by their personal prestige, and kept the village 
cens·us more or less up to dat� by recording and reporting
marriages, births, and deathsno 
At the center of the community was the cherished Buddhist 
temple with its abbot, monks, and novices, numbering 15 to 50 
depending on the seasonno The elementary public school, occupy­
ing one of its buildings,nl was attended by 300 children aged
eight to fifteen, both Buddhist and Muslimno · The temple compound 
was surrounded by a number of houses, including a cafe and stalls 
for small vendorsno A small country mosque (surao) in another 
hamlet was the religious center for the Muslim minority, some 
of whose children attended another school just outside the 
Bang Chan communityno The abbot and the imam, the respective 
local heads of the two religious faiths, were of importance in 
the community as leadersno 
l o A new large school has since been built away from the 
temple compoundno 
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Most of the dwellings in Bang Chan flanked the canals that 
stretched away from the temple area. All houses were in sight 
of one or more other housess9 if not standing side by side. 
Here and there they formed small hamlets where kinsmen tended 
to live in proximity. Around the houses were kitchen gardens
and threshing floors, and behind them, the fields. Bananas grew
abundantly; pineapples, mangoess9 and other fruits occasionally.
The canals were full of water-vegetables, cultivated or wild,
while fish were plentiful. Water sources �ere the rain, kept 
in large jars; artificial ponds dug near the houses and fed 
from ground water; and the canals. No wells existed. The large 
tile roofs of the temple collected a good deal of rain-water 
which was available to anyone during the hot season when all 
water ran low. 
General Nutritional Level 
The population was physically well-formed with few physical 
deformities evident. There was little obesity or emaciation. 
the daily diet (cf. Hauck, et al.:passim)._9onsiste� 9f large
quantities of rice, with small amounts of · fish, meat, vegetables,
f�uits, spices, and eggs. Food at the not-infrequent festivals 
was rich in meat, eggs, and sugar. No milk was available except
canned imports, and little was used. "Nevertheless, though
caloric deficiency ('hollow hunger') was not prominent, over 
half of a sample of the population inspected medically had one 
or more signs of malnutrition. Even in a group chosen.for 
research reasons for apparently good nutritions9 about one in four 
had some such sign and in another group, selected for evidence of 
poor nutrition, two out of •three persons h�d such."2- The nutri­
tional level in Bang Chan did not always -correlate absolutely
with economic level, for nutritionally one of the poorest fami­
lies was found to be one of the best fed beca�se the father did 
so much fishing and collecting of green canal. vegetables. The 
change-over, some decades ago, from home.pounding of rice to 
steam milling by most families had probably been a major factor·· 
iri increasing nutritional deficiencies thr9ughout the community. 
2o Dr. H.M. Hauck, personal communication, 1959. 
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Modern Medical Re'sburces 
Since no modern doctor or midwife lived in Bang Chan nor 
visited regularly or on call, the nearest modern medical 
assistance was at the Health Center3 in Minburi o This was an 
out-patient clinic and small hospital established by the Ministry
of Public Health to give modern care, instruction, and occasiona� 
free issues of such items as dried milk and cod-liver oil. It 
was conveniently located on the big Saensaeb Canal, near smaller 
canals and a foot-road, and only a few hundred yards from the bus 
terminal at the end of the auto road. The staff comprised ao· 
first-class doctor, a nurse-midwife (whom we shall call "the 
nurse''), a dental hygienist and ·a sanitarian. The main building
had offices and pleasant waiting-rooms, with living quarters 
upstairs for the staff. Adjacent was a well-built and well­
ventilated smaller building, with two good-sized rooms, one for 
general, and the other for maternity.·cases. The maternity half 
was divided again into a small room for labor and delivery, an,d a 
·larger room for recovery with space for 2 persons. Beds were 
not used; patients were comfortable on the floor with mats. 
·Relatives provided and cooked the food for each patient on their 
own portable charcoal braziers in a special areao Room and 
delivery were free, but a charge was made for medicines. 
In Bangkok, 20 miles away, on the northern edge of the city 
nearest to the community, was the fine new Women's Hospital to 
which one wife had gone for delivery before she became a Bang 
Chan resident. The other ho�pitals of the city were occasionally
used for other medical or surgi9al reasons by Bang Chan residents, 
but not for maternity cases. 
In Minburi were also a few "second class practitioners."
These were not graduates of Thailand's recognized medical schools,
but they had some modern medical knowledge. A former medical
orderly in the army, for in�tance, utilized his training to set 
up a practice. These practitioners used both traditional and.
modern systems. They would on rare occasions come to a Bang Chan 
farm house on call. They enjoyed the confidence and patronage of 
the most educated, progressive, and affluent e lement in Bang 
Chan's population, such as the teachers and many of the leaders, 
both young and old, who, in their patronage, saw themselves as 
less old-fashioned. Their large practice was lucrative, fees of 
·1000 baht for a course of injections being cited. Though
consulted for maladies of pregnancy, to our knowledge they did no 
obstetrical work. 
3 . In 1957 a new building with expanded facilities was opened




The Chinese druggists, many of whom stocked among their 
traditional pharmacopeia a few modern medications, gave out 
occasionally to their customers information derived from the 
manufacturer's instructions for use. People with minor 
indispositions sometimes sought a druggist's advice. He 
suggested traditional or modern remedies, depending on the 
wishes of the customer. Thus, the druggists also acted as a 
bridge to the use of modern remedies. 
Facets of Social Life Pertinent to Childbearing: 
Communication and Transportation 
People went to Minburi, and less often to Bangkok, to 
buy, sell, work, or visit relatives. A few adults had never 
been outside Bang Chan o 
Along the road buses passed Bang Chan every two or three 
• 0 •
hours during the daytime only. Minburi was a ten minute . - - .
ride, Bangkok, an hour. Minburi had no taxis, and no telephone
existed to call a taxi from Bangkok. Two or three persons 
owned bicycles. 
Within Bang Chan, transportation varied with the season. 
From June to February travel was entirely by boat, even to a 
neighbor. A message to a local midwife, for instance, could be 
carried quic�ly by a sp�edy eaddler in his skiff. If an 
emergency trip to the Minburi Health Center appeared necessary,
a person could be rowed fairly comfortably along the canal that 
bordered the road. Going by boat to Bangkoki a w�ole day's row 
away, or four hours by the motor boat from M1nbur1, was not 
considered convenient even for passenger traffic, much less for 
a sick person or a woman in labor. 
The inconvenient time of year was the three month dry
, 
season. Boats then could hardly go on the canal that ran through
the middle of Bang Chan, while the smaller canals became muddy 
or even dry. Walking barefoot over sharp stubble in tropical 
sun was hard. To transport a woman in labor, assuming she 
could stand it, an improvised stretcher could be made, but to 
subject her to the jolting bus was usually foolhardy. It was 
not customary to flag down passing cars. If things went wrong
for a woman in labor during the hot, dry season, there was 
practically no chance of getting her to a hospital, and none of 
getting modern help to her. 
Work Habits in the Economy 
Because of the annual flood the land was admirably suited 
to growing a single bounteous crop of rice. After all needs for 
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food, seed, and chicken feed were met, 58 per cent of the crop 
remained to be sold off for cash (Janlekha 1955:53)o0 Almost 
every inhabitant was engaged in commercial rice farming. A few 
teachers, craftsmen, and traders, alone did not farm. Plantings
of early and late varieties in different plots spread the toil. 
Cooperative work or some local hired help assured adequate 
labor forces at the needed moment. Nevertheless, two heavy work 
seasons dominated the rice cycle. The first of these, June 
through August, involved soil preparation and transplanting of 
the seedlings in long straight rows. In the second season, 
November into February, the rice was harvested, brought home 
for threshing and winnowing, then sold or stored. The straw 
was stacked as buffalo feed. People were anxious during the 
preparatory and planting season, for rains were fickle and the 
planning and timing had to be exact o Work was hard and almost 
grim. Harvest, though perhaps more of a physical strain 
because people cut the stalks by day, then threshed and winnowed 
far into the night, was gay and so less taxing emotionally, for 
the crop had safely passed through the threats of flood, drought, 
and pest, and "cash was in sight.o" Haste was necessary because 
each plot of rice had to be harvested within three or four days 
of its maturity, and because at -that season the canals were dry-..
ing up rapidly, raising the possibility not only that human backs 
and.onot boats would move the crop, but that the buyers themselves 
could not get their boats in .to take the main portion to the 
urban markets. Then a farmer might have to wait until the canals 
filled again in June to sell his rice and get his money. Since 
during the busy seasons everyone from age lo on up was taken 
up with farming, th� coo�ing, child care, and other chores were 
carried on by the aged and the very young. These work days taxed 
to the limit the strength of all men, women, and even young
people. Ten to 18 hours might be spent stooping to transplant 
or weed, or, at harvest·, to cut the rice stalk close to the 
ground. There was a great deal of heavy lifting of seedling
bundles or sheaves. The few professional masseurs in the area 
said they were kept on the run because of back complaints es­
pecially during the periods of heavy labor. -
In the periods between these two seasons, tools were re­
paired, houses rebuilt, and ceremonies organized. Extra cash 
was earned in various ways. People kept very bu�y, though they 
did allow themselves-more sleep. 
The importance of women's role in agriculture is indicated 
by their virtual equation with men. In every step of rice­
production women worked alongside men, plowing with the buffalo, 
planting, weeding, harvesting, repairing the dikes, hauling, etc. 
Oniy uprooting the seedlings was exclusively 'men's work (even
this was done by women elsewhere in Thailand [Kingshill 1960:7J)oo 
Besides the work in rice-fields, women dug and cleaned 
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canals and ditches, mounded land, and fished in many ways, ,.-'the 
most laborious of which was plunging a heavy basket into the 
mud to catch burrowing fisho In the household chores, in 
which men shared to some extent, �hey �arriP.d water, cut and 
fetched wood, tended livestock, cultivated kitchen gardens,
pounded rice in mortars, and cleaned hcuseso Boat� were rowed 
by paddling or sculled by standing and pushing a single large 
oar. Cooking was time consumingo The low stoves were on the 
ground or floorso Since there were no tables or chairs, one 
squatted two to four hours a day to cut or pound ingredients, 
stir the curry, or wash the disheso 
The training of boys and girls for farm and household 
work was thorough and started earlyo By 18 years of age, 
boys and girls with few exc�ptions were experienced in every 
step of farmingso Janlekhas9 s chart (1955�82) indicates the 
progression (parenthetical additions are the present author�s)� 
Age Method Kinds of farm work -
5 - 7 not forced, light hauling, removal of weeds 
but allowed which have been turned over by
or induced harrowing
to work if 
they want to 
8 - 12 mild light hauling, removal of weeds 
pressure which have been turned over by
harrowing; some household work 
and help in the kitchen - girls
only - (sometimes boys) 
13 - 14 moderate hauling, weeding, buffalo-tending, 
pressure transplanting, chicken-feeding, 
fishing, household work (boys and 
girls) 
15 - 16 high all kinds of farm work, harrowing,s. 
pressure harvesting, and uprooting -···boys
only - are started at this ageso 
Children worked in the -fields before and after school 
which, compulsory for all children aged eight to fourteen, was 
held from 9 aso m o to 3 p.m. five and one-half days a week. Vaca­
tions coincided with peak work seasons so children could help in 
the fields or at homeso 
ll 
This economic picture indicates that from early childhood, 
women had engaged in such physical labor that by 18 years of age 
they had strong muscles and backs through lifting, stooping, an� 
squattingoo Since to stop work during pregnancy was construed 
as laziness, women worked vigorously up to the day of delivery. 
If a woman were delivered during one of the hectic seasons, she 
might shorten her post-natal rest to whatever she thought was a 
safe minimum • 
•
Marriage 
As people of the community often met at the temple, at 
ceremonies, and at work parties, there too young people met. 
Unmarried girls went freely and often alone on duties about the . .... -
community, and also to M1nbur1 to sell vegetables or take a load 
of paddy to the mill. To temple fairs and such they went in 
groupsoo Though parents hoped their children would marry within 
the community, a few young people "married out"" 
Girls were married between ·17 and 27 or so 5) most freq-uently 
around 21 to 23o0 Since boys at .2l·might have to serve 2 years 
in the army, and were urged to spend as well at least a few 
months in the priesthood, their marriages took place between 22 
and 30, most often around 24 or so o Parents were in no hurry to 
marry off their grown children at the very age when their 
productivity was funneling wealth back into the family o However,
if male help in the family were short, parents were more 
receptive to suitors. No girl was married against her wishes nor 
to a stranger.o4 Marriages might be arranged through formal 
conversations opened by the man's family and carried on through
a go-between, but the girl had the final sayo A secret agree­
ment between the partners might even precede negotiations. About 
half of the marriages were elopements, sometimes arranged
because negotiations were dragging, sometimes to avoid the higher
costs of more formal arrangementsoo Marriage, though largely 
based on socio-economic factors (Phillips:o62) was not devoid of 
personal esteemoo Sharp (Bang Chan data at Cornell) has a note on
the desirable qualities in a husband as viewed by womenoo "Sexual 
virility,o" last on the list, was minimized in relation to such 
qualities as "religiousness,o" "wealth, " "industriousness, "  whicl}
headed the list .. 
4 A person who uses magical means-to force an unwilling woman's
0
love "will be born 500 times as a mad dog o " 
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It was not felt necessary to marry. Because of the strong 
economic position of women, a few spinsters had their own homes,
farmed their own lands, enlisting nephews and nieces to help, or 
hiring as needed, and entered fully into the social life of the 
area. Others lived with relatives and assisted in the mainten­
ance of a larger household unit. Some men, too, never married.
One group of grown siblings of both sexes stated they were "too 
happy together to marry.o" 
Pre-marital chastity was more or less observed. If a girl
became pregnant before marri�ge, her parents brought pressure, 
usually successful, on the boy to marry hero The occasional 
illegitimate child was raised without stigma in the girl's 
family, though problems arose during pregnancy and delivery
(cf .. "cone of wood" beloi·J). The mother later found a husband. 
One father was angered because he felt his daughter's pregnancy 
wrecked her chances for a marriage of prestige. He was 
conspicuous for his social aspirations towards city ways. 
Information on human sexual matters was gathered by the 
young sometimes by accidental observation of parents and others, 
through hints from hearing cursing, and by conversations with 
grandparents, older siblings, and friends of the same sex. Men 
joked on sex matters at the all-male rice-uprooting parties.
Being antithetic to the ascetic prescriptions of Buddhism, sex 
talk was highly charged. Sex was never discussed in mixed 
company. 
Residence 
The nuclear family of husband, wife, and unmarried children 
was the primary social and productive unit, but other resident 
kinship units larger and smaller also occurredoo After marriage, 
the couple usually lived for a time in the house of the parents 
of one spouse or the other; then, as soon as they could afford 
it, set up housekeeping in their own house. Of a sample of 96 
families in Bang Chan, 30 set up independent households at once 
after marriage, 16 after one year, and the rest, a few per year, 
on throughout 10 years; 15 of the families never had a house 
of their own but lived with other relatives (Janlekha:37) . Of 
298 families, 59. 4 per cent lived independently as a nuclear 
family, while 34. 9 per cent lived with o�her relatives in the 
house. (The remaining were single persotis living alone, or 
priests at the temple in the "ecclesiastical family.o") The 
average size of the households (not necessarily the nuclear 
families) was 5. 7 persons, with a range of 1 to 14, the median 
being 6 (ibid. 28-29)o. The house of a new couple was usually
built adjacent to parents or relatives, and certainly within 
calling distance or sight of some other household. Social 
·patterns of cooperative work, borrowing, and visitingokept
adjacent households, whether kin, co-religionists or not, in 
. ... . ... ·�. . . . .. .. ' . .  ,. . . 
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close touch withr: 'each qth�r' s .activities and needs. 
·These �esid.ncer_rarrangements had considerable bearini ·on·
·.the amount of help at hand f6r ·· a pregriant , parturient , or· 
lactat.i_ng woman, �spepi_ally since every woman . expected to ·bea-r:
her child at home. A woman ' s  fir$t · child w·as often born while. · 
she was itill resid�nt ·in.rthe house 6f her parents o� parent�­
in�law , _ If the �eparat� ho4,ehold· had been set up , and 
especially ifrthere wer� ·other small children , a parturient's ·r
mother or other r�la�}ve 6�me· to stay with her for delivery and 
post-delivery ca�e, orr·a woman '.rmight �etu�n to her par�ntal
or
.
her hus�anq • �  hQm� for the event •r .In fact , since hu�ban4s 
and wives were both n��ded •in the fie�ds , it took great .
diligence for a· wbman, without extr� �infqlk in the house, to 
ca·J'ry on chilQ ...care, ·cookin-g·,-and field-work , and then· undergo
child-bearing bes;des. · The extensive 9verlap in the divi�ion 
of iabor ( �hJrp·et a� .  �9 5 3 : 9 4 � 9 8 ) � though , �esulted in much . 
_sharing_ by .husbands _in the �ous��q1d: :7hores � _ so that the ):)urd,J}s. were somewha� ea�ed ,r· tteip in. ch�J�-b�rth was one of th� •rea� · 
of· mut�al· aid
.freel.y · _ a.o-�ord�d·:by· neig:hbors·, so all women- ·could.,
count o� adeq�a�� · or ,v�n· ample . l'ielp at this time Q . : . . . 
!eal�h Differ�nc� � :  ·r_. 
I . . ... . - -f ( I · ·· · · ·  · · · · . . . . . . 
.,��� Q� Li4e . 1 ; . .
'.Real
.
pol�ritie�rot w�alth·existed: '  A wer
fi�14s , a
11-to-do pe�•on-
9wned rice ·good ho��e,and ha� many devoted kinsmen. 
T�achers whp wer� -goyernmenta� pivil s�rvapts and a few· of th� · 
trade�s were somewhart better ·of·f ·because they. had regular 
�ources of cash. · A poqr ·m"-n , o�ningr· no · land· , lived humbly· . ,ana
hired out at dayr, l�bo�-and ot��r odd jobs. ·y�t the way ·rof life 
of the well-to.;,do '. was not v,ry �iff.�r�n� . fr·om that ofr. the · poor . 
Pra�tip��ly all persqns wor��d in the fields or at related 
act1vit1�s , wore '.the ·same qotton clothes , anq ate the.rsame· foodr. 
Rice was plentiful . Fish , fruit , vegetables,  and fuel· co�ld b� 
amply obtained practically without cost , though it was alsp 
possible to spend money on theser. Yetr·rhere and there person�
were beginning to .rlose their old sa�isfactionr_rin life �s a 
farmer .  Changes were beginning. to come in , heralded by such 
things as hair pe�manently w�ved ,· gasolihe _ pressure -lamp$ , · 
increased geographic�! and political awareness, grumbling. over 
the cost of living ,and frustration over. rising expectations. 
Urban life as met with in Bangkqk was yieweq with some : aw� a� a 
glitteripg universe with diffe�ent ideas and needs , y�t also 
with some uneasiness . The city dwe�ler� sometimes looked down 







The type of house, whether big or lowly, made a difference 
in the comfort and care of women. The big houses were teak­
paneled and floored with a good roof of thatch, tile or corru­
gated iron. Their high piles insured dryness  during flood 
season. The sleeping and living space was a single airy open
room, often with one or two sides balustraded rather than solid,
and protected from the weather by the roof's overhang. The 
kitchen was sometimes a separate room. There was always one 
small enclosed room, perhaps ten feet square, or larger, with a 
door and a window. This room was used for keeping valuables 
under lock, and whenever privacy was desired: as a marriage
chamber for bride and groom, or as a quiet room , for a senile 
parent. Because of its almost solid walls, it was poorly
ventilated and hot. Childbirth took place in this :
,,little room,
if convenient, or out in the main part of the house .  The fire­
rest was in this room so that the dreaded wind could be kept
out. 
The poor lived in modest earth-floored cottages of bamboo 
frame, thatch sides and roof, with one or two raised wood plat­
forms for sleeping and sitting. In the rainy season, these 
cottages could be damp. In fact, one October the water was ob­
served ankle deep inside a house, and the wife splashed around 
at her chores. Under the latter conditions, a woman in 9hi�d­
birth would be moved to some kinsmen's house. Delivery took 
place on one of the s leeping plarforms, and post-partumo-rest 
was on a plank raised off the earth floor, unless space permitted 
that the plank and temporary fire-floor be placed on the platform.
On one observed occasion reed mats as protection from drafts 
were temporarily set up, making an enclosure about thre� feet 
high within which a mother lay in her post-partum rest period. 
Cash 
Cash was short to everyone. The poor felt very poor _and 
the rich did not feel rich. This was because the rice-money,
which came in a lump sum once or twice a year, was at once 
turned over to clear debts, to make large purchase s  of agricul�
tural equipment, to repair the house, or to perform elaborate 
ceremonies. What was left over was not kept around the house 
for day-to-day expenses for fear of robbery, but was immedi­
ately loaned out. Thus cash was not available for emergencies
which in childbirth might mean taxis or hospital care. Being
rich or poor made little difference in Bang Chan, however,· as 
·to the quality of the obsteotrical help given. 
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With�n the community all women received about the same serviceso 
Though the poor felt the 20 to- 30 baht cost5 of a midwife was 
too expensive, and so utilized the frei' help of a compas-sionate 
kinsman ( usually the mother) or neighbor, the latter sometimes 
were as expert manually as a midwife or even on their way to 
beco�ing one. The few critical cases, rich or poor, who were.. ...taken to the M1nbur1 Health Center managed to pay the 50 to 70 
£�,Jl_t ,fee ( 120  baht if penicillin were· used) • 
.§�E��ral Attitudes Towards H2ying Childrer1;_
In these farm families , children were an asset • for their 
1 1. ,::: lp , skills, and ear-nings enriched the family. Boys and gir-1s 
v,dre equally desiredo  A girl did household chores and at her 
rnarriage brought in the consideraole payment of " milk money o "  
.A. boy could be ordained and so "bring merit" to his parents o 
Both could farm, and both would provide cherishing care to the 
parents in their old age , but this was e�pected particularly of 
da\1ghtersso A child usually arrived within a year or so of 
marriage • to the rej oicing of everyone. Until the birth of a 
child, marriage only partiall.y changed the young c6�ple' s 
status, especially if they were �till living under the parental 
roof o With children they became ·'the heads of a fami•ly, with 
authority over, �nds·sresponsibility for, a _younger generationso 
In the few polygy�oua househq�d�, the pQ�ition of a _younger .
wife was. ,enhanced when she bore a chil.d. Some.times on the bir'th ' ' f , " N ' 
of this or anothers· child,. the �oney paid to the brirle' s parents
at the time of the wedding was turned ov-er to the new mothe�. 
Title to some of ·the familial l.and, never given until a marriage
had proved stable, might be conveyed ·to one spouse or the othep- · 
The arrival of a child was sometiines . a signal for preparations 
for moving out and esta�lishing an independent ho�sehold,s· or for 
establishing a "�ecorid kitchen ," i. e. · two separate· fami).ies liv­
ing under a single roofso A study of the birth-rituals ( Chap. V) 
gives evidence that the arrival of a child, especially the 
first, was of deep psychological and social significance to -the 
parents. The marriage bonds were strengthened if the first-born 
were male ( cf o p. 65) o A couple without children was "sad" and 
"a little less richs9 " Ba.rrenness was caused by lack of merit. 
S o Analysis of Janlekha's  figures, borne out in observation,
shows_ that per .capita income was low, that there were many
poors·people, and because of the seasonal nature of income, even 
the rich were shbrt of cash ( 1955 : 135-143). Ninety-two baht 
were the average "expenses for medicine"  inclt1iding delivery 
fees ( 1955 : 142) 0 · 
:! 
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Adoption was fairly common, though not always of lasting
satisfaction. On the other hand, in this watery domain, the 
trouble (lambak) in raising children, mostly involving
ceaseless tending, was such that a childless woman was
accorded a little surface envy as one who had missed or avoid­
ed a lot of trouble. The attitude towards twins was 
ambivalent. "Twins are unlucky because ·,there are more mouths 
to feed, more labour, trouble, and not enough milk. With 
twins, a poor family will never rise again.o'' ''No one will 
marry a twin for fear of begetting twins.o'' ''If twins are of 
a different sex, one must die.o" Yet others considered twins 
lucky "because they could be nursed at the same time, and 
given the same things.o" 
Wealth differences also affected these attitudes,
especially if babies came in close succession. Comments 
heard were : "Why do poor people have more children than the 
rich?" "Many visitors come bringing gifts to a rich parturient 
because she is respected. No one likes to talk to a poor 
person.o" "Those who have a baby oftener than every 3 years 
will never be rich. Fortunately, 4 of my 7 children died. " 
The increasing cost of raising children was a concern. In 
one of the few families that had plans for their children's 
education, the father underwent a vasectomy after his 9 fine 
children were born, because he "feared he would not be able 
to feed them all.o" His wife, reassured that the operation ha ·d 
not "hurt" her husband, "was glad he had done so." 
Abortifacients and Contraceptives 
Episodes concerning abortiofacients were whispered about 
both Muslims and Buddhists. A Buddhist who induced abortion 
was seen as impeding an individual ' s  rebirth and disobeying a 
religious prohibition on taking life, tenets which did not 
obtain among the Muslims. Abortifacient medicines to be used 
with abdomen-pressing were quietly sold by Muslims. 6 "Un­
married Muslim girls use them mostly,o" reported one Buddhist,
''and they almost die in the process.o" A Buddhist curer had 
similar expensive medicine, but ''unlike the Muslims, he will 
not destroy the baby.o" Chinese boat-vendors also carried 
contraceptive medicines <_yt
) which were secretly discussed 
by wives. A husband repor ed his wife as saying, ''Old ways 
6. Fraser ( 1 9 3 )  reports that in the Muslim village of 
Rusembilan,abortions were openly practiced, (as if part of 
a Muslim cultural heritage). 
' 
'' 
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are more reliable than the new,o" implying familiarity with both. 
One Buddhist headman earnestly sought of the field-worker 
information on medicines, or "mechanical devices" about which 
7he had hear d, but bemoaned the costlinessoc 
To the concepts underlying childbirth , both as physiological
processes and their meanings in Bang Chan v s world view ,  we devote 
the next chapteroo 
r 
7 .  Hauck (1956)  finds that the number of pregnancies compared
to the years of marriage is so low as to suggest (1) relatively 
low fertility in many cases,  or (2) the existence of some 
(unknown) method of birth-control ( pp c 31-32) c She finds an
unusual feature of menstrual history as compared to western 
standards in a somewhat older age at menarche (median and modal 
age was 15, with a range from 13-19 years) o The onset of 
menopause occurred anywhere from 35-55 or even later , which is
somewhat later than in western societies (pp 30-3l)oe 0 
Chapter I I  
MAN AND WORLD 
Bang Chan had for years heard preaching from Buddhist 
scriptures. Co-existing with these teachings were Hindu 
elements referring to Brahma , Shiva , and others. People
also believed in an animistic lore concerning frightening
ghosts and spirits (phi ) , protecting deities (thiwadi) ,  
maternal goddesses , princely spirit-lords, and other super­
natural guardians of a more or less benevolent naturer. To 
these beliefs were added special bodies of �nowledge, such 
as sacred literature f�om India and traditions of astrology
from both China8 and Indiar. Other elements might be traced 
to Muslim influence, just as Muslims shared some of the 
foregoing references with their Buddhist neighbors. Bang
Chan shaped its views of nature and man from all these 
sourcesr. However , we shall not try in what follows to 
specify the sources of its beliefs . 
The Human Body 
The body of flesh , blood , bones, and other materials , 
harbored the noncorporeal aspects , in particular a person's 
merit store ( kam; Skr : , karma) and his s!veral_souls , viz. , 
the Khwan ,r9 the winyan , and the four chettaphut ( cf . J . R .  Hanks , 
1959).  Views of the human body formed no unitary system, 
but were as varied as their origins . Thus , sometimes 
villagers distinguished the material from the non-material : 
''a human being is composed of two aspects : r�p ( body) and 
� ( non-body) . "  Sometimes learned persons referred to 
tlie"Hindu-Buddhist concept of 3 2  parts of the body , one of 
which , the winyin-soul , was the ''organizer'' of the othersr. 
a .  No trace was discovered of the Chinese concept .of Yin 
as female , dark , cold , and evil , etc . , and Yang as its 
oppositer. 
9 .  Mins ( Mc . F . 6 5 0 )  was 
. . 
once given as a term for "soul" by a 
Muslim informant , but without further information. 
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As to the gross structure of the body , some. per.sons learn·e·d 
about· the skeleton· when,, iri preparing· corpsese· -for· cremation i 
the undertaker stripped . ·the decaying· fl:esh · from the· bones , 
· usually . in the presencee· · of relatives·  and s-pecta-tors · of-- a11eages o 
Occasional autopsies because of · suspected, sorce.ry , · and·· surgical 
removal of· a fetus from a deceased mothe-r · by· caesa-ria.n, . se-ction 
led to some knowl,edge of organs and blood· vess·e-1s,� · Male and 
female masseurs· of ·  considerable cornpetence-- .weree· traine.d · .in the 
Chinesee· neuro�muscular· system� A system·e�£ "originsi '' e o g o 
that· the elbow-origin· was irr the·earm pit·e1 ·eand th� chest 
originated at · the spine � migh·t relate to the Chinese. conc.ept of 
linkage points on the body 'I) in par.ticular.e9 acupunct.ur.eeo In 
Bang Chane° s popular conceptuali�atione9 the ·ep�otecting· skin 
which enclosed the body was thin·e.at the top of the head and 
especially so at the stomach areano An old. image also· persisted
that the body cavity itself was a relatively ·eundivided space
extending from neck to pelvis � · Inside the .cavity � food· dropped
from the top i faeces packed down· at the· .bottom,°' · Through thee. 
body curculated slowly the blood ; several .ekinds of water (nam) 
( McF · 4 5 3 )  e o g o 9 the nlim kb�am· (l:'efuse-=w-a ter) ( ibid ·o 4 5 3 )  in theo 
·abdomen ; and several winds ( J.,o.,m) ( ibid o 7 2 8 )  , e g o , the · ,pushingo. 
lorn ben2 ( ibid o 4 8 7 ) e?) and ·the pulling .).oin_ chawat· ( ibid·o. 2 8 7 )  o 
The small hair=whorls noted on the heade9 hipet or· shoulder·ewere 
construed as minor vortices of · these currents , or· as souls 
( khwan) o 
Foremost in· peoplee8 s minds were the· elementa1e··ebonstituents 
of the body The human bo,dy � along with · ev.ery..e.animale plante, o ,, 
or mineral in ·the world » was made· up of 4 elements· . ·( that ) � 
earth , fire , water , and wind· ( air) o 10 This ancient· .fbur�fold 
view 9 also familiar ·to the .Greeks � had mi.xed· .in Bang Chan-- with 
the traditional five-element· Chinese · system ( metal , �arth � ·efire , 
waterei · wood) because gold �} i:t"on � _and wood were als.o · spoken of 
as constitutional e lements i and there may have been· .others o 
Some persons said that the proportions of· the 4 major" elements 
were the same for everyonee·, others , that· th.ey varied for 
different temperaments , · which were also· affected by the 
presence or absence of elements· other than· the· basic 4 o  
10  o "The body , comprisir1g about .a· bushel of powdery, earth­
e lement , is held together by half a bushei·eof· j uicy water­
elemente, and propped up by the windy�elemen�-� The· fiery
element · digests what is eaten· or· drunk· and· .preserves the·· body" o 
( Visuddhi-Maggaea [ Warren : 157-158] ) 0 
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All food was al so made up of the 4 elementsn. Here rice was of 
particular importance o The body was seen as bui lt and main­
tained by riceno Flesh in fact was rice , an image probably
derived from Buddhist scriptures . 11 
Each e lement carried with it its substantive aspect of 
heatn, flowingn, etcno , and its astrological nature and relations. 
Elements could be compatible or incompatible with each other. 
Earth, water, wind , iron , and wood for instance were compatible o  
Gold " got along" with all elements o Fire , though , was incompati­
ble with wind , water , and wood for it could destroy their proper
proportion .  
The effect of astral and planetary relationships at the 
moment of birth on one ' s  constituent el ements induced qual ities 
of characterno l 2  Mind and body were a continuum. Because 
family members were born at different moments of time , intra­
familianl temperamental differences were expected.n1 3  Persons 
made up of incompatible elements quarreledo  Thus, friction 
might occur between parents and childreno  For a husband and 
wife , who lived in especia lly close proximity, the constitu­
tional e lements were of special importancen. Through marital 
relationships their elements were in physical contact o 
Consequently, in the old daysnt a couple comtemplating marrniage 
ascertained through their horoscopes the compatibility of 
their natal elements to determine whether they could live 
together without de stroying each otherno For instance, a gir l 
with much fire in her make-up was easily angered and prone to 
fevers. She could not make a succes sful marriage with a boy
with much woodno 
Physiology 
A single physio logic�! proce s s  controlled the functioning 
of the body and the mind; i .  e o; the equilibrium of its elements o 
If the elements were in proper balance , proportion or harmony , 
a person was healthy ; if an element were excess ive or deficient , 
1 1 ,, " This , my formed body , is  composed of the 4 Elementsn, 
generated by Father and Mother , built up from �ice , porridge 
and sour gruel , "  says the Buddha (Suriyabongse 1951 �11)n{) 
12 0 Merit , the other determinant of character, is  discussed in 
"In--fluences on Health" below o 
13 .,  Cf ., the proverb " The joints (knot s )  on the same stem are 
nevertheless  unequally spaced , so even brothers are of 
different minds ,"  (Gerini 1904 :14)n. 
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. .  
a condi�ion which also affecteds- �he _ functioning of the others • 
·.he was ill or emotionally disturbeds. 1� For e;cample, dropsy , .. 
swelling, and yellow eyes came fro� $xcess �ater; cholera arid 
constipation from earth mists.s. Wi·nd ·ands· fire · were the great·trouble-makerss. · 
Wind "was stronger than the other three elements. '' Either 
blowing wind or still air easily penetrated the $kin and 
caused difficulties all the way from flatulence, stomach-ach•s­
and diarrhea to a -- min9r head-ache and ' di�ziness _("if wind whirls 
inside the body, the house swims around") ;  from incessant · ·
crying to serious - �nterference with breathing, ·hence faii:itinJ 
and death . An accident, suchs.as a cut or broken bone, dis­
turbed, and might "let out, " the air.- Acute pain ensued ·if 
''rigidity'' of earth, fire, or �ater interfered with the proper· 
·movements of the ·.internal . winds . · · 
' .
Anger and fever · were - both in 1;h·e category: _ of . ex·cess f!r� . 
Since fire was particularly impli�ateds· in
.s
distu�bed social 
relations, coolness · w�s emphasiz�d : as the de�irable state of 
body and mind . The· blessings.- for both sexes - at . birth and·· at. · . 
the marriage ceremonies enjoined . th� ind·ividual ·tos. be . "cool 
and happi . "  · There was �ome evidence·. that . · co_ol · nature·s were 
tender (�) natures . Since wC?me.n py n.a�ure · were as-sume� . to 
be ''tender 1 '' and- men not, a difference - in element constsitu� 
· 
·tion may have been sex-linkeds. However,: everyone kn_ew of 
women who were not tender. For persons abundaritly endowe4 
_with fire, temper .control through. t�inperature .. control was a ·s· 
consta·nt preocoupat ion, for the allowabl_·e margin , of f luctua- ·_· ·tion was especially. narrow. ·s
Foods. occupied an especially i·mportant p·lace in a persons' e . .
welfare because food controlled the· fires·element .s1 5  The follow­
ing material on - diet is the background for some of thes·sdietary
injunctions during pregnancy and l,actations. . . 
-------·-
1� . In view of Thailand's ancient I ndian contacts, the 
parallels (and differ�nces) between. Bang Chan, and Hin�u 
Ayurvada as described by Opler (196�: 3 2-35 ),  are noteworthy. . . . . 
. 




de6aying created the 
fire element in the body'' ($u�iyabongse 1954: 1 2 ) ;  . _ · . s.  · 
2 2  
Diet in Body Maintenance and Curing 
,.
Because food created fire, the daily diet could be a 
source of illness or a therapeutic means. Everyo·food had 
known properties for heating or cooling, and for othe� 
effects as well . Guava fruit, alcohol, and turtle or cobra 
curry were heating. Eggs were cooling. Depending on the 
occasion, ice and iced concoctions were over-heating or 
over-cooling. They were always "dangerous during · 
menstruationoo " Banana varied according to the variety : 
-kluai h9m ( fragrant banana) was undes.irably cooling and 
caused either diarrhea or constipation (Hauck , 1 9 5 9 :  2 7_) ; 
kluai nam wa was less  deleterious ( salaeng) while kluai 
.., .-nam ·�g d· · ·the- ,·o· ·- or - for pa-rturients ( Boonl ·o·ng· )  • · .· v1a.s, · -ao · for· sick· ·' - · 
Properties in food changed in cooking. Boiling made 
rice " ripe" (suk) and so available as nourishment (Anuman
Rajadhon : 77)oo Even the method of cooking varied the 
properties. For thA s ick and for parturients, the banana . - . .
variety �alled kluai hak muk was good if baked, but not if 
cooked in syrup (Boonlong). 
Some 
' 
· :foods were "incompatible" with, and so aggravated,
certain il lnessesoo Air-borne food in the form of smell was 
incompatible with, and compounded, a condition of wind­
excess e  Death or blindness ensued. On the other hand, 
asafetida might be tied to the wrist of a new-b6rn baby so 
that the smel l ,  an established carminative, might cure the 
excess wind in his stomach manifested as flatulenceo 
Beneficial foods were encouraged. Of all these none 
surpas sed- rice, the main sustenance of the body , "the only 
tru_e :  ,food" ( Y.o.ng__ _  C)!u���a , _irio. H�µq_!< _, 1 9 5 9  : 27) an1 �c,urq_e_ _  (?f- . . 
··"strength" to the farmeroo Rice was a safe food. It never 
disturbed elementso. Eating rice, as compared with meat, 
had no overtone of taking l ife. One could eat one's fill 
without any s in.  Most of all, rice nourished the human 
khwan, for each grain contained a part of the khwan of the 
divine Rice Mother. Furthermore, any food offered ritually
to a spirit or to make merit acquired strengthening proper­
ties, and was afterwards given to priests, children, or to 
the s ick .. 
-Food; with known dangers were avoided. "Klua1 tani 
banana, a variety full of seedsi was never eaten because 
it contained a female ghost (ph1.)  . "  Jackfruit was 
avoided by lactating women as a direct source of wind­
excess .  Fruit in general was not dangerous but "did not 
give enough strength for a rice farmer. It was all right 
for an orchardist.o" 
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People used '.stheir knowledge of food properties to ameliorate 
their physical condition.· Duri�g lactation , for instance , women 
ate vegetables or not ''depending on th� condition of the baby , �  
for breast milk was very easily affected by ad�erse properties.
In the broader context of general dietary needs , people enter­
tained ideas about the suitability of· certain foods to certain 
ageij , sexes , occupations , conditions, and occasions ( Hauck , et al : 
·42-50) .  Nevertheles� persons often risked an undesirable effect 
in food for pleasures. The proper· banana variety for ritual use
-was the tiny klua1 1 nam , yet it was not planted much in Bang Chan 
because th� people "dio not like the taste.s" They substituted 
· 
the "pleasant-tasting" klua;;i,.nam was. Here orthodoxy came off 
seconds. The heat of alcoholic drink relished by men and older 
women often pressed the margin of safe temperature controls. The 
cobra--turtle--or chicken--p�us--alcohol feasts exemplified 
how readily the elders gambled even on the increment of sin from 
eating meat , or risked an over-heated temper , for the joy of eat-
ing such �herished delicacies . · 
Food dislikes , if temporary , reflecteq an imbalance of 
elements; if usual , an individual constitutional set of the 
person ' s  elem�nts. To eat disliked food was therefore positively
harmfuls. To urge someone to eat disliked food was wrong .s1 6  
Illness 
All illness , anxiety , and soul loss was caused by intrusions 
from outside the . body . The :intrusion might be from a super­
natural source C wiset : powerful) or natural (tam thammachat ) 
(Textor :s1 0) but in either case the result was''the sarne : disrup­
tion of the elem�nts . Anxiety , whether caused by a social 
situation such as fear of frustration , by a broken bone or by a 
fever , also was a disruption of bal�nces. An attack by the 
supernatural disease miss·ile , "khun"sl7_ gave . rise to the classic 
symptoms of wind-excess : "a man cried all t.he time and had 
flatulency . "  Elements were also disorg·anized by spirit attack. 
The victim suffered hysteria , paroxysm , flatulence , convuls·ion , 
1 6  . Phillips (p .  65) reported - that par�nts did not give their 
child a disliked medicine because "it offends him • • •  � It is 
better not to give it to him than hurt his feelings. "  
11s. This small skin missile invaded the bo�y and then expanded 
to the size of a buffalo . Inientiohals·satt�cks- ( sorcery) might
kill; accidental , merely pained (cf . T$xtor :s1 1 6-127). Sus­
pected khun was one of the few reasons why a family would 
authorize so grave a violation of the body of a deceased 
member as an autopsys. 
or fainting, and also such localized trauma as abcesses. 
Similar behavior followed the influence of malevolent magical 
amulets, incantations, and love magic. Natural intrusions 
may be exemplified by the seasonal influences of rain, which 
brought on too much water element ; of heat, which increased 
fire; and of wind, which cooled too much or brought in 
certain fevers, e.og. north fever (khai nua) . An accident was 
a natural cause of disequilibrium. A cut might let out the 
air or a soul. 
Any lost soul, if not restored, meant death. Souls were 
lost from falls or frights or from spirit attack, a condition 
recognized by persistent crying, hysteria, and unconsciousness. 
The exits were at the top of the head, the palms of the hands, 
and the soles of the feet, the latter 2 sometimes localized 
at the 2 thumbs and the 2 great toes. One of the old beliefs 
associated an element with one of the four �hettaphut souls 
(Textor: 130) .  When one of these souls was lost one whole 
element was gone. Loss of the khwan soul was more frequent
than any other, especial ly during childhoodoo Its care 
throughout life was very much in mind. The khwanl8 played an 
especially prominent part during childbirth. 
If a person were only slightly sick, he might first try 
to overcome his physical complaint by attention to diet_. 
Very rarely did he by himself buy some medicine at a drug
store. If it were a case of a child's lost khwan, women 
performed the rite for its recovery. When the khwan of an 
adult was affected, men performed a strengthening rite (tham
khwan_) ,  or a priest gave a holy water bath. If the person 
were very ill, holy cotton thread (sai sin) was tied at 
wrist, ankle, and neck so as to shut off the soul exits. An 
elder relative or spouse might also "bon, " i o e ., vow food or 
liquor in return for the help of supernatural beings ; or,
with Buddhist "sacred things" in mind, promise the ordination 
of the afflicted person, or oneself, or some interested 
relative. In this case, the relatives had long since turned 
for help from the arts of medicine o  
The Arts of Medicine 
Medical knowledge comprised on the one hand a pharmacology
of materia medica, and on the other, the far more important 
18. The conceptualization of this soul was Brahmanic in 
source, rather than Buddhist (cf. Martinie, 1952 : 370) .  
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magical formulae and incantations ( kha.tha. cf. Textor 19 60 : 80-9 8 ;  
6 7- 7 9 ) r. It was one · of the branches of occultism ( s aiyasit 
[McF. 1940n: 895 ])n� th� ancient science which sought bi magic�l
means to oontrol, ·the forces of the heavens _rand of earth and · _ 
to manipulate them in behalf ofr_ man' s interes·ts and enterprises • 
whether economic , aesthetic , personal , or other.  Some of ther· · 
other branches were d-ancing , singing 1 _the agr,icultural rites ,  
boxing , boat- and house-building , and the life-cycle ritesr. 
This powerful wisdom was contained in sacred books at the 
Buddhist temple where it passed,  usually· _orally , from priest 
to priest. It could.be transmitted away from the temple between 
men , if they had once been ordained . Its transmission was 
controlled by ritual teacher-pupil relations , and its use by
formal reguest throµgh presentation of a sacred offering , the 
khwan khao ( cf .  ·_ nuan' s Tal7 p. 44).  �nal,lthorized magicrdid not , .wor� because it was not validated by �ts supernatural discovere�t  
improper ritual behavior incurred strong supernatural sanction, . 
Instruction in magic and its use was free e�cept for the token-·offerings and coin in the khwan kharo.  The only rigi_d ol:>liga- · 
tion was a pul:;>lic·annual homage-to-the-teacher ritual (wai khru) . 
The_peraons :authorized to handle any_part of saiyasat were 
called �• :In the context of medicin.e _ , rilQ was· translated _
"doctor. To keep the modern and ancient traditions separate , 
we shall use the-:Thai word "m9" throughout this paper for the 
practitioner of the ancient occult art , reserving the word -
"doctor" for physicians trained in mode·l'n med·iciner. 
' ' 
The field of medicine was split into categories or special-
tie s .  There wer� � for instance , the exorcisersr. of.spirits or· 
disease objects (m� phi ) , · and the curers C .m9 raksa.) _ who made up
decoctions par:;ic� arly for element imbc;llances. Astrologist-,' 
foretellers ( mQ du) analysed �isturbances due to astral conflu­
ences ; soul-cerem6nialists C m9 khwan) car�ieQ on the khwan­
strengthening rites ; 4nd the m9 san� speci�lized in love arid 
h�te mag!c. _O�r� lower pla�e �eri masse�rs C m§ guat) an� mid� 
wives C m9 tam ae l •r. �o specialist coul� oper-ate in t�e field· 
of another un 1e·s's. he had formally· acqui-red that specialty. No 
limits , though , 'were set on the numper of speci�l ties a person 
might acquire so .• that all their lives , m9 · were open to and 
seeking new knowledge by pilgrimage , discussion ,  or visit to 
a Chinese or modern druggist . The major curing specialties 
were only in the ,hands of males , but men and women both prac-
ticed the minor branches of midwifery and mass aging .r19 · 
. ' 
. .. . 
19  . A woman medi4m ( khonsong) who· cured when possessed by the 
spir�t ofra male :�9 was notrentitledrto be 7alled J!&. Her . .: .special circumstances are dis�ussed in "-Magic and Raturi ty . "  
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An ill individual made a preliminary self-diagnosis to 
ascertain which was the pertinent specialist to consult. A
quick cure occurred if the diagnosis were correct, because 
the specialist then had the exact curing agent and magic for 
that disorder. If the first mo were unsuccessful, the patient
moved on without embarrassment ' to another. In fact, a person -. . .
might be a-curing with 2 or 3 mo at once, and a modern doctor 
besides (cf. Hauck, 1956 : 37 ) : ' 
"She goes to Mij SHk who is good for 
spirits, and to M
� Pl�ng 
at Lam 
Pakachet who is g odo or headaches
and- · Two years ago -her child vomi ting. 
was sick with san chak and was cured 
by Mij Suk. First she took the child 
to Suk but a few days later went to
Sawad at Lolae because she was afraid 
the child would dieo. Sawad gave 
tablets. She did not revisit either 
mo because the child recovered. Ho 
Sdk helped most because -he had ' 
experience in magic" (SS. ). 
For reasons of convenience, however, people also de­
veloped lasting relationships with particular .m.Q., usually the 
nearest, or a kinsman, to whom they turned fir�t for medical 
help. 
Medicines cured either by direct rectification of 
deficiencies or excesses or on a principle of counte� balance. 
Their effectiveness was increased by incantations. A 
rhinoceros in massive presence caused earth excess in the form 
of cholera C Bangkok · ·calendar, 18 6 9:73) , but a bit of its bone · 
restored earth deficiency. Cobra was a direct ingredient for 
heat, but only sour tastes gave water element. A � described 
the medical theory behind curing techniques for the heat-rash, 
boil� and fever sometimes suffered after childbirth: 
"If the· body is hot, fire is in excess, 
by which the other elements are heated. 
Thus the blood cannot move freely, and 
cells are deprived of their normal blood 
supply. The cells die, thus creating a 
boil or abcess. , If the fire element is 
higher, the water of the bodyo· is lowered 
to a deficiency.o' Drinking water alone 
will not restore the water level. Sour 
tas�es must be given. If the patient 
is thirsty, the lung is hot.o" 
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Influences on Health 
' 
': . .. •· . . . . . . . . . 
would be true or 
. In. Bang Ch�n ,· a .discussion of sickness and health mer�ly 
in terms of elell\ent · ba·lance . . ·.but ·insufficient , ... . . . . . ·.even superfic�al •. • After all , whether manipulated by oneself 
or by a professio�al 9urer , elements could only be controlled 
within certain limits. Far deep·er questions were posed , _ prob­
ing the ultimate nature of health , life , and death. What 
determined the p4rticular proportions of a person'rs 4 elements 
with which he had been born , and whethe� h� had , say , a 
preponderance of wood from· Jupiter or ·g�ld from Venus ?r The· 
immediate answer of astrological confluences on the date of 
birth would be true , for each day had its own qualities and 
aspects , but it was not enough. Why had he b�en born on that 
date to that set of. governing factors ?  In life , why did one 
person meet t�e circumstances that created illnes s ,  while 
another lived in glorious health? ·Th�r�swers to these que�tions
must be sought in the Buddhist moral and.cosmic beliefs. 




principle of immutable 
law. Each personrreceived his just due, suffering for his Qwn !
sins , enjoyingr·rre�ard for his virtue. There was no personified 
deity to help , fo�giv� , or blame .• Moreover , attachments were 
the. cause · of sorrQw. Because existence wa� fraught with desires , 
all life was basiqally painful. Even flashes of happiness  by
their cessation c�used sorrow. 
·In this universe· and on this earth , indi�iduals , each a 
unique and indeperident entity ,  were b9rn to live and die , over 
and over again , tbl;'oughout eons of time •r. T·hey bore no relation 
to each other. Separate and autonomous , r; e�ch was in charge
of his own destiny. All beings formed a single grand scale of  
existence from demons in hellr, through s�ch 16wly creature� as  
worms and ins-ects , upw�rd thro.ugh dogs , cats ,r· buffaloes , and 
elephants to mankind , then on up to ange-1s  and gods in the last·
paradises befdre the ��ace of Nipphin- ( Nirvana) .· 
·The insight: of the Buddha showed the · ·way . tb break the 
sorrowful et.ernal. cy9le of· rebirth and re·ach .Nipphan. The 
Buddh.a perceived that meritorious behavior· caused one to 
progress up this ladde_r of existence 1;:owar·d ·freedom from incar ... 
nation.r· In each life merit ( bun) coul.d be accurinulated by 
... _
compassioriate behavior : caring for prie�t� , arid being kind and·r
generous to persons less able-to care fo_r themse·_1ves. With­
merit one ' s  next life was happier and freer of. restricti6ns. .A dog· had more merit than a worm, a buffalorthan a ·dog. . 
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Man was higher on the scale than womanoo20 Progress toward 
Nipphan was not assured but had to be earned o  With sinful 
behavior a person might be catapulted back to being a beast. 
He who stole would "be born and die 500 times before he could 
even grow up.o" Almost everyone had to be sent to purgatory 
where demons carried on tortures until he had suffered enough 
to be released for rebirth. The evil spirits (phi) that 
wandered frighteningly in Bang Chan were part of the legions 
whose job was to increase deserved suffering on this earth. 
The people of Bang Chan felt they could discern eveno.
of themselves who was meritful and who was not according to 
human circumstances, constoitution, and behavior. A meritor­
ious person was healthy, happy, and successful in all under­
takings. He enjoyed good health and long life, a kindly 
personality, many fine children, wealth, high status, 
intelligence, and luck. Astrologically, he was born on a day 
of good confluences, of gold and auspicious signs. He who 
lacked merit, because of sins committed perhaps many ages 
ago, was born on an unfortunate day. He suffered early death, 
deformities, unhappiness, poverty, and had a cruel nature. 
ri1ness, whether supernatural or natural, whether induced by 
wfnd or sorcery or what, struck as part of the suffering 
brought on by former sin. It was accepted in the conviction
that whoever suffered had brought it on himself. When merit 
ran out, or when sin cancelled out and then exceeded one's 
merit, suffering and premature death occurred, despite all 
human efforts. Because of the prevalence of illness and of 
life's difficulties, major and minor, no one, no matter how 
outwardly · fortunate and so evidently meritorious, had at 
.this earthly level of existence enough merit to escape some 
suffering and frustration. By the same token, though, no 
person was without hope. By making merit or.bY suffering in 
this life, existence would be happier in theo- next 6 The mak­
ing of merit was in the forefront of daily conscious effort 
and even conversations of the people of Bang Chan. 
The long-range protection against all illness was to
live virtuously and make merit. However, to guard against 
temporary supernatural intrusions, everyone possessed and 
usually wore Buddha lockets and other amulets. Some 
underwent tatooing, men having Cambodian or other figures, 
women, 2 small dots tatooed on the torso under the arm. 
20. Men had achieved greater "other-worldliness" while women 
were more bound by the phenomena of the flesh (cf. Kirsch, 
1961 ) .  
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There were �lso thes_sp�ot�cting_s�ites· of the life- cycle-� and.
Buddhist, Hindu , : :  Muslim, and an·imists. rituals tos· ameliora,te·, . . . . ·
events in. every w�lk ofs. life. 
Chapter III 
PREGNANCY AND PARTURITION 
Conception 
Conception occurred when a khwan-soul flew into the womb 
of a woman during sexual intercourse o "A father and a mother 
are equally important because there is no birth in the world 
without both. An infant is the product of both sexes,o" said 
a priest in a Bang Chan sermonoo2 1  
The little being in the womb from the moment of concep­
tion was a specific individual who had lived many times 
before, meritful or sinful according to its previous actions. 
Desire for rebirth was in itself evidence of inadequate merit 
to effect release from incarnationo Though this life was to 
some extent a fresh start , his character ( nisai } and heart 
(�hai) were already largely formed through his store of merit 
and ingrained habit from former existences.o2 2  
21. The teachings of the Buddha state : "Rebirth takes place 
when a father and a mother come together , and it is the 
mother's period, and the one to be born is present"
(Suriyabongse: 2 0). 
22. He bore with him the last ideas spoken to him at his most 
recent death. The Visuddhi-Magga tells how this carry-over 
occurs. One of the categories of karma , was the "close at 
hand , karma remembered at the point of death [which] springs 
up wi th [a person] in rebirth'' (Warren: 246). As King 
Mongkut lay dying, everyone in the room called out "arahat ! "  
in his ear incessantly so that by "remembering it at the 
point of death" he might be reborn an Arahat (E.R.E. " Siam"o: 
487). Another pertinent category of karma was the 
" habitual":  "karma that has become habitual through frequent 
repetition. This brings on rebirth when [other] forms are 
absent" (Warren:o246) . Here is the basis for the inborn 
character, heart and ingrained habit (cf. J.R. Hanks, 1959, 
and the section below on "Habit" (khoei). 
-30-
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The Pre-natal Babl 
The baby ' s  body " started as a hair. "  After conception it 
was necessary that the father , with his semen during interco�rs,
''strengthen '' the baby. There was less � if any , intercour�e in .
the last weeks of pregnancy , though no prohibi t ion against it. 
Food eaten by th� ·smother , "transformed into bloqd,s" bu.ilt the 
baby'ss body. For t·he first 3 months the child was a "clump of 
blood.s" By the third month the mother felt a shaking ( san) at 
the clump. This was the ''khwan soul flitting ·in and out of the 
baby ' s  heart.s'' The picture of pre-natal growth was expree sed 
by the chant at the tonsuring ceremony : 
''The body of a child inside itss·smother'ss 
womb grows gradually like d�oplets of oil 
coagulating at the end of the ya� • s  hairs. 
The 5 apertures appear , the npse , 2 ears , 
and 2 eyes ;  and then thes. hair , hand� and 
feet. The infant'ss hands embrace its 
placenta from which it sucks water day
and night. There it sits on its mother ' s  
faece.s while her newly eaten foods pack 
closely on its head. Its �h�n rests upon
its �nees ,  its face is turned toward the 
mother'ss back as it leans bac� against 
her belly. It looks like a mQnkey in the 
rain , sitting , waiting , trying to warm 
itself in a hole at the foot of a tree1' 
( s .  s .  ) .. 
Before birth (and after ) , the baby was weak and tender ( 9n )  • .·swith es�ecially soft , thin skin. 
The Pregnant Woman
I 
In pregnancy , a woman saw herself as moving toward the 
fulfillment of her long adumbrated female ·office23  of 
nurtu�er. The essepce of her femaleness , to be " soft and 
yielding, to lengthen life by nourish�n� othe�s '' was heightened. 
2 3. To paraphrase Fortes : ''office , ' '  subsµming both status 
and role , means "cal�ing , occupation , or 1-i.fe�task.s" It 
serves ''instrumental or utilitarian erids , '  yet also has the 
"other dimension of duty and res·ponsibili ty enj oined, sanc­
tioned and above all symbolized in ceremonial or ritual forms 
placing it in thes: moral order" (Fortea : 62 ) �  
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She was "more sensitive, tender, and delicate,"  and more 
vulnerable to outside influences, both good and bad. For her 
goal of nourishing a beautiful child, her greater sensitivity 
gave her the means. Because of the physical unity of mother 
and child, her every sight, sound, touch, taste or smell,
every thought and action reacted on the childo. Out of 
compassion she sought out beautiful sights and avoided ugly
ones;  she behaved virtuously and tenderly. As the tonsure­
chant put ito: 
"A child's skin is as soft as cotton. His mother 
dares not eat hot-tasting foods lest they burn 
this tender skin and make him suffer .  Awake or
asleep, she is careful in sitting and reclining
lest he be hurt inside. She is merciful, and 
sensitive for her child. His pain is like that of 
a tiny helpless bird being clubbed by savage 
hunters. She will not taste incompatible foods,
nor the sweet nor the peppery, even though she 
thirsts for them • • • •  " { S. S. ). 
She took every opportunity to associate herself with words 
or actions which implied success in situations analogous to 
parturition. For instance, in order that her child would 
''ocome out'' more easily she cooked and ate a lotus bud, 
carried by monks and chanted over, especially those used at 
the termination of Buddhist Lent, when the monks "came out" 
C9k)' of their sequestration { Textor : 169-170). 
The father, too, shared in the responsibility, for it 
took both a father and a mother to bring forth a child � 
Quarr.els were avoided for they made for a quarrelsome child. 
A man was particularly enj oined to help by keeping his �ife 
in a happy mood. The father's industriousness- in collecting 
wood for his wife's post-partum fire made for an industrious 
child. As a good example for the child and for their own 
''merit,o'' a pregnant woman and her husband chanted prayers
Cmon ; skt : mantra) at night together before retiring. Thus
their child would be "easy to raise" { Textor 1960 : 87). 
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On the other hand , pregnancy was a period of uncertainty 
when a woman was easily upsetoemotionallyoo Because childbirth 
was "like a war" when a woman might die
� 
"defeated by hero' 
pregnancy"(pha"""eth�n!
) ,  she felt uneasyo 4 If she were 
frightened, her c i d'sokhwan would fly off in terror o The 
baby died in the womb if its khwan did not returnoo Because 
of increased sensitivity and vulnerability her elements and
those of the baby were frequently thrown off balance o Wind 
easily entered through the thin skin of her stomach whe�e she 
carried the unborn childo It caused pre=natal disorders all 
the way from queasiness and minor vomiting in early pregnancy 
to miscarriage and deathoo ."A woman felt dizziness and numbness 
because of wind in the fetus o In a month she. suffered a 
miscarriageoo " 
A pre-natal pain that did not seem to be a labor-pain was 
diagnosed as the very dangerous nae�9 '' a thick lump of blood 
and wind that moved quicklyoa '' As in other illnesses, element 
harmony was restored by medicinesoj holy wate r ,  and by modifio­
cations of diet a 
Women knew of possible supernatural invasions of the womb 
during pregnancyoo If a woman had beforehand lost a baby at 
birth or through miscarriage, and ·the body had not been 
properly buriedoi she might be seriously troubled by its rest­
less ghost , fully as powerfuloi it must be remeomberedoj as an 
adult17 S o  
24 0 The image of battle was traditional (cfo Anuman Raj adhon : 
108) 0 Phaeth�ng (Mcf g 599) , a combination of food craving 
and vomi tingo Anuman Raj adhonz-115) paralleled the dola=duka 
of Ceylon (cf o Obeyesekere), but without the hostilities 
built in by the Sinhaleseoo 
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She might also be troubled by the ghost of anyone who l1ad 
died violently . This ghostn, a phi taj thang klom, caused 
"the worst of all possible deaths." The P.hl. kras� 
spirit ,n25 entering through her anus , also might cause 
death by consuming her faeces , organs or the child's 
entrails. It was more dangerous during and after child­
birth than during pregnancy (Textor :304-3 20 )n0 The 
supernatural disease missile called "khun" might also 
strike. "If the mother is under 9 months pregnantn, the 
baby inside can protect (itself ) .  If this happens du-ring
the ninth month , the doctor uses holy water to extract it 
at the time of birthno " Khun was recognized by "extra pain
occurring just before the baby comes outno " To protect 
themselves , women wore extra talismans or had 2 dots 
tattooed under the armno 
There was no assumption that what was -born was 
inevitably to be humanno When people said of a woman who 
had died pregnant , "the child ate the mother ; "  or, atn·na 
miscarriage , "the mother ate her child,n" or if many of a 
couple's children died, "they eat their childrennj " the charge 
might be merely the comment of a vituperous neighbor ,  but the 
reality of vicious , autonomous beings , human or otherwise, in 
the womb was unmistnakableno A certain woman died pregnantno 
The fetus , removed surgically , was observed to have 2 visible 
�eeth , which indicated it was a non-human , jak (giant ) .  
However , a child might also be the soul of an angel in the 
form of a falling star that entered the womb in the advanced 
stages of pregnancy . "If such a baby lives it is pure and is 
a _  very wonderful childn. "  Episodes were described of women 
glving birth to "gold , "  "jewels , "  "a monkey,n" "a fishn0 s 
stomach , "  and a mouse-like "Golden Childno " Sometimes �hese 
25.  This spirit ate like a dogn, not like a human being,  in 
eating faeces and putrid meat (McF o 46)no No revulsion nor 
idea of filth and contamination was found in Bang Chan ' s  
attitudes about faeces or urineno The infant in the womb 
sat peaceably on the mothernv s faecesn. It was lucky to 
dream of faeces. In daily life human and animal excretions , 
like sins at the festival of Loy Krataung , were carried 
away by the canal watersno Bang Chan Buddhists recognized a 
need for cleansing , but not for purification .  Since neither 
faeces nor $ins were filthy the water was not contaminatedno 
Even putrid meat was not disgusting in the context of the 
perishability of the flesh , but as food it was revolting o 
Muslims , however , had built in contamination to their concept 
of sin , so required purificationno 
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aberrancies were : viewed as desirable sources 0£ supernatural
power, but on ot�er occasions , they were seen as a sign of 
demerit , caused emb�rrassment , and were suffocated at once 
( if alive) , and buried . 
If  a woman died pregnant , her body was at once brought to 
the temple where the unborn child was removed surgically.  The 
usual solacing sermon,  rites "to lead the deceased to live in 
her right place in·the next world , "  and cremation took pl�oe, 
with the fetus laid beside its mother so that it "would come 
out normally . "  The . mother and child were separated to prevent
a ghost which was- d�u�le-powered . No .p��yers-�ere chanted a� 
home before exsection-" lest they make the power of the spirit 
stronger.r" Moreover , any violent or premature death caused an 
angry ghost. The ghost of a premature child hadr-a heavy load 
of sin , for its stay in purgatory , whe·re sin was worked off,  
had been interrupted ( Textor :  2 6 2 ) .  An unscrupulous ·m9 was 
eager to get pos session of any ghost for use-in sorcery , and 
a double· ghost was stFonger than any other •r. Ghosts were 
obtained· by plundering the mortuary chambers of the temple 
prior to cremation. · By feeding ( liang) it , a mo controlled 
it . The ghost of.- a . male infant was preferable-tecause it w�s 
" stronger than that.rof a female . "  I n  �he light of this 
situation , not only should the body of a pr�gnant woman never 
be left aloner" SQ.that no one caq get 4t them ( sic) , '' but a 
pregnant woman herself ought not to be alone .r2 6  :The behavior 
towards the Rice Goddess·, Mother Po sop , who was . "pregnant" 
when the grains ii .. the stalk filled Qut , illu�inated many of 
these attitudes : " Mae Posop feels weak , hung�y � and uneasy. 
She is eager to taste sour and sweet foods , She is a woman 
and beautiful in her pregnancy . '' To allay herr, hunger the 
, . .  
. . . . . 
2 6 . In  Cambodia , a pregnant woman might be murdered , even by
her husband , so that the murderer might gain, tbe••;,malevolent ppw��
that possession of her now double soul would afford. ( E . R . t .
"Cambodia'' : p . 1 5 9 ) r. This specific statement was not found in 
Bang Chan but might be part of the shadowy packground to local 
reluctance to leave a pregnant woman alone. 
• • • 
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farmers brou_¥;ht to the fields an offering of two kinds of 
bananas ( kluai h�m and kluai namwa) , s ugar cane, taro,
young coconut an cakes; and"fresh earth burned and 
offered with oranges and other kinds of fruit. "27 She was 
also given the things "dear to women" : new clothing, 
perfume, face-powder, hair lotion and a mirror. In the 
annual harvest ritual, when some woman ( never a man) 
escorted the Goddess from the field to the rice bin, 
participation was forbidden to a pregnant woman because 
"the Goddess-Mother might be jealous of the woman ' s  heightened 
beauty" and so be malevolent. Also, "being now emotionally 
weak and easily upset, a woman might be frightened by seein&
the Goddess,  who, after all, is close to being a spirit (phi)o. 
The prominence of food cravings in this traditional 
description leads to a consideration of diet in pregnancy. 
Diet in Pregnancy28 
As long as everything went well, pregnant women "ate 
as usual.o" The underlying premise was that each woman early 
in chi·ldhood had established a regular diet suitable to her 
individual make-up of elements, and eliminated foods that 
because they did not agree with her or were disliked, were 
judged "not compatible.o" A woman could eat as usual because 
the ordinary daily foods, rice, coconut, etc. , were "safe.o" 
The modifiocations introduced to beautify and protect the 
mother and baby were made on the basis of the properties and 
27. The goddess was following traditional "defeated by .oone's 
pregnancy" (phaeth9ng [Mc. F:  599 ] )  symptoms of desirins 
"sour, salty, or s trange things s uch as burnt earth.o" Like 
any woman, her craving for sweets indicated that a heavenly 
creature was to be born; for fruits, that she would bring 
forth an animal; for burnt earth, that the god Brahma would 
be born ( Anuman Rajadhon 196 1 : e115-116 ) .  
28. This section does not purport to present a dietary study 
in modern nutritional terms. Hauck's study ( 19 5 9 )  of maternal 
and child health gives information on foods eaten, craved, 
dis liked, or viewed as "good for" or "not good for" women 
during child-bearing, and also on illnesoses found among 
pregnant women, including beri-beri, nausea, cramps, and 
fainting. The data here add to her information on behavior 
and s tress traditional views as to the purpose of the dietary 
1nJunct1ons. 
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qualities of foo4s . Chili peppers were avoided because they
"burned the baby ' s  skins• "  . The cooling )sJ.111'.i namwa: banana 
ensured a cool-tempered child.  The fact that one woman ate 
cobra :curry and suffered heat , while another took it comfort­
ably , 1indicated , however , that what wa$ bqd fo� one might
-not b� bad for anbther . Individuality of constitutional 
make-Jp explains why views varied consider�bly on proper
diet ftn pregnancy and lactation (cf . Ha�ck 1959 : 2 , 1 6).  
Those �ho were eying urban ways added to the variety by 
occasi,onally follQwing modern medical advices. A school­
teachejr ,  for instance , ate eggs regula:rlys- -and ·during
pregna:ncy----not the "old way . "  
W:omen were urged to eat a great deal for they were eating·for 2 . s2� Craving� were not compelling ,  b4t to increase food � 
intake , preferenc�s were indulged , even when involving out. 
of-season fruits ,  expensive , or "dangerous" items (Hauck , 
1959 : 14).s3 0  ''A pregnant woman can eat any kind of food becaqse 
she is sailing on a tremendous ocean [a traditional phrasing� 
(cf .  Anuman Raj adhon : 1 0  8)]. No one can predict whether she will 
live or die . One wants �o eat chicken and kills it herself, 
Another has dreams �nd nightmares about craving certain food . "  
She who flouted the Buddhist prohibition on taking life and 
killed a chicken to eat was riot critizised . She was shoulde�ing 
29 .  "To incr.ease : the appet.i te" was of frequent concern 
(cf . Hauck , 1959 : 2 7 ,  and Sharp et al . ,  19S3 : 256-26 0) .  
Food in quantity and the appetite to con�ume it was one of 
the m,�n props of : �ocial relationships and pf personal
security (L .M .  Hanks ,  196 3) .  · 
3 0 .  Some of the 1ikes and dislikes mentioned turned out to be 
a recitation of the traditional food inj upctions set down in 
the old "textboo� ; "  Promcindaa , quoted by Phya Anumans· 
Raj adhon (116).  That fresh fishs. tastes �nd odors were the most 
frequent dislik�ss: (Hauck , 1959 : 14) should be �een �longside t�, 
following " symptom of pregnancy sickness : if the mother desi�e• 
to eat meat and fish and raw things----a c:reature of hell has 
come to be born" (ibid : 116) .  Such ·an idea might well discour� 
age the eating of fresh fish and underlie Yong Chutimas' s  
statement that "women were supposed to eat less meat than men" 
(qu�ted i� Hauck , et al . , 1958 : 42) , an� found assa prevalen! _attitude in Cha Chung Sao { H . M . H . ) .  The out��f-season fruits,  
Chinese noodles Can expensive or party far� ) and hot foods 
(dangerous) fit certain craving�catego�ies of Obeyesekere 
{ pp.  3 38- 339 ) .  
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sin for the sake of nourishing the child. Some Thai village 
women followed a local Chinese belief that eating a female 
chicken gave strength during pregnancy. Eating a rooster, 
though, caused miscarriage through "estopic gestation.'' 
Thai Muslims recommended chicken whole-heartedly. 
Medicines 
Beginning early in pregnancy, one or more kinds of 
medicine c a) were taken. These hot-tasting medicines of 
ginger, ga1anga, pepper, and such in 28 per cent alcohol were 
either bought from the big selection at a Chinese drugstore,
or were made up at home from alcohol or water and an envelope
of ingredients. A woman made the choice herself with the 
advice of experienced persons. Even the Muslims who 
ordinarily frowned on alcohol permitted their women to take 
it at this time. A few women, though, said they "did not 
like to get drunk," so took their medicines in hot water, 
The quantity varied from two to six spoonfuls per day, with big
increases as delivery. appPoached, e.g. "two big cups a day
of it during the ninths- month." 
The primary purpose of medicine was to increase the 
appetite, but there were other reasons. Fragrant .s.s . 
Medicine (ta hauaum) cured wind , One Muslim midwife's 
mixture "s imuiated the amniotic fluid." Other prepara­
tions had more general objectives. One label advertised 
"strength and good blood to men and beauty to women ; "  
another promised . to "maintain the mother' s  body and make 
the inner organs do their·swork properly" C H.M.H.). 
In the last months, the reason for the medicines was to 
build up the body ' s  heat. This purpose was not affected 
by hot tastes, which burned but did not necessarily raise 
the heat, but rather by alcohol, cobra, and specific
decoctions. A label cautioned, though, ''Not to be used 
by pregnant women with fever," lest the incremen� of.. . heat .be 
excessive , Snake Brand .smedicine, an exceedingly hot concoc­
tion used primarily post-partum, was occasionally ta�en in 
mild dosage during pregnancy. (Used full strength it caused 
miscarriage, so was rumored to induce abortion). The heat 
raised the body ' s  temperature far above the ordinarily
desired coolness so as to implement birth. 
The Physiology of Births . 
At parturition the. body's usual needs were reversed. 
The child could not be ejected under the normal, cool 
condition of �ne body •s . The pushing and pulling winds 
inside the body that �rdinarily circulated slowly had to be 
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speeded up with heat to the point of bl�sts. The strength of 
the contractions : of labor was in direct proportion to the spe�d 
of the winds ' circulations. The great pushea of the expulsive
lorn beng "broke ·sdown" the sac with the amniotic flul,.d (nam
thti'n hua : water-that-supports-the- head-,of-the-child) , and 
·forced out the child , water, and the place�ta. 
After the child was out , the mother w�s cold , wea� , and 
exhausted. Her uterus was full  of harmful fluids . Heat was 
needed more than ever not only to warm her but to give the 
winds " the power and·spush" to drive out three undesirable birtl')!l!I' 
waters : "The blood that looks like qrdin4�y blQC>d but is · 
bad , " ; the amniotic and abdominal body wat�r (nam khram : refuse 
water) ; and the pale , viscous , _ "f�sh�w'at'er"'' Cnam repugnant
·khao pla). Therefore , a hot fire was built , �lose to which 
the mother lay (
�
u fai) , turning all sides of her body towards 
the flames. She athed in or drank hot or warm boiled water 
(nam suk : cooked ,  or ripe , water). She at� safe foods like 
rice and dried fish·, 3 1  and kluai nam b,anan4s , <;:Ol"ltinued to t�ke 
alcoholic medicines of the hottest s'o?:'t 1 . $U�h as Sn�ke Brand , 
and occasionally might be given cobra or other not curries to 
eat . For a first-born , a ·woman stayed e lev�n or nirie days by 
the fire (always an odd number) , with stays shorters.for each 
successive child , bu� never less than f�ve days. 
Complications sometimes developed because of inadequate 
control of the heats. A "headache and a hot bpdy" indicating 
"stagnation of the blood and the fishy-smelling-water , "  was 
cured by a heat-producing decoction . Rashes often oQcurred 1
causing small boils that might develop into $Ores·. · To soothe 
theses, turmeric was painted ons. In the '1\0�t ·dangerQus cases 
the heat "drove the bad blood to the heart , t9 �hes.sface or 
belly" where it was recognized by serious s�elling , with 
resulting madness or .sdeath. In fact , one !!!2 feit thats.sthe 
31.  The reasons :for rejecting fresh fish during pregnancy 
(" lest a creature of hell  be born") wou;I.d not hold after 
parturition . Yet fresh fish was rejected then too "as bad 
for the womb . s" One suspects that the less odorouss.sdried 
fish was substituted so that the odor of fresh fish , like 
air-borne , incompatible food , would not aff�ct adversely the 
"fish-sme lling" post-partum discharge (nam khao J.2,ta). 
In Haucks' s  list of foods "bad for mother dupirt� t e post­
partum rest , "  the reasons are apparent : Soui- tastes did not 
dry out the body , but built up water ; �gg was too cooling ; 
j ackfruit brought in wind ; glutinous rice and the sugar of 
sweets "wet the uterus ; "  fruits did not give strength and 
were excessively cooling (cf. Hauck , 1959 : 1�),  
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heat could be better controlled by medicine alone, saying 
"I do not prohibit a fire, but if called because of 
difficulties such as a temporary paralysis, I always take 
the patient off the fire and prescribe a decoction, or
recommend more pickled medicine (ya dgng).o" "Damage to 
the thigh ligaments, "  treated by a masseur, was said to 
result from insufficient rest by the fire. If the baby 
died, the mother did not curtail her fire-rest but fini$hed 
it out as planned. As will be seen later, the fire-rest 
had far deeper meaning than just physiological restoration. 
Chapter IV 
THE BIRTH OF A CHILD 
Duan and her husband, Song, had a 2 year old son, Chai. 32 
They lived and worked with her widowed mother, Lek, and her 
unmarried sister, Mi. The comfortable house stood high on 
piles, surrounded by rice fields. On a nearby mound lived 
Sai, 60  years old and full of energy, the youngest sister of 
her grandmother . 
Now Duan noticed that again her menses had stopped. Her 
mother had described before her marriage what this meant. 
With happiness in her eyes, as the first time, she told her 
husband, then · her mother, and at the first opportunity, her 
husband ' s  parents. There was no reason to keep her pregnancy
secret. Since she and Song would be happy to have either a 
boy or a girl, she did not seek out the ritual means which 
existed to induce a child of a particular sex. 
During the months of anticipation, Duan worked along as 
usual in farming and house-keeping. Lek r'eminded her of 
prudent behavior. "Women are easily upset when pregnant.
It is up to you to put yourself in a cheerful moodo. Every­
thing you do will affect the infant in your womb.  If you see 
a scarred person, your child will be scarred. Be calm, look
only at pleasant things and avoido- jerky motions. Do not 
overeat, lest the child be a gluttono. If you sleep during 
the day and are inactive, you will.oalso have a lazy child. 
Some girls are trying to be like Bangkok people, pleading
that they cannot do heavy work in the last few weeks of 
pregnancy, but that will cause a difficult labor.o" 
-
To increase her appetite, early in her pregnancy Duan 
visited a Chinese pha�macist to get medicine. He had so 
32. This account puts together data from several informants. 
Partiqularly illuminating phrasings are quoted exac�ly, over
and above the conversations, which, though fictionalized, are 
also direct transcriptions. 
-41-
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many kinds she hardly knew which to choose o He also had all­
purpose kits for mother and baby, even one with 14 different 
kinds of medicine "to control the bo.dy' s temperature and 
keep the organs functioning" ( H o M.H.) . She decided on one 
of the favorites, pickled medicine (jaa dauaung) , and from 
then on took a spoonful twice a day o She avoided all peppery­
hot foods which would "damage the delicate complexion of the 
infant in the womb, burn off its hair, and maybe even kill 
it.'  Some women said they craved sweet, hot, or sour foods,
but Duan did not. A friend who had never eaten cobra curry 
so longed for its hot taste during her pregnancy that her 
mother gave her a small dishoo She could not resist secretly
finishing the whole pot! What heat and sleeplessness! To 
cool herself, she had sat in the canaloo The baby, saved only 
because its mother drank the water from a young coconut
fruit, "could resist the cobra heat because it was 6 months 
along, but �ven so, it' shed its skin at birth o " But another 
woman, pregnant 7 months with her third child, also craved 
cobra curry, ate a lot, and said she did not feel hotoo Noth­
ing at all happened! The second woman was nea�er to delivery, 
so stood the heat better, but more important, each individual 
was different. Because of virtue and sin in former lives 
each woman--and man, too--was born under di fferent astral
confluences and had lived and suffered differentlyoo 
About the seventh month, Duan pondered who should help 
her at her deliveryoo Some of her friends were delivered by
their own mothers, but Lek had undertaken the delivery of 
another daughter's child, and the baby had died in an houro. 
Duan suspected that her mother, therefore, would prefer not 
to do it, and knew that she herself would feel uneasyoo So 
she decided for safety's sake to ask a midwife o She and 
Song could well afford the ceremonial offering with its 
customary 20 or so hahts, even though the midwife said it was 
·"as , you please o "  A great many women never consul ted with a 
midwife beforehand at all, but j ust sent word to the nearest 
one when the pains started or when trouble was encountered. 
Midwives varied in their capabilities, however, and Duan 
wanted not only a good one but someone she knew wello. Muslim 
midwives were said to be skilled, but they happened to live 
too far from her. Duan decided to ask her elder aunto9 Sa1, 
who was a well known midwife .  Everything was right about 
Sai . She had experienced hands, a true desire to help, and 
effective magic; and she was a relativeoo Best of all, her 
own babies had eaten and slept well, had cried little, and 
now were grown to maturity o With such proof of merit, 
capabilities, and fortunate relations with supernatural 
powers, what better person to help Duan start her baby on 
its earthly existence? Actually, if something happened, 
and Sa1 could not come, Duan knew she would not be alone or
unassisted. Almost every woman, and quite a few men, had 
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seen i�hildbir�h , hot qnce, but ma�y times, eo wiilipg .shands 
abourided .  So, one day, Duan went tq Sai .  ''Will . you-help me, 
and- o me when '.I c.all you? Plea�e do n9t go far a1; ...: :th�t times. "  .
Saisa reed, knowing in her h�art she ha4 expected to care for 
Duan. No day could be calculated because tha baby.s·decided 
whens: a be born .s, puan came home very fast, for doing so would
· ··help -�nsure a fast deliverys. 
I
As �he weeks pass�d, Song, the new child's fath·er., 
9ollected outside the })ouse a grea1: cone of saka-e : _f1;·rewood 
from their land , This wood was for the_spost-partu�s' fire be�iqe 
which Duan woµld lie f�r many d�ys.  As the fi,re had .sto be very
hot, a great d�al of wood was needed, all to be collepted
befQr�hand. Song also covered the outsid� of th� pile with 
thorny woods to keeps- away evil spiritss. �n her part, DITan knew 
that ev�rything n�ed�d for d�livery was r�ady in -the house as 
part of �he reg�iar househQld staples or u�ensils ,s. Nothing
need be bo�gh� exq,pt poseibly a little Borneo camph�r to mix 
with lemon grasss- for faintness, and alum. The midwife should 
never bring anything with her because i� wae essential to use. 
·what was in the houses. Anything lac�ing a�uld be quickly 
borrowed after the jains ijtarted . The· llttle cushion on which 
the baby \t?taS to ii� was cut·, and half�filled wi 1;h kapqk . It 
was not aewn up, lest it indtice by examples� �losed�up ��i� 
from the wombs1 or sugg�st a mal-plaQed or d�form�d baby which 
haQ to b� delivere4 onto a pillow . No one w�nt�d to prepare 
for such an unhappy event. No clothing was _bought for the 
\ .. . . . . .child ahead of time for then the child might die., and all 
wouid. have to be d�s�royed.  . · 
µuan f�lt �tsease and yet somewhat frightened at the 
prosp;ct of the paip �head. At an ordinat�on she att�nded one 
night. she lis�eri�d again tQ the qhant she had heard· many times : 
• 
"In  c}\ildbirth a woman has pain all over 
her body • • •  She is lqsing her soul . and 
feels so frightened, despairing, anq 
auffering tnat she thro�s herself up and 
··down from time to time as if her mind.s
were t�rribly wounded bysthe poison_oµs. · arrow : of a nunter,  She is uneasy and 
m6�ns :: loudly as if a · big mount�in had 
fall•� dowp upon hep, and she is sup�osed· 
to w,ii for deaths. She does not recovirs: 
even if mas saged by someone , ·she do�s 
not think of her pain, but t'ries .to save·  
t�e child ' s  life, when, after th� . push�.s·­
ing wind comes, he is born" (S . S.). 
On ot�er occasions she pondered the . .deep satisfactio"s'of her 
maternal role, then .slaughed in recallings� cratty �Q��n who 
•I 
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"faked labor pains too.ohold down her errant husband � "  or so 
a sour mother-in-law said (Hauck »ibidoo ) o 
Finally, one day, Duan felt uncomfortable and decided 
not to go out to plow o Lek prepared for her hot-tasting 
medicineoo When Song came in at eleven from work, he went 
to the gardeni to the little house of the family v s protect­
ing spiFit · (san phr� ph�m) , lighted inc�nse and offered 
flow.ers, asking that it and the ancestors he·lp his wife 
and keep away evil ghostsoo He also prayed for help of the --
ancestorsoo ' Mi went to ask Sai not to go far away that 
day and to ask in what exact direction to push over the 
woodpile o  Sai replied, "Push it over in the direction the 
snake lies today, so that DITan and- the wood lie parallel 
with their heads and its apex in the same direction to the 
north and east o Never let th.em be to the south and west o "  
A passing boatman saw the wood go overo  "There v s  news t-o 
tel.l ! " he said o "The child is being borno� "  Duan thought 
she ·ought to send away her little son , but he refused to 
go, and stayed by his mother the whole timeoo Song 0 s
sister came by for a visit, but stayed to help after get� 
ting word to their parentsoo It was no time for visitors, 
especial�yo·omen, but any helpers , male or female, wereo· 
welcomeoo Lek prepared the all-important ceremonial gift,-the khwan khao (soul-rice), for the midwife, which 
validated, and insured the use of, her private magic o She 
put a bunch of bananas, 7 betel pepp�r leaves, 7 areca 
!
nuts·, ·flowers, incense sticks, a candle,· and 2 0 baht into 
a bowl filled with dry pice grainsoo A little later she 
strupg the holy thread around the 4 walls  of the houseoo.
On each s ide she attached "�an, ,, ( Sk� o � yan_tra) o These 
protective cloths,oa�out 10 inchd-s square with m&gical 
letters and drawings,okept away the terrifying phi k�as�
spirits, se�n as lights at night, who, attracted by ba 
smell '  and blood, would creep up the housepost, eat Diianov s
blood, intestines,  and faeces through her anusoo Then Mi 
went again to Sai to report that "the pain was increasing o �• 
The se words were the signal to Sai that it was time for 
her comeoo 
As Duan was to profit from the magic, it was better 
that she herself hand the midwife the khwan khao b�wloo 
Sai lit the incense and offered the bowl in gratitude to 
the teacher who had given her her magicoo She whispered in 
the direction of Duan's head, "All good spirits in the high 
heavens and in the locality, help and do not obstruct at 
this delivery! Give happiness  to mother and baby ! "  Plac­
ing the bowl on a high place to the side of Duan's head,
she s&id, "My teac·her is long since dea'd, but will hear 
this request, and will pass the request and the khwan 
khao to her teacher, and so on � back all those thousands 
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·of generations , t'o the hermit P.hra Khuliman , who first dis-
covered this mag�cs. He got it from Phra In ( Indra)s. He will 




ting in the main part of the house. Her 
mother was seated bepind her , arms under Duan ' s  arms , press­
ing down on tl'\e �bdo�en with every pain . · she ,  . Song , and 
others had taken iturns thu·s supporting · Duan ' � back all after­
noons. Duan hop�d it would not be like the first time when she 
had screamed with th,e pain of the tender spot·swhere they 
constantly pushed . Their toes , digging intos·her thigh , also 
had left large bruisess. ·sSome women in the area bad tried arm 
ropes , hung from the ceiling , on which to pull, and some women 
tried lying flat , but sitting while someone pressed was the 
usual way. Sai examined Duan , and announced that labor was not 
very far along. She moved Duan around so she faced another 
direction . ' No wonder you are having a hard. ti�e , s'' she said . 
"Your feet were pointing toward the san R;l),ra J;>bYm spirit house 
and you were nQt properl� in l!ne with todayis direction of the 
celestial prince-snak� ( Chlo N4k)s. By turning you thus , the 
baby will be bo�n with , and not against , the s9ales that lie on 
the nak's  backs. The snake's  direction differs each hour of the 
day , each day in th� .sweek , month , and season in the year . To­
day is Monday , so yo�r head musts·be in the .east , but Sundays , 
for instance,  it must be to the north. You mu�t also not face 
the Great Ghost · � .;bi.luang). 3 3 Anothe� being to r':spect iss.the �hp.o J<pun,gs:Ph§: 1,,1 C c:� . Texto. r :  4 87-4 9 0) .  Offe.rings· to him 
must be at the feet or sides . If offered at the· head , he would 
be aniry at your :disrespects, and you would have a fever and a 
t�rrible time . My grandfather • ta�ght me • this from his Pali ­
boqk . His was more ·saccurate than
.s
the books in Thai one sees in 
the market.s" 
Song was as�ed to boil up several kettles of �ater using
thiss· saka-e �ood •s. liusbands always ' qid that .. "I  was re·cently-asked , "  said Sai ,  "to .help at .a woman' s fourth· child . I l)ad 
been there for all �he other 3 ,  an4 for every one her husband 
was absent , gambling, I heards. He said he did not want to stay 
there because it was an awful sight . So it is , but there must 
be a man around , the husband; if he is dead·,. or gone , then a 
father or brothep. I refused to accept that case because of 
the husband ' s  neglect . �• 
The winds that circulated in Duans's9 body were not speeding 
3 3 .  Textor (37 8 i 423) relates that it makess·sa domplete circle of 
all directions 1;})1roughout 2 4  hours , and its dir.ection of the 
moment must be a�oideds. 
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fast enough to break the amniotic sac o Sai made her a 
medicine of mung bean and sugar, both of which wet the uterus, 
and murmured some magic words to help. Later she worked with 
her hands at the vagina, twisting the sac a bit to break it. 
Suddenly the sac ruptured .  
Now the child was almost there. The head showed well. 
Sai sat down directly in front of Duan to do the pressing 
herself. With one hand she held or gently pulled on the 
baby, with the other she pressed on the abdomen with every 
contraction. As she started in, she said magic words. She 
worked for an hour--no midwife would press more than that-­
until at last the child was out � A little boy ? With her 
finger Sa'i removed the blood from his mouth, and pucked out 
the lips. Breathing was slow in coming, so she shook him 
vigorously, then laid him down. Quickly she chewed up an 
onion and spit it over his body. "Ah-h-h ! "  A cry � though 
not very strong ! Seeing the new baby appear, Cha1.oj who up 
to then had been constantly near his mother, rushed 
precipitously from the house, and refused to come in for 
hours, in spite of Song and Lek's coaxingoo 
Everyone had observed an auspicious circumstance : the 
cord was looped around the baby's neck! This imitation of 
the holy cord (rnon�khon) placed around head and neck in 
Brahman rites of passage was a rare and good signoo "A cord 
looped thus could never kill a baby,o" someone said. 
Since the placenta was slow in coming, S ai prepared to 
cut the cord while Duan rested and sipped the fiery snake 
brand medicineoo Depending on circumstances she might cut it 
before or after the placenta was outo Taking a rhizome of 
P.hlai ( McF. 604), a traditional healing root � she laid it 
on a clod of soil brought in from outsideoo From one of the 
old bamboo house beams, someone had sliced with a knife a 
sharp-edged, tapering sliver to serve as a cutter. The cord 
was stroked 3 times, starting near the baby's stomach "to 
remove the dirt o " Then "something that is in the umbilical 
cord" was pushed back towards the baby' s  stomach "to prevent 
a flow of blood.o" She measured the cord from the baby ' s  
abdomen to his knee, and tied off 2 places in it with the 
holy unspun cotton cord used ordinarily in rituals. Laying
the part between the 2 knots on the phlai on its bed of 
soil, and saying her magico� "wi nyan a sam pa no," she cut
the cord with the bamboo cutteroo With a chicken feather 
which had to come "from the mother's yard," she collected a 
few spider webs from the rafters, mixed them with coconut 
oil, and painted them around and on the cord-stump, also 
"to stop the blood·-flow." While doing this, Sa1. said, 
"One midwife I know severs the cord by tying it with the 
thread at 3 places, then burns it with a flameoo " 
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:Uek watcheqs. over the baby , w_hile �ai :tur1neq towards Duan . _
"One looks to the: mo1:her first , unless 1:·he _· bq.by ne�ds help 
more . "  First Sa1. ; �ave �µan medic�ne fo·�· . th�·s· plc;icenta . She.
rubbed her hands with alum and tried unsuccessfully to work 
( . ...
down (�1 'tm) the slippery placent·a, .  Then she t�ld Duan to 
get on her pands· and knees , and exert all the force she could. 
Dilan crept arp.und tJ')e floor but it still- d;Ld nots. come. Sai 
then tried hitting DUqfl ' s back 3 . -time:a • with Duan � s . own · pillow. 
Finally she gave Daan a l�af of betel· pepp�� to chew , · ho�ing
to induce a wiqd-producing �a�se�·sand S� -�ush ,Qutsthe placenta . _In the en� Dqan resumed h�r sitt.ing po��tion and it was pressed
out . So the · baby wou_+d not get pimples , the plac·enta was 
cleaned carefull y ,  t�en put into �n old ppt , · mixed with 2 dishes 
of salt , and s�t aside. · 
·Wpile Lek: sewed up the partiq.lly completed cushion , Sa ..i 
laid the baby· 4long her legs , and washed �irn with soa�s. Some­
times she wa�hea the baby before the cor4 was 9yt , if the 
placenta came q�ickly. She used salt to �emove th� greasy fat 
from his b0idy , though would have preferred " fermented tamarind 
to protect him from p�s�ul�s that enlarge to .sores . ( rok phu­
P.h�na) . "  " Soft tif?sue like a stpmach covering his head ! 
What a good sigl) 9f progress,· and fort_une ! " sh� exclaimed. 
She P-owde:re_d him wi �h f a�e pow�er C 9ios9�h9µg )_s, aryd painted his 
abdomen w:i th turmeric • 3 4  · "so wind w'·ill _not . mak� h1.m ory . "  _
Covering him with 4 little piece of old cloth , she laid him on 
·Lek ' s  old winnowtng tray ( krAdong)s. . · · · 
I.t was tl"\e mom�p1= to winnow �_) the baby , and link 
it to _hq�e 4nd fa,mi-lY. Wl)ile Leks. got the h·oly unspun cord_ , 
others placed on the tray with the babi all �anner of tradi­-
tion�! things to inf+uence the progress and well-being of the 
child 9uring hi� , li,ifetime. Sai put ort the· I?hJ.ai , the clod of 
soil � and the tapered bamboo she hadsused to cut_ the cord ."becau�e they will never be used again , "  butsactually these .
things had a far d�eper meaning ·to all present .  Song laid on 
a school exercise book and pencils, so that his son would have 
knowl�dge and a good memory . Mi got a needle for sharp wits. 
If the baby ha� been a girl , the needle w6�ld have · given
sewing skills. Wh�n all was in read,ine·ss , Duan _· had to decide 
on the ones to raise ihe child aloft ,s·scatchs·sthe tray as it 
was dropped, anq bles� him as the holy thread -was tied on . 
She had to choose these. p�rsons ·scailefully , .·for · the child 
' . 
3 4 . Other mixtupe� (us�d al$O Ol) . the _·mother·) _.w·ere lime-bergamot 
lemon ;s· or pbla;1 � if possible the ones· ons. which t·h� cord was cut)s, .
·wannam ( acoru� cala,mus) ( Textors: 6 4 - 6  6 )  . ands-lJlah�;hing < asafoetida) 
with burned betel ieaf •s . These were all tos.s�eep out wind. 
. !
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would later manifest their characteristics. Much as Dtan 
loved her own mother, Lek ought nots.sto winnow the child 
because she had had the misfortune to lose 3 babies in 
infancy. An older person was desirable, for longevity, too,· 
indicated virtue, and the child would then also live - long..
Of all the women p�esent, besides her mother, Sai was the 
one Duan trusted and respect•d most, and Sai bad raised 
healthy babies. DQan turned to her. ''Please winnow and 
bless the baby.s" She wanted, as every mother did, to catch 
and so claim the child for herself. 
-
Sai seated herself close to Duan, picked up and raised 
high the tray with the little boy and the auspicious items. 
Waving the tray in a circular motion· slowly from left to 
right, clockwise, she recited the old words :  "Three days
a spirit child; on the fourth day, a human child ! Whose 
child is  this? Is -this the child of a female pot? Of a 
jar? Come, take this child ! "  Three times Sai chanted 
these - old words and on the third, Daan cried out, ''Mine ! "  
The tray with the child was gently tossed in her direction. 
She caught it as it slid toward her. Then Sai took the 
holy thread and tied some around each of the child ' s  wrists 
and ankles to seize and "welcome" its soul. ( kanrapkhwan) ,  
giving the while the traditional blessing. " Come, khwan ! 
Come my own child! Stay well and eat well! Do not get 
sick or have fever! Be cool and happy ! Feed your father 
and mother until they are old. Hold the walking stick 
with the gold head, or the stick with j ewels on its top ! 
Stay at home like the bottom of the house post! Watch 
the house like a cat ! Eat and stay here ! Never go roam­
ing! Be fat as the golden ash pumpkin, heavy as the long 
melon, strong as an elephant in must! Be the head priest 
when ordained and the leader of men when you leave the 
priesthood ! Come, khwan ! " s3 5  Thuf!,sDiian claimed the child 
for herself and for her family, to nourish and raise. 
Because such a _fine person as Sai had started this son on 
its life-habits, and Duan was already sparing no efforts in 
assuring his progress, he would be a good boy, and 
reciprocate her pain and effort. 
35. Another version added the words, "Have the strength of 
Hanum�n ! Hold the stick with the iron head! Be a student.'' 
For a girl, ''If  you have a family, keep cool and happy! 
Earn your livelihood ( tham ma hi kin)! Have enough to use 
and eat! Do not lower (tam) your face, or e�ess, "  i. e. "don ' t  
be poorer than your friend.'' A China-born Thai woman ' s  
blessing was "Mother, nourish, and care ·for this child. Do 
riot let it be hurt or have fever.s" 
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The next step was to prepare for Duan ' s  post-partum days
of rest beside the holy fire. Before the baby arrived the 
fire-floor had been prepared, but not lighted. Song had 
chopped down a banana tree, and quartered and trimmed the trt1nk 
into four good planks. Along a wall inside their house he had 
laid them in a square about three feet on each side and 18 inct1 e s  
deep . He remembered that at Chai' s  birth, the fire had to be 
in a corner, because of the direction of the celestial Snakeo. 
Lek picked up a large round basket and went out to get the 
soil, which had to come from the north side of the house .  
Three full baskets she was to get, no less, but there could 
have been five. She·heaped the soil into the frame, smoothirig .I t  
to a good fire floor. After she poured in the last load , she 
picked up three handfuls of earth and put them back in the bat:J, ·,:::- ·:.:· (»
Quickly she took them back to the spot she had been digging .
and tossed the three handfuls one by one ontoo_othe earth , murmuvi :1g
to  the spirit of the .land that she was returning the earth she 
had taken . Back in the house, in each of the four corners o f  t he 
fireplace, 5dl. planted a little banana leaf bowl containing 
rice, sticks of incense, a candle, and flowers .. "Some persons 
add areca nut and betel pepper leaves, but I was not taught
to do it that way," she commented. A fire of the sakae 
wood was laid, and the placenta and cord in the pot placed at 
the- back where they could dry with the heat. To prepare 
Duan ' s  bed, Song searched the house for a smooth plank about 
14-16 inches wide. Not one ! So he ran over to a neighbor
and borrowed a goodo- one. He cut two banana trunk sections to set 
this plank up so that it was as high as, and two or so hand spaz1 s  
from, the fireplace. Sal checked that firewood, woodpileo9 and 
plank were all parallel to the celestial Snake. Then.othe fire 
and the incense in the corners were lit. 
Meanwhile �d� had been washing the lower part of Duanou s 
body and legs with warm, boiled water.  She painted DuanoQ s 
abdomen with turmeric, lime, and alcohol, putting a little on 
the hands and arms� and now gave her a fresh skirt. ''-To cure 
the womb" Sci'i also gave her a "filt�ate" of tamarind, salt, 
and water to drink, the same potion people also gave to the 
cherished buffalo on the rare occasions when a calf was borno 
Finally, she asked Duan to lie on the floor a momente Putting 
her foot on DGan ' s hip she pressed hard, three times on each s i.de  1
to ''close the hipboneo'' and _get the pelvis back into place againoo 
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Now that the fire was going nicely and D�an was ''ready to warm 
her body , '' the all-important prayer and incantation "to control 
the hotness and poison" of the fire had to be pronounced lest 
the motherr' s  body be "swol}gn or burnedro '' Sii took raw rice , 
salt , and alcohol ic liquor in her mouth, chewed them , and 
sprayed them over the fire and over Duan ' s  body three t imes , say­
ing "Spirit of the Firer.and Wind , may both mother and baby be cool 
and happy ? "  and murmuring her secret formula with ancient Pal i  
words about "great fire� and "de�thro "3 7  With the shoulder cloth 
( sabaichiang) that she always wore to the t!mple d�aped_diagon­
ally over her left shoulder and under her right arm � Duan 
knelt and faced the fire o Praying for happiness to the Mothers 
of the Fire ,  Fire-floor , and Wind , and finally to the ·Lord 
Buddha , the Holy Brotherhood of Priests, and the Sacred Law , 
she bowed , hands clasped , and touched the floor three times with 
her foreheadro Then she rose and lay down on the plank with the 
holy fire on her right sideo 
As Duan was rest ingr. quietly i sa=1 made three 99 taping fruits" 
( l�k prakhop) balls of. tamarind leaves , ¥hla�� !nd salt 9 wrapped in cloth o One was put well up be ween Duanrv s legs to 
cure the birth wound (phlae ) o The other two were set aside for 
use on subsequent daysro Sai painted the babyr0 s tongue with 
alcoholic medicine, and- from her fingers dropped a little honey 
and boiled water into his mouthro Then she laid him on. his tray 
on the floor close by Duan , on the side away from the firero 
With satisfaction of a j ob well done , Sa1 and Lek sat 
together for a quiet chew of betel o "Lek , "  said sar
=
1. 9 "has it 
occurred to you on what a good day this boy has been born? It  
is a Saturday , so he will have power o Nothingrj nobodyri can 
hurt him ? Once I delivered a boy on that best 
3 6 0  Alcohol was heat ing ; rice, strengtheningro Salt appears to 
be dryingro 
'::I .O C - c=
3 7 � The deities -a�dres�ed w!re mae �hra phloeng an� mae phra�� �nother P�l i;:Th�i magi<? fo:mu a to 7ontrol fire .was � = 
"'15lira Mok Khan La No will ext inguish the fire from hell , na mo 
�
hut tha ya o " Phra Mogdallana , one of the two most faithful 
iscipies of Buddha , caused the fires of hel l to go out (cf o
Anuman Rajadhon l96l i l 3 7 ) ro The na mo o c o etc o was a·traditrional 
phrase to prevent spiritual dangersand is a repetition of the 
names of the Buddha in five incarnations , past and future ( cf o 
Textor 1960 � 48 3 =4 8 5 ) r0 
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date of all , Sao lfa Day, one Saturqay· iri April.', which
. . 
was th�·
fifth day of the waxing moon of the fifth month , in the year · ·of the Big Snake. That boy is truly blessed.· _s ·H·e will _be the 
best and most respected doctor or teache�. · He is iq _sQhool
now and people are always telling hi�_.he is bright. Ghii 
came on a Monday , so hes' �l be charming, but , · calas·, always.
·roaming away from home ? This new little son has his mother ' s  
features , which is as desirable as a daught�r • s  having her 
father ' s  features. Still , no one knows what .charact�ristics 
come from a parent. One more thing·, Du�n. Now you may take 
medicine as you please.s" ShoI'tly :after , Seti took leave until 
the next day. 
The new mother turned her face tqward the fire and tried 
to sleep o It was night. Lek was close by , - and Song slept in 
his mosquito net near Chiis' s  cradle. The fjre was �o hot it 
kept waking Duan. Though the smoke made her eyes sma�t it kep�
the mosquitoes away. In spite of the dispomfort , Duan was 
eager to have the fire as hot as she could stand it , for this 
heat and that of the medicine wo�ld dry her uterus , rid her of 
the b9d blood and wate�s of childQi�th , r�stQ�e her strength 
and stimulate her milk. She fproed herself to drink as much 
hot boiled water as possible to keep 04t th� dreaded wind 
element that might get into her body and cool her. When , 
howeversj the fire was overpowering , she dripped water from a 
handy j ar with a cloth. 
The next day , Sai returned. With warm, boiled water sh� 
bathed Dijan--this time the upper part of h�r body also--and 
the babyo The boiled water was much more important fol' the 
mother , but being availabl� , was \lS�d fo:r the baby , too. S�l. 
washed the soiled clothing and the baby ' s  little cloths. 
Turmeric was again painted on both Duan ' s  and the bapy ' s  
abdomen � head , and neck to protect fI'om winp. Sai questioned
and examined Duan. Measuring a handspan down from Duan ' s  
groin , she pressed outward gently. ''I want to see if these 
particular ligaments on the thigh are -joined.s : They are often 
damaged and do not heal if the time bi the fi�e- is• too s�ort. 
Some mothers cannot walk at all � Tney have to call a masseur 
for regular treatment.s" To "make the ligaments well , "  she 
tapped Duans9 s body all over with the second of the tapping­
fruit balls and had her sit on one while bathing. She 
massaged the muscles , stiff from lying quietly near the fire , 
by pressing in the ball with her handsand even feet. Medicil')al
·herbs were warmed and laid on Duan' s breast·s so that the · 
"useless early milk [colostr·um] which wouid g_ive diarrhea" 
could be worked out and thrown awa·y _. "The l;l#:!al. ·smilk is not 
-ready for the baby until the third· day , ,,. Sai saids,- "but if 
the baby is crying much , and if thet'e is milk some mothers 
start nursing on the second day.s" 
. .. .. .
Almost from the moment of his birth_ , whenever the :baby 
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criedn, Lek had dribbled from her finger warm boiled water 
into his mouthno Now she mashed up for him a little kluai 
namwa banana , honey , and water o Song happened to pass as 
he was going to work and saying , "Let me give it to my son 
this first time , "  took the child in his arms , and pushed it 
gent·ly in with his.. fingers o "This variety of banana does 
not cool , or give diarrhea because its tissue is harderno 
Uncooked is better than baked because it is easier for the 
baby to swallown, "  said Lekn, "but baked food is incompatible 
if wind is in the bodyno " Then she painted medicine on the 
babyn' s  tongue with a featherno 
Duan turned to Lek o "Who wo·uld be the best person 
to start my child on good nursing habits? "  Lek mentioned 
a relative who had much milk for her handsome childno This 
woman gladly came to give the baby his first sucko 
Sa-i came the third day for the same du·ties o It  was 
the last day for her , unless something serious happenedno 
Dilan ' s  milk came in somewhat that day o She asked � 0 Is it 
true , as people sa½ that the 2 breasts give milk of 
different consistency , that one is water and the other 
rice? "  Sai. answered , '� That is an ol-d sayingno The 
important thing is to feed from both breasts at each 
nursingno Here is medicine for the baby of honey � - charred 
betel leafn, and waterno Give it 3 times a day to cool his 
neckno His medicine is mostly to cool him slowly ; yours
is to keep you hot on the inside , while the fire warms 
you outsideo Both are to keep out wind o Duan , I would 
suggest 13 days by the firen, but you are the one to 
decideno It was 15 for your first childnj but each time 
can be lessno Be sure it is an odd number of daysno My , 
women are certainly making it short these days ! My
first fire-rest was 2 7  daysno And think of all the changes 
coming in � That trader=woman across the canal is using 
one of those small hot-ashes pots on her stomachno She 
is lying on a mat under her netn, with her new babyno Her 
2 other little children come in andn·nout ! No fire at 
all! I have heard they use rubber hot water bottles and 
electric warming devices. in Bangkokno Well, it probably 
is all right provided there is heatn, but to have plenty
of milk and strength to work in the fieldsn, then you have 
to lie by a real fireno The longer you stayn, the stronger 
you areno Bangkok ladies do not have to farm � They want 
the fire for the fine pale golden color it gives their 
skin (cf o footnote , P o  7 1 ) � Well , now I shal� take my
final leaveno " She reached up and took her khwan khao 
bowlno Smiling , she left the houseo 
- .
From then onno Lek and Mi were certainly busy , car-
ing for both children , doing things for Diian , boiling up 
quantities of watern, and cookingno Song put the wood on 
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the lire for her· during the first day or so, lest • in. her strain­
i{lg, Duan' s womb: "move to a new place,o" but Duan did it herself 
thereafter. The
• 
smoke harder others 
j. was on than for her for she 
was on the floor.· She could leave the plank to bathe and to 
relieve herself through a crack in the floor. As soon as Chai 
got over being frightened of per turmeric-yellow stomach, he 
often came and lay beside her on the plank, though it was a 
squeeze! She took her medicine and often sipped hot water, 
feeling very modern with her brand-new thermos bottleo. 
Constantly turning her back or front to the fire, she poked or
dripped wat�r on the flames to make coalsoo Once she tossed on 
a dry palm leaf, and as it flared up , put a- - cloth over her head 
to trap the smoke and heatoa Though a rash developed on her
body, she was complimented by Lek on the care she was taking of 
the �eating and drying processo Unf ortunately, a neighbor who 
wanted to help brought in some o f  t lJe  wood one day. Not 
remembering that to make nois e with the wood caused diseased 
red eyes in the baby, she dropped the bundle with a crash !  
Alas, "sang" disease, of course, carne at once. So the near-by 
� wh9 always cared for them had to be called, but he used no 
medicine. •• For eyes red from ' san_p�' , " he said, "never use any
eye-medicine as drops, or they will be permanently damaged or 
blind. Such eyes have not enough resistance to win over the 
�trength of the medicine. A drop o f  mother's milk, any 
mother's, in: the eyes is the curie . "  
Uterus pain was said to last one day for the first child,
2 days for the second, and so forth, increasoingly. As Duan
seemed to be in consoiderable pain, Lek resorted to an old cure: 
she qec�etly took the bamboo knife and the 2hlai from the 
b�by's tray and put them under Duan's plank bed without tellil').g 
her. Slowly the pain diminshed . 
If anyon� spoke of uterus pain to her during the fire 
period, Duan would suffer still more � If a visitor spoke of 
the hotness of the fire, little boils would appear on her body . 
The fire, being thu$ made to� hot, would have to be put out, 
and Duan "would be weak for a long time ... " This was because 
actions or even words occurring beside the holy fire set a new 
and permanent patternoo Neighbor's children were kept away lest 
they inadvertently exclaim about the heato 
A few relatives with gifts of banana, turmeric, and face 
�owderodropped �n, �ut visi�ors mostl¥ s tayed awaye "It is an .ugly sight,o" said Duan, "lying here with only a cloth over me,
h�lf naked and yellow, and I fear there might be an .ounpleasant 
stnell.o" 
The winnowing tray, with the baby on a pillow now covered 
witl1 a plastic cloth, rested on a low table, the legs of which 
stood in bowls of water to keep away antsoa At first an old 
dome-s�aped fis� trap had been set over it to prevent draft and 
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mosquitos, but then Song bought in Minburi a bamboo frame 
with be-flowered nettingno He also bought little mits to tie 
onto the babynv s hands, so the fingers would not be suckedno 
Not every baby got these! Most of the time the baby lay 
nakedn, but was wrapped when nursedno One cool day they put 
over him a thick blanket o Lek , Duanni or Song bathed him 
in boiled water 3 times a day and always after his excre­
tions , which were wiped off with clothsno Then fresh cloth 
was put under himo On the seventh day since he was thrivin� 
he was bathed in ordinary rain waterno Every day Lek vigor­
ously squeezed his fingers and legs "to make them straightn,- " 
which made him yell each time o To speed the drying of  the 
cord , a charred leaf of betel pepper was applied for a 
while to his navel on which Duan spit saliva several times 
a dayno 
Duannv s milk supply was only fair o For milk stimulation 
they pressed her nipples and kept the fire hotno She was 
also taking daily a special nursing curry of banana flower 
and vegetables (khaeng l1ang)no One day she ate a cobra 
curryno A neighbor offered to helpn.nnurse the baby but Duan 
refusedno "It is a pitiful sight to see onen0 s child at 
another 9 s breast o "  Whenever the baby wailed r1e was given
boiled water but was not necessarily at once picked upno If  
his crying continuednj however, Duan washed her breasts with 
warm water, pressed out and threw away a little milk , 
moistened the baby � s  lips with water, then lifted him on 
the pillow to her plank o She laid him beside her and 
leaned over him to nurse, though occasionally took him in 
her arms o He was nursed about 10 times a day � and also 
received honey , boiled water, and a bit of bananani toono 
One day the baby cried a lotni so they painted him with 
turmeric and gave him baked cobra tail in alcohol to warm 
him Upno 
As to her own diet , Duan followed the usual practice
of limiting herself rigidly to rice with salt , dried fish , 
and baked kluai namwa banana o Egg was too cooling: 
"like glutinous rice , it brought pus to the unhealed cord 
and the vaginal woundno " Duan also avoided "jam" bean 
which caused madness, fruit , and sweetso  - Whatever she ate 
affected her child by secreting into her milkno If she 
were sick , he would be so toono I f  he alone became ill , 
she must watch the foods both he and she ateno All these 
food instructions would stop only when nursing stopped a 
year or two laterno 
Duan decided to stay only 11 days _ by the fire , 
though Sa"i had said 13 and she would have liked to stay
longerno Howevern, she wanted to get back to work because 
the transpnlanting season was approachingno Besides � the 
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wood w�� get�ing lowr. friday (wan suk : d�y of happiness) was 
the b�st day of all to leave the 'fire � but fo� her , · Friday
happened to fal+ on the fourteenth d�y after delivery . It  was 
better to come off qn anbther day than to risk taking such an 
important step o� an even-numbered day . Even numbers were 
alw_ays as�ociated with -the even cornerµ of a · coffin . 
U$ually the fire period went off saf��Y , but not this 
time ! O�e day , the heat "seemed to come tip suddenly" and choke 
Dilanr. She rose gpsping and ran to the windpw for air . 
Horrified-at th� te�r.ibl� danger of cool pir , Lek hastened to 
get �er bac� to the bo�rd . ·Then by accident Duan dripped too 
much w�t,r o� the fire and put it out ! Later,  Dilan was alm9st 
';ln��n�ciqu_s , .f �+t u·nhappy ( klum> ,and..,. as if "tl)er-fire were b�rn­l.J'\g insiq(! heX" . "  Lek �al led bqth Sai and the JnQ..• As the Tilff.
ent�red , L�k hand�d him �he exp�cted offering of incense , . , ' . .
flowers , �a;ndl� , ano a baht and � half for his khwan kh�o . ,
. . I . •: • . I .He pray,d t�_rhis teopher, �h�n made hoJy.rwater ahd a decoction 
botp o,f wpich
. 
he gave .Duan t·o drink-, saying ,  "The _ b·ad blood
.·
' • • •
> 
•and the fish�wat�r did not. flow put well ,  a co�mon trpuble -
aft�r childbirth , Sine• your -body is npt._ ciqld : and the · fire 
has nQt been oµ1; a half �c;lay , yQu , cot,1ld star.t _· the fire Up again . .
Bu-t as·_ it is n�ver ·good to.  put O\.\t the f�re. like ·t-hi·.s , I am · 
takinJ you off it� Take a pot pf s�lt � he-t it- wel· l ·and wrap
it in: a �loth . - Pµt that on you� abdo�en .  Drink no·rcold water , 
or Y9� wil.l die . "  
·P.uan w4s sad that she had tp lef:lve the fire· early and on·
qn· even�numt>ered dqy , bu! one alwpys \-/antep �o obey. a �- All.
had gQnt! so well .  �pen Chai was born! That t ime ·she -h�d taken 
the usual steps , choo�ing a Friqpy to come off the firer. Nqw_she o�uld �ot £hoes� ,r. H�r formal le�ve pf the fire was !S_
�efore ; The J!!2 PJ'trpc;1reg earth holy water <.�a�mo� _ th,�,rani�an) ,  
som� of which s�e drank , and i;;ome he sprink_led_ on the_ firer. 
She th�n knelt d��n f�oi�g the fire and touched her forehead 
to the floqr 3 ti�es , �sking- the Mot�er of the Fire to bless 
he� and her chiid , and' to keep them wel l .  She went outside 
to bathe , first wi�h warm water _to cleanse her body , then with 
holy waterri and pµt on a clean skirtr. Returning to the house 
she s�ated her�elf quietly, for - she was not supposed to do 
anything for a timer. Others iq the family _r�roke up the fire­
p�aQ� . 'Tne bqpy was taken off the wini:owii:g. t_ray . _Warm water 
mixed with t�� holy water.wa� dropped in his mouth . Afterr· 
being . b�the� in the holy water,  he was l�id in i little· cra41e 
made of. a.rlong Qotto� scarfr. s�read apart with sti6ks , and swung . 
·between 2 hqus,posts . · · 
Now thqt · the fire-period was over,  they stopped al_l boiling 
-of �he wat�� for the �aby and DG�n . Rain wate� was substituted , 
but whenev�r the baby seemed �i�kly , boiled. water was used .  
When their r•in�wat,r ran out , they got some at the temple . 
Both Duan and the baby continued taking m�dic·il')e for many weeks � 
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Seven days after the end of the fire period, Duan sents. 
·sa message to the m9 to look in his book as to what • direction 
from the hous� she should b�ry the phlai, the bamboo knife,
and the pot with the now dried placenta and cord.s· She·s
already knew some of the procedures: burying should take 
place on a Monday or a Friday; south was right during the 
first three months of the lunar calendar, ·November, December, 
January; and the full moon of the twelfth month C oci�ber) was 
especially good, for the moon waned thereafter. Chai had been 
born in October, so north was right for him, but for a gir� it 
would have been east. Song or Lek or anyone could bury the 
pot, but most mothers did it themselves. If it were buried in 
the wrong direction, the baby would die, and if not- under a 
tree, he would leave them and their home, and roam. The 
instructions cames. With the things in her hand, she walked 
toward a big j ackfruit tree. Beside it was a sakae .  Either 
was good, so she chose the sakae which, being nearer the. house,
might strengthen by that mucfi the roots that would keep hers. .boy at homes. After burying the pot and .all, she returned · · 
directly to the house, remembering to pick, as she came, a 
fruit, a vegetable, a leaf, and then a piece of wood, all .use­
ful thingss. In the house she added them to the usual household 
storess. By doing so, and by using them up shortly, she ensured 
that her new son would be a good worker, who on returning home 
would always bring someth.ing to add to the requirements and 
wealth of the household. Once buried, the placenta, "lik� 
ashes," was ignored and the spot forgottens. 
Within a month after childbirth, Iman was back at farm 
work, even to the back-straining pounding of rice in the big 
mortar. For three months she avoided fruits, particularly 
guava and j ackfruit. Then, since the baby was thin, she gave 
up vegetables, especially gourds, corn, and the green plants
that grew in the canal. One day, because she carelessly ate 
some salted field crabs, the baby got th·rush on its tongues. 
They cured him by smearing the milky j uice .of a peel of kluai 
nam banana on the cloth sheet covering his cushion, then wiping 
this on his tongue (cf. Anuman Raj adhon 196 1 : 153).  So the · 
year passed, and then another. Not long after his third birth-- . .day, Duan realized she was pregnant again, so took steps to 
wean him. She painted her nipples with "black medicine''s. (y�
dam) , a bitter and hot tasting ointment made from the borap ed 
rhizome (McF; 4 74 )s. Then she sent the child over to her 
mother's older sister's house for four nightss. To make quite 
sure, she followed an old ritual way, too. She boiled an egg
hard and peeled it. Holding the egg behind her back, she 
turned her face away from her son, and handed it to him behind 
her so that she could not see his faces. ''sHenceforth, you shall 
not nurse any more," she said . Without looking at him,she walked 
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away from him straight o�t the door. Thus the child wa� 
successfully �eaned . · Duan would have "pitied'' him too much 
to wea� him so �oon had a new baby not been on the way , 
Chapter V 
BIRTH CUSTOMSs: THEIR SIGNIFICANCE 
Physiological ideas clarify only part of DITan'ss tale . 
To illuminate other underlying tenets, we begin with the 
idea of help . 
Help 
In ''Influences. on Healths'  ( p . 2 7) it was pointed outs. 
that Bang Chan conceived of individuals as unique beings ,
each with his fate in his own hands, with no bonds nor 
responsibilities to any other being. In an earthly exist� 
ence , though , it would be difficult to obtain satisfaction 
or even life itself under such separatist terms . What 
relationship was possible between such autonomous beings?
How in fact was rebirth brought about? Help ( chuai ) was 
the fundamental principle for organizing social inter­
action . Without help , the villagers saw existence not 
only as lonely and ineffective but even unrealizable . With 
it , personal and mutual goals were achieved, and life was 
enriched. People were "independent agents serving each 
oth�r because it is mutually beneficial!' (Phillips:  63) . 
Responsibility for initiating help lay formally with 
persons of greater age or higher statuss. Elders assisted 
j uniors , government officials assisted peasants . They
received in return gratitude ,  obedience , and respect.
Parents received care in their old age from the children 
they had nurttireds. In the ordinary walk of lifes,
particularly in a household , though , aid took the form 
of a co
.
ntinuous give and take with associatess. The view 
of help as the mainspring of social action cut through
many a problem of initiating aid or waiting on another to 
act , for fundamentally , on the cosmic scene , all beings
were equally old. The child who helped most by giving
over his earnings was loved most by his parents
(Phillips : 69); when married , children helped their 
parents less than before marriage , still less if they
cooked in separate kitchens in the same houses, and much 
less when they moved to a separate houses, for their time 
and cash went increasingly to maximize their own interestss. 
- 5 8 -
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The genetic ponriections of those who di,d not help· iij
. 
· cash1 or 
labor 9t 1 says1 cremations or copperative work�p�rtie�s. w�r�· 
forgottens. Degre� of help was a •easure nf kin�hip �oli­
daritys1 and ev�ri m4rked the outer bQµndariess- �f
-- kinship. 
·The wqrd "help" turrieq up over and overs: agai'r) ins
•; 
the 
context of childbirth. Birth came about because a married 
couples, already steeped in the kno�ledge that ·they had been 
so help�d by their p�rents , "helped another in4ividuals· tq
new life'' through the mingling of semen �nd bloo�. The 
midwife ' s  role was �erely to "help , "  Wh�n a ; woman eniage�
a midwif, , her words were, "Will you come tos= help me?"sA.
b?ib� h�ving trouble breathing J'ight after delivery- ''had to 
be helped for half �n hour . " s· Most important , only through 
the peqiprqcal h��p of mc;,tn�r c,pd · c�ild wa� rebirth �<'> . .·s
earthly life implemeqteq at al� . rartur�tion was an �c;tive , 
cooperatJve venture bet��en 2 a�t�nomou, beingij • .  The child 
set thes· time for labor to st�rt by "decidlng to �e .sbp�n"
·when �is 32  parts were ''complete , �3_8 and �e had work�d off 
S\lf{ioi�nt sin in purgato.ry to permit "ebirth. Thes. mother 
by her la�or "helped ·the child to .sJ:>e born , .. but sh� t;oula
not qucae�d unles� he 4c1iv�Jy "h•lp-d � " stoo . t�ough o�her .
qssi�tance to he,r �as desirable , · such as person� to sµpport 
·her back and pre�s out the· infant , only his h�lps.W4$ • 
essent i4l ,s. Without _it she had. a hard or 'unsuccessfUl : . lFtbor, 
A wQm,n who �a�, ·birth .ssuccessf�llys·without out�ide· h,�P 
created no stir· becau1;1e it w4s �videot tflat the ·· ·baby· .��d · · 
been helpful. · · ·· ' 
' 
• I' . 
. ' 
3 8 Infofmants wer_e not unifprl!l in opini9n qere_, Son)<J ,said ,the kbwao ( or wiQYAD ) was the f:i.rst "part" .to esiab:J,.ish · 
itself�-arriving at th� moment of con9�ption�-9thers that 
it wa� the last ( Textor: 2�2) ,  In eithpr case it was 
highly volatile during pregnancy , and the trapping by
winnowing at birth w?s the majqr means of rooting it in the 
person . During pregnancy , medipioe fcir wirid in· the fetus 
was given "which·swas not effecti�� if  there were no ckhwan , •• 




In view of the stake of a child in the successful out­
come of his own birth, 3 9  under what circumstances might a 
child not be helpful? This was explained by merit (bun) 
and habit ( khoei) o 
Merit 
Since merit , gained through virtuous behavior , deter­
mined a person ' s  character ,  circumstances ,  health , and 
longevity , the merit of mother and child set the course of 
childbirth. It will be recalled that persons who lacked 
merit because of previous sins were cruel, lived short 
lives , arid had to .endure suffering , while meritorious persons 
enjoyed success , kindly natures ,  and long life. Yet an 
outwardly fortunate person might be at the point of merit­
exhaustion , when suffering commenced. Any mother who 
suffered greatly lacked merit. In one cases, "7 babies of 
a wom�n died young while the eighth and subsequent ones 
lived, proving she had -to suffer greatly to work off some 
misdeed in former existences. She �as given the trouble 
of bearing and feeding the child , and the child did not 
have enough merit to grow up , and .sso to feed her in 
return.s'' Her punishment was to bear non-meritorious 
children who could not lives. A womans' s  premature4 0  death 
in childbirth was caused only by her·sown laGk ofs.smerit. 
3 9 0 By way of contrast , consider how parturition is 
pictured in the United States.  The active role is played 
by the midwife or doctor , or some other outsider ,  who 
"delivers , "  i . e so "liberates , "  the child from the womb, or 
frees the mother and baby from one another. "A child is 
born" presents the child as completely passive; in "to 
have a baby" the mother is relatively so. -The most active 
English renderings are "to bear a child" and "to give 
birth to a childs. "  It is noteworthy that modern 
anaesthetics have tended to increase th�- passivity of the 
mother. 
4 0 .  The idea of a natural term of life was described in 
the Visuddhi-Magga : "The Karma that caused conceptio� has 
ripened to a termination , although the dependence for 
continuing the series constituting the term of life be not 
exhausted. Death b.y the exhaustion of the natural term of 
life occurs when the span of lifes, the nutritive powers • • •  
proper to any given grade of existence come to an end • • •  " 
( Warren : 252) . 
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A midwife or doctor could not be blamed, unless it was felt 
they did not help as much as they could haveo. 
A child lacking in merit died. Such individuals, for some 
reason, did enough at their own birth. Words of comfort to a 
surviving mother were, "your baby did not have enough merit to 
live.o" If particularly sinful, it died after making delivery 
unusually painful. "Once a child was born dead, but it teased 
the midwife by moving its legs a bit. Consequently, its death 
was not the fault of the midwife. " The child's lack of merit 
was proved by its death and its maliciousness. There was no 
hostility towards any child born in a hard delivery, for if 
both mother and child survived, the demerit that caused the 
suffering was the mother's. 
On the other hand, a meritorious woman with a meritorious 
baby had a short, easy delivery. Such a child was considerate ; 
"he will not hurt his mother, will help her to bear him easily, 
and will live.o" 
A woman who safely came through childbirth felt deep 
satisfaction and new security. Bearing a child in itself did 
not bring any merit, though it was an act of mercy. Merit 
could come later with the ordination of a son.· However, why 
one woman had successful or short labor, and another not, was 
unequivocally clear and accepted. If delivery were normal, $he 
was confident of her and her child ' s  store of merit. If not, 
she bore the anguish, convinced that she had brought it on 
herself in some previous life .o· Since sins were worked off with 
pain, every thrust made her future lives happier. Fear was
minimized, for if death came, it was merit-determined .  
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Moreover, her life would some day begin again o Whether birth 
was rapid or slow, the experience of the suffering deepened
her sense of compassion and, as will be shown, brought her 
closer to fulfillment of her life role.o41 
Habit 
If mutual help organized relationships, habit ( khoei) 
stabilized them. Khoei means " to be used to , accustomed to,
habituated.'' A first occurrence was an example and set the 
pattern for all subsequent occurrenceso With one performance 
one was accustomed to an action. For instance, shortly after 
the temple was built 2 people died, deaths in Bang Chan 
11 always occurred in pairs;o" it was the temple's "habit.o" 
Moverover, " the head priest could never expel a priest 
because he had never done so.'' Again, a few women saw to it 
that during this period their babies were given a few grains 
of rice ( even though they were far too young to be offered 
�ny rice regularly) , so that ''later on, if they got sick, 
they could always at least eat rice,o" for " they would be used 
to it.o" " Glutinous rice was not good for babies in Bang Chan, 
but in North Thailand [where it was a staple ] it could be 
eaten because people were used to it.o'' Someone had set the 
example which started the custom. 
4 1  •. Bang Chan's Bud4hist phrasing of the meaning of pain and 
death in childbirth seems to indicate that childbirth occurred 
under psycho-cultural conditions that induced relaxation and 
reduced fear and pain. An "easy" delivery lasted 2 hours. 
According to a �odern medical theory, (Dick-Read : Childbirth 
Without Fear, passim) lack of fear of childbirth leads to 
mental and physical relaxation which in turn reduces pain and 
labor. Dr. Dan Bradley observed that labor was shorter among 
Siamese women than among non-Siameose. ''Facts seem to prove 
that - parturition is both shorter and easie..� to Siamese mothevs 
than is usual to Europeans and Americans� (Bradley, 1865 : 7 9 ) .  
We accept his first-hand observation because he had 40 or more 
years of experience in delivering babies, both Thai and non� 
Thai ( missionary wives, etc. ) �  and suggest that it may be 
taken as proof of mental and physical relaxation derived from 
lack of fean Although the mis sionary women may have beeno. 
frightened because they were in a far country, Dick-Read 
argues that fear of childbirth has long been present among
American women and this fear has the effect of longer, harder 
labor. 
A major clustering of first experiences,  and so of habit 
formation, was in intra-uterine existence. Every experience 
of tDe mother was shared by the fetusou After birth , a baby
daily formed habits of eating , sleeping, and crying, and later, 
as a child, habits of respect, obedience, truth-telling , etc . 
To create good habits efforts were bent to control and amelior­
ate any first experience : to make it as correct as possible;
to seek out favorable astrological moments ; to ask auspicious, 
skilled, or learned persons to be part of the initial action. 
An example was the establisohment of nursing. When the baby 
was put to the breast the first time, the objective was not 
nourishment but to establish a good habit, viz . copious and 
strong sucking from an ample milk supply . Only after this 
first nursing did breast-milk as nourishment become important. 
If on this occasion he did not nurse well, he would have the 
habit of eating poorly all his lifeo Moreover ,  whatever the 
mother's experience with her first-born , it would not only be 
repeated every time he nursed ,  but set the nursing pattern for 
all subsequent children she boreo ?or her first-born, though,
a mother would have had no previous experience of making milko. 
She had to be taught , or shown, how to make good milk, just as 
the baby had to be taught to suckoj and later t�ught to eat 
rice. Consequently j the first-bo�n baby was almost always 
first nursed by another person ( not necessarily a kinswoman) 
with copious milk o Then 2 or 3 days later,  beca�se the example 
had been set, good milk came in and the mother started nursing. 
What was to be avoided at all costs was a first suck of 
colostrum, which appeared to be "unfit , early milk'  from an 
insufficiently lactating breasto  This would beo� poor prece­
dente Until a mother decided her milk was right for nursing,. ' .a baby subsisted usually on honey and water, and maybe a little 
crushed banana o If a woman were not satisfied with her nursing
capacities for her first-born childo9 when the second child was 
born she might ask another lactating woman to give the baby a 
first nursing so as to improve her own habit .o42 One woman 
flatly said her own milk was always unfit as proved by her 
babieso' health, so she used a bottle of ( canned) cow's milk 
from the starto. She felt she had the habit 
4 2 o. Bradley ( 79-80) felt that the dehydration attendant onoly­
ing by the hot fire significantly reduced the quantity and 
quality of the milkoo 
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of making poor milk o Any woman whose milk flowed early and
well needed no example, for she was seen as having the 
habit as an in-born characteristic so deeply ingrained that 
it came through from a previous incarnationoo 43 After nurs­
ing was established by the mother, babies were not often 
given over to another woman ' s  breast because they were 
reputed to refuse it, "being not used to it o " 
In sum, the nursing patterns in Bang Chan varied with 
the previous lactatin� experience (if any) of the mother, 
and the ordinal position of her childreno 
Hauck shows the old way of establishing good eating
habits in a babyo " If a mother ate small amounts of many
different kinds of foods while lying by the fireoj the child 
would not get diarrhea when he ate these foods for the first 
time' (1959: 14)0  Through the beneficial effects of the 
fire, any deleterious qualities of the foods were eliminated 
(as we shall see in " The Fire of Maturity") and the child 
had his first experience with these foods in the breast 
milk o 
Bang Chano9 s life was full of secondary opportunities
for starting new habitsoo Every rice crop j every boat 
purch·ased, every house built j and all the rites of the life 
cycle could, if handled properly, start a fresh and fortu­
nate sequence on its wayoo We shall have more to say of this 
in discussing maturity o 
Imitation 
The familiar principle of imitation (Anuman Raj adhon � 
154), the influence of like making for likeo, operated 
throughout daily life in Bang Chan o An action, event or 
presence emanated an analogous influence on its surround­
ings c A woman returned from a visit to the midwife with all 
possible speed in order to achieve a speedy delivery of her 
child a few weeks henceoo Another pregnant woman visited 
the temple on the final day of the rainy-season Buddhist 
4 3 0 Bradley's informants gave an example of a deeply 
ingrained habit � "European and American mothers can better 
dispense [ with the fire-rest] because their own mothers 
from time immemorial have never been in the practice of the 
custom, and consequently their constitutions do not at all 
require it (p o 79) o·" 
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retreat (�k phansa) in order that her child would come out 
(9k) more easilyoo Here none sought to divide the worlds of the 
natural and the supernatural, or to mark off "imitative magic"
from the "learning by example of the natural world." A 
stronger influence came from more powerful agents, so that the 
effects of theo. Buddhist temple carried greater effect than the 
actions of a mere neighbor. Yet any like influence was of aid, 
especially in a verbal similarityo Thus,oan event occurring on 
a Friday was apt to be auspicious because the Thai name for 
Friday contains an element identical in sound (though
etymologically different) to the word for happiness (wansuk= 
Friday; suk=happiness) , and for the fortunate status of true 
adulthood (suk�mature, ripe)o. 
Stability in a Floating Wo�ld 
In explaining why some children were "born easily and 
were easy to raise" (!i"ang ngal.) certain persons simply said,
"They were born into the right familyoo Those born to the 
wrong family usually die." In defining the "right" family, 
merit, habituation, and helpfulness converge. 
Most families were thought to live together as a group in 
life after lifeoo In view of the separateness of soµls, how 
was this brought about? The key lay in the conviction that 
people who made merit together m�t in future liv�s. Since most 
merit-making was undertaken as an enterprise of the nuclear 
familyo9 sometimes with close kinsmen and friends, they would 
find each otheroo Some of the eagerness of frienqs to help 
(chuai ngan) with cash or labor was in order to meet in later 
livesoo These persons were used to each other, used to helping 
each other, and so might marryo Thus, if they lived rightly, 
the nuclear family, maybe with an infusion of beloved old 
friends, expected to carry on in the next existence. Although
a family ' s  prosperity proved its merit, and its wealth 
facilitated making more merit, continuity in time was not 
limited to the wealthy. Proof that a couple had been married 
in a previous life lay in the birth of a boy as first borno 
Such a couple was known as a "khu" (pair) , and divorce was
held to be highly unlikely. 
How did a child find its "right" family? After whatever 
necessary stay in purgatory, the khwan soul of a deceased 
member roosted in a tree near to its old home, then flew into 
an accustomed womb. ·one rec�lls the start of the blessing 
(p .. 48) , "Come, khwan! Come my own child! "  Ao_woman hoped
that the khwan was one previously born to her. "A couple 
lost its first childoo Later the wife was fearing for the life 
of their sickly second-born.o" The husband said, "It is accord­.
ing to your sin and merit. If the child is your_ own child,
he will live with youo If not, he cannot.o'' 
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Since only meritorious children were born into the 
"right family , '' they were helpful and so easy to raiseos The 
easiest to �aise were reincarnations of babies deceased in 
the mother's present life o ''A girl of three died o Her father 
dreamed he was at her coffin o She asked for water which he 
gave her , then brought her home o Months later a boy was 
born , so easily raised up that people knew it was a rein­
carnation of that girloo " Here amiability and the change to 
male sex demonstratedomerit o In another tale , "a woman lost 
many babie s at birthoo Her husband , thinking it was the same 
child trying to be born to that mother , marked the forehead 
of the last deceased baby o His surmise proved correct , 
because the next baby born had this mark on its forehead o " 
This assumption that a womanov s children were born to 
her over and over led to a measure of control over the 
cooperativeneoss  of the child in the womb o A child trained 
,'
; 
to "good habit s" became a meritorious adult who ,o. when re­
born , would of course "help'' his mother in childbirthoo It 
was advisable to set oneov s own chtld into paths of proper 
behavior, for he could be born again to a descendent , and 
in all likelihood to oneself o , 
On the other hand , families were not closed groupsoo
"Like a leech that sticks in one place , then goes to stick 
somewhere else , so a deceased person may be rebo�no- some­
where else , "  said a priest o The marriage blessing stated, 
"May angels , not criminals or beggars , reincarnate as your
children e "  Thus was explained why upright parents might
have a disobedient , roaming child o He had roamed into a 
new family which perhaps he had met during a pleasant
casual visit to them in another lifeoo If he did not stay
home to make merit with his present family, a wayward child 
would roam out of it aso- easily as he came in o Here was the 
ultimate danger in visitirtg around too-muchoo 
Because all individuals lacking in merit died off at 
birth ,  some of whom because they got into the wrong family , 
a selective proce�� continuously weeded out the e�tremely 
non-meritorious so that those who were born usually sur­
vivedoo In facto, Hauck v s figure of 900 6  live births 
(1956 :33) , the percentage of total pregnancies shows how 
many meritorious babi�� were born to the right family� 
The Winnowing Ceremony 
This ceremony , described in Duan's tal e ,  was usual ly 
performed shortly after delivery , though it might occur 
anytime during the first three days of a baby's lifeoo The 
child , placed on the tray (twins were laid together or 
separately) was claimed by the mother or the father , who 
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called out "Mine ! "  ("kh9ng chan" [female speaking] or "phom"
[ male speaking] ) o Never did a parent say "ours! "4 4  Some­
times the mother might ask a relative or friend present to 
claim the child, and so become a godparent. 
As the first human step to control the volatile khwan,
the first objective of winnowing a baby was to seize it (kan
rap khwan) and so "complete" the child's person.4 5  By tying 
holy thread at the wrist and ankle soul-exits, the khwan which 
had flitted in and out of the womb was given root. It was 
still flighty, but now it had a life-long home. 
Secondly, the child was given membership in a human 
family o Connection through blood and semen did not establish 
kinshipoo At first, the child hovered between corporeal and 
non-corporeal existence. "The child is not fully human for 
the first 3 days . "  This period was under the supernatural 
control of Mother S�, for babies "never died during the 
first 3 days after oirth. They might be born dead or they
died 6 or 7 days later." The shock of dropping the child on 
the tray "made him forget his life as a spirit." When somone 
cried " mine !" the child finally cut his relationship with the 
spirit-worldoo As an old woman explained, "The ties are the 
important part [of the ceremony ]. They show that the child 
belongs to someone. Once a tie fell off one wrist. The child 
cried and cried until it was restored,o" fearing its lost khwan 
would attach itself elsewhere. The claiming set up kinship as 
a contract before witnesses. Whoever announced responsibility
for the childo' s  care, and this was usually the mother, deserved 
reciprocal care in old age. Other relatives would also help to 
bring him through to maturity. He would not be so frightened
of an evil spirit because of family support, nor of the "ghost 
of an ancestor" who would be recognized as a relative. 
Third, the ceremony strengthened the child. By giving 
him through the ties a stable khwan, he "grew better, cried 
less, and did not get sick.'' 
The incorporation of as many auspicious elements as 
possible into the ritual was customary. Since the child took 
4 4. A winnowing tray (basket) had the capacity to "trap" 
spirits. It could sieze or trap not only the khwan soul, but, 
at New Year's, one of the fun ghosts (Textor : 371). 
4 5. There is no convenient way of expressing "ours" in Thai 
in this restricted sense (id.). 
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after whoever claimed him, a mother m.ight ask a "weal thy 
person , of polite,  calm , and good character" to do thiso 
The baby also started an association with whatever items 
were placed on his tray with him o Besides the most common 
ones mentnioned in Duan ' s  tale were ink and books (which
induced learning) ; gold , rings , j ewelry , money ( wealth) ; 
bergamot thorn , a t in of kaffir lime ( sharp wit) ; and a 
razor (a good wood-cutter for the fire ; said to be a Muslim 
custom)no When the baby was finally transferred from tray 
to cradle these items were returned to household useno The 
bamboo cutter , rhizome of phlai ,  and earth associated with 
cutt ing the cord were �ak�n off the tray and buried with 
the placentano Their significance lay as part of a binding 
ritualno The phlai and earth might be taken off ahead of 
timeno 
Binding Rituals 
Because Bang Chan accorded autonomy to every individ­
ual ,  whatever his age, everyone had the free choice to go 
wherever his advantage layno In infancy and childhoodn, the 
khwan soul might flee at any t ime , �nd could only be re­
captured by a kbwao-calling or khwan-ladling rite ( Textor : 
3 9 6 - 4 1 1 )  0 After about the age of 8 ,  a tham khwan ceremony
helped to bind in and strengthen the khwan soul o I� daily 
life , the fear that a loved ohe , whatever his age , would 
withdraw or run away if unhappy , frightened , or over­
burdened, dogged people their whole lives o Casual episodes 
were sometnimes viewed with alarm. Once. a boy of 10 on his 
own initiative went off to live a few days with his grand­
mother only 10 minutes away Qy boatno His mother compnlained 
t�4t he had wanderetl ( pai thieo ) and feared it would,
become a habitno Parents dreaded that grown children· would 
find work away from the village ; that daughters would elope ; 
that· �dopted children or spouses run away ; or even that 
their child , at marriage, would elect to go live with his 
in-lawsno At any t ime a husband might go into the priest­
hood leaving his wife and children to fend for themselvesnj 
though here the wife had to give her permission and the 
motive was sympathetically viewedno 
A traditional j esting threat was to "go away to the 
jungle-forestn" (pai pa)no 
The economic and social base for this fear of losing 
a child to the world was that children were a parental 
investment with an anticipated return : for the trouble of 
bearing and raising them, children should work for the' 
family unt il their marriageno Furthermore , a _boy was to 
bring his parents merit by being ordained , while a girl was 
to c�re for them in their old age o If a child moved away 
.... ., t.::. . .1 '  c� 
•
before completing these. obligations,  the parents lost out on 
their anticipated reward (cf.o· L. M .  Hanks, 1 9 6 2 ) . 
Since waywardness (pai thieo) was considered a continuous 
threat, magical mea�s were taken at the moment of birth to 
ensure that a child stay close to the family that raised him o 
The blessing following the winnowing ceremony invoked immovable 
things : the p6st, the �at. that traditionally never roamed far , 
the pumpkin that sat and fattened: 
" o .oo Stay at home like the bottom of the house 
post. Watch the house like a cato Eat and 
stay here ! Never leave homeoo Be fat and heavy 
as the ash pumpkin • •  o "  
The most important binding actions utilized, or brought
the child into physical contact withoj obj ects long associated 
with family , in particular the house and land. The umbilical 
cord was cut on earth or phlai dug from the house-land itself 
with a bamboo "knife" sliced from one of the deeply sunk house 
posts o Of these "the knife is the important thingo " The phlgj. 
0a.lso had medicinal purposes. With a feather "from the mother' s 
house" the babyov s navel was smeared with cobwebs from a spider 
whose web indicated long undisturbed residence. They buried 
the placenta either under some large old tree that stood near
the house, or under the house stair� The old family winnowing 
tray, old clothes, and well-used family possessions were used 
first before any new furnishings were purchased for the babyoo . - . .
A fire of sakae wood grown on oremises boiled the water for 
the baby and mother, and heated the motheroo Sakae " was planted
when a house was first built so that every generation of 
occupants would have it available for use at confinement" and 
also for firewood at other times (cf o McF o 834). All these 
binding rites assured that the child being rooted to a home 
t·errain, would not wander frightened, and so "would not cry ., " 
He also would be at home to participate in the merit�making
that would reconstitute the family in another existence . 
If a child were born away from home, how was this bond to 
his locality established? On one to two occasions when the 
child was born at the Minburi Health Center, Hauck (notes, 
1 9 5 4 )  observed a solution to this dilemmao The mothers re= 
turned home, as was customary, within a few hours of delivery
and were established by their respective fireso Their babies 
were winnowed and laid on their trays with the usual auspicious
book, pencil, and needle. Neither tray held any bamboo, clod � 
nor phlai, however, for these had not been used. On one tray � 
though, was laid a steel knife from the kitchen, mute proof
that a family cutting instrument ought to be there. On another 
occasion, a father asked to be given his child's placenta so 
as to bury it on the house site. In so far as possible, people 
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in Bang Chan tried to carry on the old ritesoo 
The Cone of Wood 
When a child was conceived out of wedlock, the first 
problem raised was, "Who will build the wood pile?" Th� 
actual father had to come forward and identify himself, for 
he and no one else could perform this dutyo A child could 
not be born without the father giving this assistanceoo 
This cone of wood represented a "womb" towards which 
a father actively played out his role o His child was .i.n it o 
While building it, his behavior affected the child, jusi as 
his wife's behavior acted on the childo· in her womboo If the 
pile were incomplete before the onset of labor or gave out 
before the fire-rest was terminated, the child would "never 
finish any .task in its lifeoo " The very mc;1nifestation of 
industriousness involved in collecting the wood, though, 
made the unborn child industriouso Gathering a quantity of 
wood for this big pile was not easyo Old houses had plenty 
of wood, for they stood in thick groves, but new houses 
sometimes stood bare and stark in the fieldsoo He placed 
spiny Indian j�jube or Chinese date (phutsi) and Manila 
tamarind (mi kh�m th;t) all over the outside to protect 
·this "womb" from invasion by malevolent spirits o Thus he 
also protected his wifeoV s womb o Sakae wood was preferred 
because it was smokeless o Collecting a mixture of woods 
was easier, but then the fire smoked o Mixed or all sakae,
whichever the constitution of the pile for a womano° s first 
confinement set the pattern for all her later onesoo 
At the onset of labor, the father had to open the way 
for his child to come out of the womb, so the pile was 
tipped over in a direction paralleling the position of the 
Great Snakeoo This astrological orientation was exactly that 
of the woman in laboro Unless the mother's head and the 
apex of the fallen wood pile coincided with the direction of 
the head of the Snake, with the open end of womb and cone 
below, "with and not against the lie of the snake ' s  scales," 
the child would have to struggle against these scales as he 
came out. · By tipping the cone of wood properly the father 
helped his child to an easy exitoo 
The thorns protec�ed the womb and the baby inside from 
all evil spirits during the months of pregnancyoo With the 
onset of labor, the holy cord which surrounded the mother 
took over this function, and kept away such dangerous
spirits as phi krasu and, if the baby died at birth, the' .
violent New Baby Ghost (cf o Textor : 26 1)o0 
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Even after the child was out, the pile of wood was still 
a drying womb to be treated carefullyo It was also the wood 
for a consecrated fire . To drop a piece of this wood care= 
lessly both injured and desecrated o  If this happened a disease 
of the eyes " sang , "  came at once for which no male medical 
powers had any remedy o The only cure was in women's handsoj
that essence of maternity, " a  drop of mother ' s  milk--any
mother's.o" The larger implications of this linking of fire and 
maternity are dealt with in the next section o 
The Fire of Maturity 
In the events surrounding the birth of the child, the 
significant step for the woman personally was the post-partum 
rest period by the fire (� :f_cti_ ) .,  Far more was at stake than ·
j ust drying the uterus. The fire rest was one of the series of 
rites of the life-cycle which marked the course of an individual 
from birth to death o The others were the cutting of the 
umbilical cord, first head shav�ng·, top-knot tonsure, ordina­
tion (·for men ) ,  marriage, and cremationoo Through the conse­
crated fire a woman formally achieved full maturity: she 
became .§ U� (cooked, ripe, mature )oo Maturity did not come j ust 
by bearing a childoo The fire brought about the transforma= 
tion.o4- 6  
How was mature womanhood viewed? What was the essential 
female role and office ? Bang Chan saw a woman as one who " feeds 
and lengthens lives.o" As the custodian of growth she was , 
first, the guardian of the vital , essential khwan soul, and 
especially of the immature, flighty khwan of growing persons o 
Secondlyoi a woman was a donor of nourishment (liani ) o 4 7 
Her primary· responsibility was to nurture children and other 
tender beings. She nourished the fetus with her bloodo After 
4 6 . " The fiery element digests what is eaten or drunk. o ') and 
cooks the body and gives it its beauty of complexion. And the 
body thus cooke·d is kept _ free from decay" (Warren : 157-158) o 
47 •. All the deities "concerned with the welfare of our bodies - .and our khwan" were maternal (Mae) , e o g n  Rice, Water, Earth, 
" Mother-Goddessi CMae Sijo) ,  and several Mother-Princesses -(c!b·ao Mae) .  Fire, and maybe wind, were both female (mae ) and 
male ( phra ) (Textor:485) .  To these deities, "high-er" than 
ordinary spirits, Bang Chan "owed more � "  
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delivery, "her blood was purified to a white color to become 
the milk of the breastoo "48 Nursing a child was the essence 
of a woman's function, the supremely feminine acto A priest
said, "A mother mercifully receives the khwan into her womb , 
and for maintaining life gives more of her own body,
strength, and care (i. e. than does the father)oo Mothers are 
born to love children. Theirs is a steady intent to provide 
children with successful existences. To a mother one is most 
grateful" (S o S o ) o 
In a wider context, not only all their household members 
but people anywhere were the objects of women� nurture: 
women were in charge of the cooking even if occasionally
helped by menoo At the meals they prepared they were often 
the last to eat, so often "holding back and eating whatever 
was left over,o" that in a poor houshold, short rationing 
daily was probable (Hauck, et aloo : 35,49)o0 One old lady 
expressed deep satisfaction that she "did not feel hungry 
any moreoo '' She construed this as proof that she had ample 
merit, but it also meant that she was a great donor who gave 
continuously and took little o Women usually offered the 
early morning food to priests in behalf of the family, and 
they took charge of cooking the immense amount of food 
served at large ceremonies and temple festivitiesoo When 
age pushed women past their mature capacitiesoj they returned 
to the status of recipientsoo A son said of his senile 
mother, "She has gone back to being a child"(klap pai pen� 
dek ) o The son ' s wife cooked delicacie s for heroo 
A .odesire to give tender care and nourishment was deemed 
inborn in all womenoo Althou§h sex was not stronglydifferentiated in babyhood,o4 by age 3 a hard-to-handle 
skirt �as put on a tiny girl, who reacted with vast prideoo 
By 5, girls were helping with cooking and baby tendingoo 
Often has an older sister of 9 or 12 been observed patiently
feeding her charge the ice cream she longed to eat herselfoo 
48 0 This very phrase was congruent with the colors associated 
with the khwanoo Red or white flags, or pieces of cloth, or 
puddings (khanom) were required wherever khwan were involved,
such as in rice, sin phra phGm, and tham khwan ceremoniesoo
Red was an auspicious 9�lor, white symbolized innocence and
•
purityoo 
Anuman Raj adhon reports, though, that at the moment of 
the childov s sex was immediately "adj usted"(Ariumanbirth,
Rajadhon:127)o0 
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Only when the youngster was satiated did she gobble the re­
mainder .sS O Parents often commented that girls in gener�l 
were obedient and good , but boys we�e not . Everyone spoke , .
however , of exceptionss. The capacity to playsthe female role 
grew with the childso It was not completed with the physio­
logical maturity of first menstruation but only with ritual 
maturity . 
The rituals· to fit a woman for her office ,described as 
"directly related to the welfare of the child, "  had 4 
specific purposess. They perfected her as a compassionate 
being ; restored and strengthened her body; improved her 
capacities as a nourisher ; and strengthened her own khwan . 
The key to each of these aims was the holy fire.s5 1  Because 
actions taken by the fire were immediately and permanently 
effective , every effort was made to induce auspicious happen­
ings . Words spoken by the fire had compelling effect so even 
ordinary speech became magical e Speaking of the fire' s  hot­
ness so raised· its heat that a mother was burneds. For this 
reason , uninformed or carelesss-visitors like children or 
foreigners were a dangere 
According to Buddhist thinking , suffering developed 
compassions. Through the discomfort of pregnancy, followed 
by the anguish of childbirth and the heat of the fire , a woman 
became compassionate and s9 achieved the guide-line for moral 
behaviors. Then a woman was sure to be touched with pity for 
the younger or less fortunates. One teacher despite the 
inconvenience went home twice a day from school to nurse her 
new baby because she "pi tied" hi-m too much to hire a wet­
nurse. It was "pitiful" to see a child at another womans' s  
breast for it implied that its mother was either unwilling or 
unable to nurse it . Thus,sbabies were rarely nursed by others 
than their own mothers o 
The fire also strengthened a woman by ridding her of bad 
blood and foul fluidss. W�nd and Fire , the 2 spirit guardians 
of the elements necessary to the occasion , were invoked to 
assist in the drying of the uteruss. In addition , s.trengthening 
50s. Boys too fed their younger siblings but their purpose was 
a power-play: "to assure obedience in the futur�• ( cf.  Hanks 
and Phillips:s648) e  
5 1 .  This fire was kept entirely separate from the one. for 
cooking and boiling of �at�rso It was ritually lit and 
ritually extinguis_hed at .: :the end of the fire-rest. 
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foods like rice and fish, the staples for stout farmers, 
were stressedno Fruit, "which gave no strength,n" and 
vegetables (except for the nursing curry mentioned below) 
were avoidedn. 
The holy fire also transformed a woman into a better 
nourishern. It gave her new, lasting beneficial nursing
habits. As one man explained, "the very nature of water 
is changed by boiling over a fire. It becomes suk 
(ripe)." Similarly, a woman ' s  body, her very nature, 
was permanently changed to suk by the firen' s  heatingn. 
The fire, in fact, made suk all the food she ate beside 
it. Since this food was turned into milk, her breast 
milk became suk and so more nourishing, and did not 
disturb elements .n5 2  "Food eaten while lying by the fire, 
when eaten later on (during lactation) by the mother, does 
not cause diarrhea in the baby." Jackfruit ordinarily
caused wind-trouble during lactation, but one woman ate it 
during the fire-rest, and at once "got used to it, so she 
could eat it all the time.n" To make themselves better 
nourishersn, some women spoke of the desirability of "eat­
ing a bit of every kind of foodn. "  The "nursing curryn" 
( kaeni 11ani) was a mixture of vegetables. 
Finally, the consecrated fire strengthened a womann' s  
own khwan . She could better withstand convulsion if 
attacked by a spirit .n5 3 She was able thereby to handle 
a khwan even without the special magic that existed for it . 
52. To be nourishing even the daily rice had to be made 
suk by boiling (Anuman Rajadhonn:77 ).  It may be that no 
food was considered nourishing unless suk , either 
naturally (like ripe fruit ) or by cookingn. 
53 . " • • •  when ' involuntarilyn' entered by ghosts • • •  maidens 
in the 17-25 age bracket tend to convulse more violently
than do women of more advanced years" (Textorn: 4 0 6) .  
"Maidens" were presumably not married and so not suk. 
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Thus she performed several rites involving the maintenance of 
the immature khwan of children and of rice.o54 
The acme of maternal virtues was manifested in the "good 
nourishers" ( lrang .di)o. These women had borne many children 
who "nursed and slept well 9 did not cry , and easily established -good habits." They were 11ang d:i: not just because of the time 
spent by the fire, for that time could be matched by persons 
who had lost babies. They were special persdns of more than 
usual capaciti es for success in nurture o Good to have around 
for their auspicious influence, they were called upon to inaugur­
ate or help proces ses concerned with health and growth. They
performed, or caught the child in the winnowing ceremony, or 
gave babies their first suck. They were the persons to whom 
a sickly child was brought so that his health might be improved 
by calling the soul and tying holy cord at wrist and ankle 
54. If a child indicated by continuous crying that he had 
lost his khwan, a mature (suk) woman had to be asked to call 
it back ritually and re-tie it into the body with sacred 
cord at wrist and ankle. There was no special magic. Her 
words suffice. Khwan-ladling, a more elaborate and compell= 
ing form of the same ceremony, used magical formulae 
(Textor:401-402) . One of Phillipsov sentence-completion 
tests was, " If one is frightened, the best thing to do isoo o ,, "
Of the respondents, 7 women, including one Muslim, wo�ld set 
to work to "call back the khwan" (Phillips � 267-268 ) .  No man 
suggested the lattero 
In the agricultural rites, women handled the rice'os 
khwan in basically the same way when it was immature : invit­
ing the young Rice Goddess to stay and grow in the field, and 
transporting to the house the child-like seed that only next 
year would grow to maturity. For these rites a woman used an 
incantation if she knew one. That she could also handle the 
rice khwan by speaking "extemporaneously" { Textor : 429)o, 
indicated that her mere words were enough. If no one else 
were available, a non-suk woman could call the khwan of a 
child or of the Rice Mother by reason of her in-born female 
potency, but could not " ladle" a khwan ,. 
When the khwan was mature (after a person was about age 
10) men took over its care. In the men's tham khwan (khwan­
strengthening) rite, here, too, women were the ones to carry 
off the cloth-and-leaf covering of the _ ba�_si. (tiered offer­
ing) into which the khwan had flitted during the ceremonyoe 
The rice-ceremony at the threshing floor was a tham khwan, so 
was performed by men. 
- -
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(riak khwan)oo Theirs was an augmented personal potency5 5  in 
nurture not unlike the mana so widespread in the Asian-Pacific 
area. S 6  The best midwives were· 11ang di, though not all 11ang
gi were midwivesoo This societal peak was not an unattainable 
ideal. In the community, certain women were pointed out as 
11ang di and some of them recognized in themselves the vali­
dity ofthis title. 
The association of rice, motherhood, and khwan now stands 
clear. Rice made suk by cooking over a fire, was the essential 
food not only for the body but for the khwan. Growth and life 
depended on the nourished khwan . Rice came from a maternal 
figure, the Rice Goddess, Mae Phosop (cf. J.R. Hanks, 1960). 
Human mothers, too, when made suk ,  gave suk nourishment : the 
milk of the breast was merely transformed rice. Whenever rice 
was eaten throughout human adulthood, the Rice Mother continued 
her nourishment, for in each grain was a bit of her khwan, 
nourishing to the human khwan. The rice-bowl and ladle, used 
in many a ceremony, stood for the maternal care given a human 
khwan, and by extension, personal care thro�hout life. When­
ever the rice bowl with offerings (khwan khao: soul- [of] -rice) 
was presented by a parturient or by a sick person, loving care 
comparable to: maternal care was being requested. 
The idea of re-birth, of a fresh start within the pure 
area encircled by the holy cord, with auspicious words and 
consecrated fire, was deep in every life-cycle rite. The 
particular circumstance of the fire of parturition was a 
forthright cooking to bring out and increase a woman's 
essential femaleness, to transform her from a youthful,
partial giver into a complete, mature donor of nourishment. 
Such was the satisfaction of women in this female role that 
many said they would like to be reborn as women. Few wanted 
5 5 0 Anuman Rajadhon (p. 134) reports that in India a newborn 
girl needed no ritual paraphernalia to keep away spirits 
because "her seX o o o is a protection in itself, and spirits
cannot come to bother her.o" This was close to Bang Chan's 
idea of female potency. 
5 6 0 Cf" .  "Mana" (E. R . E. VIII:375) for a quick run-down on a 
definition of mana. 
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Comparison of Male and Female Maturation Rites 
to be reborn as menr. All women were eager to undergo the post­
partum fire at least once.r· After that modifications might be 
entertained.r5 7  Whether the baby lived or died was not per­
tinent, for the benefits of the fire were for the motherr. 
The parallel ritual that fitted men to perform their 
masculine role was ordination into the Buddhist priesthoodr. 
The well-documented Buddhist ends should not be permitted to 
eclipse this other personal goal . Just as the fire prepared a 
woman for motherhood, so ordination changed an immature youth
into a man ready for marriage and fatherhood , He too was 
transformed from raw (dip) to ripe ( suk)  . Men gained com­
passion through denial and suffering . Since their natures were 
seen as hard ( khaeng ) ,  strong, bent.ron gain, influence, and 
power, possiblry destructive and concupiscent, the severest 
deprivations were invoked : the renoundement of the gratifi.
cations of sex and food. Of the 2, the deprivation of food 
involved the greatest break with previous habits , for since 
babyhood, food had been a symbol of maternal care. Hence,ra 
man was cast on his ownr. His only refuge and support was the 
Buddha, the law, and the Brotherhoodr. This self�rd.e.nial induced 
the sufferi�g that, coupled with knowledge gained fr-om study of 
the scriptures, led to compassion , The suffering in no w�y 
5 7 .  The fire-rest though desirable was not obligatoryr. In 
1 8 6 r5, Bradley said it could be ''rdispensed with in times of 
civil commotion, for fear of the enemy" ang "no damages what­
ever were suffered whatever to mother or child' ( p . 7 9 ) .  Like 
other life cycle rites it was postponed if not convenient 
( saduak)r. Also in times of peace, "a few mothers here and 
there cannot lie by the fire," and a few say, "they .will not" 
(ibid : p. 7 9 ) .  Bang Chan would accept this viewpoint freely
as reflecting an individual , constitutional set of elements ,  
or as an autonomous decision of an individual. The woman 
wo�ld never feel herself as competent as a ritually mature. 
person though. 
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deprived a man of his masculine strength but was expected to 
change him into a kind and merciful beingooS S It took at least 
a three month season (phansa) in the priesthood to make a man 
mature, responsible, and effective o That this moral fitness  
was not obtained overnight was given vivid illustration : if a 
Buddha Amulet, designed for invulneorability, failed to be effec­
tive when tested by having a gun fired at it, it was "sometimes 
jokingly dismissed as a monk (phra) who has just been ordained 
(blrat mai)" (Textor : 529)o0 This interesting episode illuminates 
one other important result achieved by both men and women in 
their respective maturation riteso: authorization to handle 
•
magic o 
Magic and Maturity 
In Bang Chan, magic was powerful o Whatever the purpose, 
whether beneficial or nefarious, it was effective if all condi= 
tions were meto Lest such power fall into unscrupulous hands,
the community limited its availability and use to those who had 
gained the moral qualities and fitness  to handle it wiselyoo
Only the ritually mature could be counted on to be compassionate, 
strong, responsible adults, and so were permitted access  to 
occult powersoo Whether by ordination or the fire-rest, to be 
suk was an absolute prer,equisite to magical knowledgeoo It did 
·not give magical power, but qualified one to seek it outoo Since 
no career in medicine was possible without magic, no man could- . .
be a !!!.2 who had not been previously ordainedoo 
The uses of magic by men had entirely different objectives 
from those of women o Their respective fields did not 
5 8 0  "A monk was changed o o o to be meek and mildo " By seeking 
his morning alms he "show(s) mercy towards creatures "  (tir9t sat) (Anuman Rajadhon : 76-77)o0 Women' s tenderness  inot eir 
maternal function was not associated with shynesso A com­
passionate woman with a strong winyan soul (which projected 
the quality of the heart) was enterprising and effective 
(cfo J.oR. Hanks, 1 9 5 9 ) 0  Where sexual characteoristicso- �ere 
confused, instability in behavior appearedo The cultural 
expectation was that children and women were delicate (9n ) ,  
older people and men were hard (khaeng)oo "A  male who is easily 
induced to convulse is one who had a '· soft' heart ( chai 9n) o o 
o o o and also a ' soft' khwan (khwan on)ooooo ooo Such a young man is 
excitable rather than predictable And dependable, and hen6e 
is cause for parental anxiety'' (Textor : 405)o0 
overlap at all. Magic was wielded by men to gain power over 
spirits, persons, elements, and forces. It had either social 
or personal benefits. The role of highest social benefit, 
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corresponding to the liang di in. women, was the khwan-.specialist (m� khwan) who conductedothe life-cycle, khwan­
strengthening (tham khwan ) { for persons and for the rice) and 
many other ceremonies for the mature khwanoe This role demanded 
men of the highest qualifications in probity, erudition, and 
personal dedication. Men also had the formulae for curing,
house- or boat-blessing, invoking guardian spirits { san phra
phum) , etc. Men could make protective amulets to render the 
wearers safe from bullets, knives, spirits, and all sorts of 
hostile forces in the world. 
On the other hand men's magical obj ectives could be 
aggressive and hostile. The gamut of amulets, missiles, 
love-oil, and incantations { Textor:opassim) showed the poten­
tial for attack and why the converse need for invulnerability 
was so strong. Men had a nurturing (l1ang) role, but only for 
non-human beings, e.og. buffalo, pet birds, and guardian 
spirits of house and land. Subverting this role for hostile 
ends, they obtained possession of the ghost of a recent corpse
by _e;athering the drop of oil at the chin, and nourishing it 
{liang) for use in sorcery. For a man, nourishing something 
gave controloo 
All of the powers of men's magic were available to women 
on request for any purpose, hostile or not, but the "owner" 
had to be the mediating agent. 
A woman ' s  magical knowledge was linked exclusively to 
her female taskoo It did not give power over people. It 
could not be destructive. No female sorceress existed in 
Bang Chan. No woman feared the magic of another woman in 
childbirth nor at any time. A woman's magic was devoted solely
to promoting the processes of growth and life. Thus it con­
trolled the searing heat of the fire, invoked the Spirits of 
the 4 elements, and helped at various points in childbirthoo 
It handled the soul of theoRice Goddess and of Mother Su, · 
guardian of children. It restored any frail and wandering
khwan to its proper bodily abode. Such was a woman's magic o 
To insure separateness the respective provinces of magical
activity were ringed with sanctions. Contact with a woman's 
skirt, undergarments, or menstrual blood completely negated
any of a man's protective amulets { re tattooing, cf. Textor: 
102 ) .  Though this reflected the traditional avoidance between 
se xual phenomena and Buddhism, it might also indicate a tacit 
moral evaluation of the magical powers of men and women: the 
powers for growth were ultimately ascendant over those for 
power, for men had nothing that undid a woman's powers. 
Though women were easily prey to men's magical control, as by 
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love philters, and they might be "sealed- up" in childbirth 
or attacked by khun, their capacities to "liang" were 
inalienableoo If any woman tried to tamper with men's magic, 
a severe sanction fell on her o She became the host of the 
phi krasy who lived from faeces like a dog oo5 9  On the 
other hand in a legendary case a man who tried to perform 
one of the women's rites to the Rice Mother was destroyedoo 6 0  
Furthermore, the Buddhist sanction of sinfulness fell on any
man using magic for evil purposes o 
The single channel where women might operate in the 
meno9 s field of curing, power, clairvoyance, etc o was as a 
medium Ckhon soni), through possession by a spirit o If 
possessed by a male m9o9 she could do everything a mo could 
do o Men were never mediumsoo Bang Chan v s only medi&m was 
possessed by a male mooo 6 1 During seances she talked and sat 
like a man, and gave �ut cures and advice to an eager clien­
teleoo Only while wearing the yellow robe of an ordained 
priest did a man enjoy a generalized eufunction comparable
to a woman's nurturing capacityo His powers in many respects 
were far greater than hers, but limited in her speical 
•
prov1nce o 
59 0 My finding is based on Textoro9 s interesting facts (pp o 
305-330) 0 He described the hosts of ph1 krasu as married 
women ("never a maiden") in their 30's or 4 0's, who were 
"invariably" trying to learn love magic o Such women were,
however, violating their sexual function as nurturant and 
worse, their status as 91 suk" womeno9 ritually established by
the holy fire ! Ostracism by the community j implemented by
fear of contagion through spittle, lasted even unto the 
deathbedoo The phi krasu 9 s daughter alone was immune while 
giving the devoted care which was every mother's due in her 
old age , for Bang Chan desired no alienation of this filial 
duty even out of fear of the terrible sanction on the mother o 
6 0 0 The legend ran that once a man instead of a woman went 
into the rice field to perform the ritual inviting of the 
Rice Goddess to stay there and be cared for with food and
offerings during her pregnancyo The goddess he met was not 
an immature and tender child-like spirit, but the adult, 
pregnant being who was powerful, flirtatious, and frighten­
ing o Dazzled by her beauty he fell in love with her, and 
ran away with her, vanishing foreveroo The goddess, affront­
ed because an improper person arrived to deal with her, 
destroyed himoo 
61 0 In Bangkok, monkey, cats, or spirits may also possess 
women o 
I 
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The medium's powers as a Jn9- appeared to be entirely equivalent 
to a man's. 
To summarize, the fire-rest enabled a woman to acquire 
fruitful habits, new status, and the righ�,oto handle magicoo 
The implications of the ritual clarified ·the role of women and 
the associated symbolism of rice, and by contrast the role of 
men. The nature of the magical resources availaple to each 
sex laid the groundwork for a career in midwifery for women, -
and for men, a career as a ma.' 
Comparison of the respective rites of maturation points
up certain contrasts and parallels between men and women. 
Women achieved compassion and maturity through their sexual 
role, while men achieved these qualities by denying their mas­
culinity. Even a bounty of merit, which a man achi�ved direct­
ly by ordination, came to a woman through procreation, by the 
ordination of a son, or as a wife if her husband were ordainedoo 
Many activities were done by either sex, but each had certain 
exclusive proprietary areas. If women were donors of nourish­
ment, men too had their donor roles, sexual, economic, relig= 
ious, etc. Each paralleled the other in the formal steps to 
maturity, building the way for a complementary social and mari­
tal partnership for which both were ritually and psychologi­
cally well prepared.o6 2  
6 2 . In contrast, note the psychological ill-prepa�edness,
leading to severe tensions in Ceylon (Oberesekere, passim). 
� 
Chapter VI 
MIDWIFE AND MO 
In Bang Chan it was easy to �sk , ''Who has delivered 
babies?'' The answer would run into dozens of names. To 
respond to "Who are the midwives?" an informant would give
the names of 6 or 8 persons,  then add, ''Some people call 
them professional midwives but so�e do not. X is not a 
midwife but she knows how. Y delivers babies ,  but only out
of pity. Z has delivered 30 babies or mores, but she is not 
a midwife.s" If asked ,  "Are there doctors among those who 
deliver babies?s" he would say ,s "� ( doctors) never deliver 
babies.s" 
Before a definition of a midwife is given , a general 
picture of midwifery in Ba�g ·chan .· is needed. 
The Practice of Midwifery 
Normal childbirth , a cooperative venture between mother 
and child., was not an illness. It called only for the help 
of kin or neighbors . Anyone who had seen or experienced
childbirth at least once before was considered a possible , 
though not necessarily competent, '•deliverer'' of a child. 
The husband was supposed to be present to assist; failing .
whom a father or brother shouldsatt�nd. Consequently a good 
many men had witnessed birth . The spectacle was disliked , 
however. Anyone , though , young or old , male or female , kin 
or not , might offer or be asked to help. Private magic was 
not essential, though it was necessary for someone with in� 
cense , flowers, and a candle in hand to inform (�) ,  _ the 
Lord Buddha , thes- ancestors, and the ordinary protectives.
spirits of the land and home and so enlist their help. The 
customary post-partum rituals and blessings were not eso­
teric. Enough popular astrological knowledge was known , or 
�uickly and freely available from a priest at the templ� to 
orient the woman in labo�. Consequently , many a woman was 
delivered by her mother or other kin. One poor farmer and 
masseur, with the assistance of his sister , delivered all 
but one of his own children. On another occasion , a visit­
ing kinsman, by chance a medical orderly in the Royal Thai 
Navy , safely delivered a relative. In all these cases the 
cost or " gift" was less, or non-existentsand the convenience ., 
- 8 2-
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greater , for relatives were at hand o Some of these ordinary 
persons developed skills of considerable consequences. 
If difficulties developed , then a more experienced person , 
perferably a midwife ,  was neededs. But many a miqwife assisted 
at normal births. Because difficulties might �rise from a 
deficiency of merit either in thesmothersor the child (one could 
never know which)s, many women preferred to have in attendance , 
for peace of mind , either a midwife or an experienced person to 
insure the presence of expert helps. Sometimes they were engag­
ed in advance , more often j ust sent for "as pain is increas­
ing , "  it being not always certain whether the case was normal 
or not . 
. - -A few women were delivered at the M1nbur1 Health Centerso 
These were rarely normal cases. The Center was turned to as a 
last resort in dire circumstances , with the result that some­
times the woman died in the boat on the way . A few persons of 
rather more modern outlook , such as wealthy farmers , teachers , 
and traders , had been delivered there and recognized its use­
fulnesss. 
The midwives lived in all parts of the community , with 3 
in the populous central temple areas. No one was more than a 
half-hour ' s  paddle , or an hour' s walk from the home of some 
midwife . What was desired , however , was a partiaular person , 
even though he might not be the most accessible ones. 
Since midwives were all heads of large families their 
clientele was mostly their kinsmen. They also took care of 
non-kin who lived in their localitys. A daughter or other 
close relative who had married out would be attended wherever 
she was , if she did not return home for confinement. 
In c·hoosing a midwife , a parturient sought out not only
skill but favored a kinsman over a non-kinsman, a close rela­
tive over a distant one , a near person over a far .s6 3  Occa­
sionally ,. to sustain an image of progressiveness , social 
superiority or of wealth display , a midwife from outside Bang
·Chan was importeds. Sometimes proximity , convenience , and 
6 3 .  A male and 2 female kinsmen-midwives were called by the 
man ' s  sister to deliver her , and all came. He did not deliver 
her because she was ''too close a relative ,'' but he said a 
brother ' could deliver a sister . '' 
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affection overrode kinship on64 Thus affinal relatives and 
non=kin neighbors were also requested to assistno Buddhists 
attended Muslims and vice-versanj (though Muslim women pre­
ferred female assistance )no 
In emergencies the professional midwivesn9 area was 
the whole communityno They travelled long distances to at­
tend women who were not close kin o No parturient , however, 
even in an emergency , was ever attended by a complete 
strangerno In all l ikelihood i every adult in the community
knew the midwives at least by sight o 
As to the size of the practices , reported activities 
ranged from the Muslim midwifen0 s estimate of  10 per yearn, 
down to 2 or 3 per year o 6 5  The 2 men and the most compe­
tent female midwife reported about 4 per yearn, a figure
probably weighted on the side of the difficult cases per 
yearno It is noteworthy that the men , in spite of  being as 
we shall see both ,.m4 and midwife � did not have larger
practices than the women a It was consnidered basically a 
womann° s skill o 
None of  the midwives qerived much income from their 
practicesn, nor did they expect it to be s ignificant o Their 
main income came from rice=growing from whichnj however,  the 
women and one of  the males  had largely retired because of  
ageno The other male  midwife was exceptionally busy as a 
labor contractorni bui lder of houses , land-owner � and head­
man as well o The midwives found the 5 to 3 0  baht offered 
'64no Two teachers who were in the kinship category of  grand­
daughter C lan ) to the 3 best midwivesnj and lived only a few 
hundred yards from them , were delivered by a woman who was 
mother=•in-law to one and husbandn0 s older sister to the other 
and who was "not a midwife but knows how o "  Since labor was 
quick and normaln� no higher help was necessaryno On the 
other hand, all 3 of these midwives turned up to help at the 
confinement of  another cherished " granddaughter o " Only one 
of them actually delivered the infant but other functions 
were diplomatically divided up by the young motherno 
65 0 Hauck studied 4 6  babiesni aged up to 3 and so not all 
born in one yearno Thirty-one were delivered by 4 of the 
professnional female midwives (12 � 9, 7 �3 respectively) ; a male 
midwife and an "experienced" person had done 2 each ; 11 
women,  one each ( Hauck � 1 9 5 9  : 6 1 )  0 A few of the latter 11 
were ordinary kinnj not midwives o 
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-in the khwan khao "gift" handy cashe The income was about 4 0  
to 200 baht (S2 .�0 to $ 2 0 . e0 0 )  per year � 
The duties of a midwife were not time consuming if all 
went well � There was practically no pre-natal care , and a few 
hours of care was given for only three days after birthe I f  
complications arose, though, the midwife spent long hours away 
from home � In fact the husband of one midwife grumbled ,  ''You 
don't �eceive anything , and just waste timeos Sometimes you stay 
away over night, and no one watches the house o� the children � '' 
In their social role , midwives felt personal but not group 
solidarity � A solid bond existed between an older midwife and 
the particular younger one to whom he or she had given
training and magic$ Those related by blood or marriage some= 
times worked together, and even turned over cases·o·to each other 
if outside demands became pre-eminent n If in trouble on a case , 
midwives did not call on each other unless as close, affection� 
ate relatives but turned rather for help from a mo or to the cw• _. . • • -+,Minburi Heal th Center .. •.. . Yet sometimes rivalry was severe -s If 
the family of the parturient felt that no progress was being
made with one midwife , they called in another and.oanother . Each 
did his utmost and then stepped down when it had to be admitted , 
"My magic is not enough.o" The final expert who brought mother 
and baby through before the deposed midwives glowed inwardl y  
with pride and skill and satisfaction that the magic of his par= 
ticular teacher had proved effective � The sharpness of the com= 
petition reverberated through the words, ''I pushed the other 
midwives downoa- " Community standing or "face" was not lost by an 
unsuccessful case because of the midwives' fundamental role  as 
helpers onl�· , their .fa:i th in their own experiences, and again � 
the con�iction that the course of childbirth �as merit-deter= 
mined � 
Though living likP other elder citizens ofo. the community ,  
in their social role they were more respected. �nown as self= 
less donors of time .oand energy for the sake of others , whose 
successes gave proof of merit and nurturing capacity, they were 
viewed as assets to the community. In spite of competition 
considerable affection was evident between  some. They were el­
ders before a sea of youth, old friends who had for years lived 
and farmed side by side , met at ceremonies ,  and shared many 
•
experiences., 
If the case were in difficulty sometimes a mo was called , 
sometimes a midwife or even both. What was the n'tture of their 
respective specialties? What in fact made certain midwives 
"professionals" (tham achit 
[Mc.F. 990] ) �..rhen others who had equal 
or more experience were no so considered? 
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The Role of the Mq 
A � never delivered ·the baby and never even touched a 
woman in labornj . for this was not part of his specialtyno If 
labor were slow ,  or weakness were setting in,  he came to 
give a decoction to raise the fire element within the body , 
speed up the winds and so strengthen the contractions o He 
also gave holy water for general strength and to clear outn, 
if such there were � any obstructing spirit or magical dis­
ease obj ect like khunno Because of his experience , though , 
he might stand beside the midwife or other woman instruct­
ing ; for instance , " Pull now ! "  "Watch out for the eyes! "  
His advice was more often sought after childbirth if fever 
or swollen body were in evidence , for these were the re­
sults of ,v inadequate outflow of blood and fishy=waterno " 
Because they were called in case of debilitynj the .mQ, were 
the ones who suggested when it was advisable to send a 
parturient to the Minburi Health Centerno 
·= 
No priest=_m_i was ever called for childbirth because of 
the contact with a wonannu s genital arean• though they were 
consulted on menstrual and pre-natal irregularitiesno 
!he Specialty of the Midwife 
M�dwives we:e calle� Jil9- tamyae ( doctor=expert-in:
occultism , pounding � as in a mortar [McFno 3 65]  crouching , 
[McFno 6 8 2 ] ) 0  There were 4 or 6 women i both Buddhist and 
Musl im , and 2 or 3 Buddhist menni who had delivered 1 00 or 
so  babies apieceno They ranged in age from 50 to 70 0 Dozens 
of women had delivered babies one or more times but were not 
accorded the title of midwife o 
The foundation of their specialty was a greater than 
usual manual skill , developed over long experienceno ''We 
have only our handsn5> " said one womano The more expert could 
handle certain mal=positions , and did not hesitate , but only 
with permissionnj to put the hand into the vagina to turn the 
baby or "unstop the bloodno " They were better j udges of the 
progress of labor � whether normal or slownj and of the symp­
toms of debilityno They were more likely to keep calm in the 
face of extreme suffering where the parturientn' s relatives., 
over=eager in their desire to helpnj sometimes inflicted 
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severe injury , such as bruising by excessive pressing, or even
in hysteria pulling the child to pieces in their effort to get 
it out. 66 
Secondly, a midwife offered success, not only as proof of 
competence, but as a substantive asset. It will be remembered 
that the initial shape of an event set the invariable pattern
for its subsequent occurrences. Thus a parturient was virtu­
ally certain of successful childbirth if she called on a person 
who had the habit (khoei) of successoo It could not turn out 
otherwise. We have also seen that these successful midwives 
were good nourishers (liang d1) . A new mother wanted to asso­
ciate herself with such a fortunate sequenceoe Once establish­
ed j a midwife's reputation was not unduly tarnished by the loss 
occasionally of a mother or baby. She might explain, "The 
v.Tc)man did not do as I said," or "I was not given permission to 
do what I could have done, for her family feared she would be 
even more hurt by my putting my hand into the vagina.o" Death 
wasoj of course , only due to the running-out of the deceasedo0 s 
meritoo 
. 
66o0 To give something of the measure of their skill : if the 
feet of the baby app�ared first, one man ''straightened the legs 
by hand inside, held the chin carefully as the head came 
through, "  while another said,o·"Do not press or reach into the 
vagina e Let the baby come natura11·y o n If an arm came first , 
or it were a breech presentation ("the baby is turned over")o, 
the procedure was to "pull and press lightly, " but it was con­
ceded that neither the mother nor child could be saved. Expul­
sion of the placenta was frequently difficult. "It may take 2 
hours or stay in 2 days or more. Some die when it is left in, 
but some do not.o'' The technique of removal was to giv� a medi­
cine, press, pull with the hands rubbed with alum for a better 
grip, with the woman in a crawling position. Some r�ached into 
the vagina to locate it. One woman had analyzed her practice
so as to know when to expect trouble : namely, in the later 
pregnancies and childbirths, i. e. the sixth and seventh, say,
rather than in the early ones during a woman's younger years o 
As to mortality, one "professional" man. estimated 30 
deaths of babies out of 238 deliveries in 50 years. Hauck 
(1956) reported 90. 6 %  live births (pp o 32-33) , 7% of the ba­
bies dying in the first month, 11% within the first year (pp . 
39�41). One should remember that the professionals had a 
greater proportion of difficult cases. One woman had delivered 
over 100 babies and "all lived.o" 
88 
In these 2 qualifications of skill and success,  some of 
the explicitly non-professional old ladies were recognized
as easily matching the professionalsoo What then was the de­
finition of a professional midwife? 
What the professional midwives alone did was to deliver 
non-kin, for which they had to have magical formulae and 
reliable celestial knowledge o The incantations gave a mid­
·wife the right to be called a .mQ. tamyaeoj for he or she was 
using to a greater or lesser extent the sacred wisdom of 
occultism (saiyasat) o Here midwifery was like any other 
craft or endeavoro One could cureoj singoi and build a boat 
without magic,· but with it, the chances of success and 
effectoiv�ness were increasedoo The incantations could ''ease 
deli very j "  " get a baby out that had died inside'9 ( for this 
baby could no longer do his part) � ''prevent the poison of 
the fire from burning the motheroj w, and give other special 
,_ ,.. '1 :� ,, 'T'h t1 t' +}· .. · · :::agi c �-1as the crucial difference between 
the prof�ssional and non-professional was illustrated by the 
old lady who had delivered 3 0  babieso� but vehemently67 de­
nied being a midwife o ''I am not a professional o I have no 
magic o I only pray to the Lord Buddha and think of sacred 
things each time o '' 
A professional also had more detailed astrological 
knowledge of the orientations of relevant celestial beings 
so that delivery would be "helped and not obstructed a " This 
knowledge was in no way a professional secret , but if com­
plications during childbirth were evidento9 it was necess ary 
to have accuracy, and convenient that the midwife had it. 
To certain villagers the designation "professional" 
could not be applied to women becauseoi never having been 
ordainedoj they had not learned to reado9 as men supposedly 
had, not only Thai but Pali and Cambodiano9 the languages of 
medical and magical loreoo ''A professional midwife has a 
bookoo No woman can become professoional because she cannot . _reP.no. " , ., , : · :: -=- -+:  , n r- �  · tat ions were correct only if 
jtaken fr·om the sacred texts at ·the temple though in fact 
the formulae were taught orally o One male midwife had a 
sacred book in his private possession, which wasop-roper, for 
670 Her vehemence may reflect either pride in being so suc­
cessful without magic==a true 11ang di-- fear of being re­
ported as unlicensed (see below , poo 145 ) e; or constoernation 
lest she be accused of using magic to which she was not 
entitledoo 
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sacred books were inherited by maleso 
In the light of this definition, only the 2 or 3 males 
were true professional midwives o They gave elabor,ate annual 
ceremonies of homage to their teachers (wai khru) attended
by all the persons who had profited from the teacher's magic
that yearoo However, all the male midwives were also fully 
qualified �o Their ceremonies were large because they were 
dedicated to the teachers of their curing powers as well as 
midwifery o 
The male midwives, then, were in a somewhat different
category than the femaleso They wereo� who had, in addition, 
trained their hands for midwifery as an "extra specialty o " 
Midwi.fery seems to have been one of the few areas where
skilled hands were considered of greater importance than 
magic o "We have no magic for delivery � "  said one male mid­
wife, knowing that nothing but merit could guarantee successoo 
Because they had access to the incantations for element and 
spirit control, and could make holy water, the midwife=lll9-
could spare the parturient the necessity of getting in an 
outside ro5, if such were neededoo However� one part of the 
midwifeow s ' j ob the men could not dooo To protect their male 
powers of invulnerability they were forbidden to wash the wo­
manov s clothingoo A woman or a female midwife always had to do 
thisoo Men also could not provide the female "mystique" parti­
cularly related to the khwan and to growth o 
However, the community did not adhere to this na��ow 
definition of professionalism, for several of the experienced
and competent women, Buddhist and Muslimoi behaved as pro�
fessionals and were ·oacqorded the title of � tamyae o Their 
magical formulae, being congruent with their female office 6f 
promoters of growth and life, were especially effective o Like 
-
- Q • •
a roa they received the ritual gift of the khwan kbaa, hall-
mar� of the possession of occult formulae, which the patient 
presented to assure the benefits of magical knowledgeo 6 8  
68 0 This ritual bowl of rice and offerings was never excused 
even between the closest kin o If forgotten or misused, the 
"teacher" punished the midwife with pains, and had to be mol­
lified with a food offeringoo The magical benefit.s could not
be withheld once the khwan khao had been -acceptedo It was 
not accepted if the patient were too near death_oto be assist­
ed o If the patient died, the whole gift, cash, rice, and 
all, was given at once to the temple to make meritoo 
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Although as to feese:i they saide'!) "It  is as you please, "  these 
women received as a rule the higher honoraria of  10,  20,  and 
3 0  baht � They did not have a separate teacher-rite  but paid
their respects duri ng regu:ar temple eventsej such as offer­
ing a pig 9 s head and the other items during someone ' s  ordi­
nat ionej though the Mus l im midwife had her modified teacher­
rite in a separate home ceremonyi not at the mosque { cf .  
Appendix : Muslim Customs ) o  It  was even said of  the best fe­
rnale midwife that " she had a booke{\ n She was literate in 
Thai � Even i f  her book were a popular astrological guide,
it  carried the reverence accorded all bookseo Whatever it 
waset its possession i ncreased her aura of  rel iabilityo 
Though the women did not receive their magic at the temple
bu:  rather from a ki !! sman �n  the 1naternal line i their incan­
t a.t ior1s j whicr1 apoea.t' ed  t :.:: be in tr�e Pali=T'hai tradition, 
we re r10 less effective e 
.•. : : -.:; .I:' ••:  �·. :::· .:.: ;.., ..:; .: •..Ii·, 5. 2. i, . . .-;.,,..; 1.·..;es j '-) oth men ar1d women j saw 
t r!entselv·es as ind ivi .j ��a �. ·:.-.:e1..;• .;:; todian,s of  sacred knowledge and 
competent in a techniqueea They weree
.e
no t only interested and 
readyei but obligated to g i ve e xpert care to anyone , anywhere ,·
it  was neededeo 
The non-profes a io�al midwive s alway s thought o f  them­
Se l. ·v es  as volur.ttar-y l1a : pe :t s  c, f kir�smen i, ac"ting nout of  pity," 
ax)d carrying on the i r  feffia:e  responsibility for new life as 
older women helping the 1 r  yo unger re lat ive s .  The idea of  
giving nurture and a s a i s e:ance was so deeply ingrained in the 
fe 1na le office that t.he px:,e,) f e s s ional midwives saw themselves 
f undamentally as voleun�eer s n  
The dec is ion to  de l i ver a daughter or a wife was not 
momentouse. One did ! -iot have to be " suk'v to deliver a baby. 
The same pr·act � r � �  1 T\ rl compassionate motives that led a 
- r � �  , • . � some of these people to 
seek out professional t e ch.niques so that they might " help 
more . "  One womane bearing
:
her own child at 2 5  with intense 
s ·uffering s became 
t 
angry ( cr,ep �hai ) because " the midwife did 
nothing to hel p ,  but j ust sat and chewed betel while others 
did all the work o "  In. desperat ion she called in her own 
mother to deliver her � She also " felt she had many rela­
tives who would need her he l p & " Another was asked by her 
motherev s brother,  a midw i fe �  to accompany him as he was get­
t ing too old . He then gave her his  magic o A man took up
the specialty after his  first child � a son , died at birth 
from ineptnessej he thoughte9 of the rnidwi fe o Another man,e _ 
though , took it up as a. "minor extra H to his career as a �• 
A l l  learned the skill  by acccmpanying and helping an 
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established midwife who was a "close relative." 
Sometimes the interest arose in young people. A girl
started at 15 to accompany her mother, a midwife, as helper
and delivered her first case alone (an emergency) at 20. A 
boy of 15 also helped his mother' s  sister, who was a midwifeo 
Later, when married, he delivered some of his own children,
but denied that he ever intended to take up the calling. One 
young man in his 30's, was seen going ''as a team'' with a well 
known oldo� who directed him in the manual operations but 
who did not ever touch the woman himselfoo He also assisted 
one of the female midwives, but had not yet delivered a baby
alone. 
The first child delivered by anyone was always the child 
·of a close kin o Only with successo·at this first delivery
would a person even consider doing it again. The second case, 
and the next few were confined to the potential midwife's 
close relatives, children (l�k) , grandchildren, and .the 
children of siblings ( lan) . Thus, the skills were validated 
within the kin circle before a· midwife felt ready to practice 
outsideoo 69 
With success, a: person of developing skill might be will­
ing to include non-kin in his cl.ientele, i e. become a profes­o 
sional o One resolved only to help relatives but her "fame 
spread.o" As ano.ther said, "seeing it was safe, I was encour­
aged to go on o "  By this time, magical formulae had been . 
69. Daughters-in-law were within the validating circle if 
circumst.ances were "convenient"--i. e..  if their own mothers did 
not deliver them and if they lived with their husband's people o 
No witchcraft was feared between womenoo A .mg. in his specialty 
also had to validate his skills within his close kindred before 
non-kin would call on him. A reputation began at home. 
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sought1 ritually requested of some relative who was a mid­
wife .n7 u  Some persons though continued to limit themselves 
to delivering their relatives , and never sought magic at 
allno 
Two Worlds : The Natural and the Supernatural 
To deliver a baby as a midwife or even as an unskill­
ed kinsman , embraced 2 aspects : a manual or technica� and 
a magicaln. These aspects corresponded to Bang Channv s 2 
great worlds of knowledge and experience � the natural and 
the supernatural. 
Midwifery was not alone in embracing both of  these 
categories. Every activity , bus-drivingnj dancing j print=
ing ,  or other , had its incorporated magical means to aug­
ment the probability of successno Though with the manual 
or technical skills of  the natural world alone one could 
come through all right with even a modicum of supernatural 
help , success was greater. No one wanted to take the 
responsibilityn_nand risks of "going it alone u especially
when the resources of the supernatural world were so free� 
ly and easily accessible to everyone o At the very least � 
one could start an enterprise on Friday (Han Suk � Happy
Day)no The closer an enterprise was to the margin of life 
and death , however, the larger the supernatural elementno 
In farming , curing , and midwiferynj for instancen9 the 
ritual component was strongo 
Since these 2 worlds were qualitatively different � 
each required a different method of learningno The super­
natural world , immaterial , royal and sacred � was l earned 
7 0 0 Three women had recieved theirs from their mothernj
mother ' s  mother , and mother ' s  older brother,nrespectivelyno 
A retired midwife planned to give hers "to the daughter 
or grandchild ("lan" : sex not specif'ied ) who was interest­
ed enough to ask for it o " One man had received his from 
his father ' s  father. Childbirth magic would hardly be a 
suitable topic of conversation between priests � but it 
might have been passed down there , toono The midwife whom 
one accompanied while learning probably was the source 
of one ' s  magic. Women ' s  magic was passed down the mater­
nal line only , whereas men could get theirs both from 
kinsmen and at the temple . 
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by instruction from a ritually71 approached teacher. "One can­
not accidentally learn . One has to ask to be taught . "  As a 
practitioner in this field, the title "mo" signalized expertise ; 
where teaching was involved, the title w�s khr� (teacher [ McF. 
183] ) or achan (professor [ McF . 990 ] ) o. Speech was the key to 
this tradition, in spite of sacred books and wall-carvings
in the temples o 72 Modern education , being book-and-teacher 
based, shared in this aura. There, even t oday, listening is 
more comfortable than reading. 
Techniques of the practical, nat ural world were learned not 
by teaching but pragmatically by observation, example and ex­
perience. Eyes were the key . "I know because I saw," said a 
midwifeoo At the highest level of achievement in the natural 
world one was expert (nak ) , e. g .  convict (nak thot, an expert in 
being punished) a tourist (nak. thieo , an expert in roaming 
around)o. 73 Within the natural world , an intense pragmatism 
reigned always emphasi zing visual phenomena. People were keenly 
71 .  To speak ritually one held in the hand the trio of in­
cense, flowers, and a candleo. This was the way t o  cross over 
from the profane to the sacred world, t o  inform (bok) or make 
a request of, a sacred being (a teacheroj priest, king, or 
deity)o. The tiny flame of the offering invoked holy fire � and 
so had the effect of making one's words compelling, foro·ono one 
could gainsay a reque�t under such circumstanceso. A husband 
about to deliver his wife held incense , flower, and candle in 
hand as he requested the help of ancestors and spirits . 
(Bishop Pallegoix saved the existence of his mission by thus 
approaching the King [ Pallegoix, Vol o 2 :2 0 1 ] ) .  The trio of 
offerings, whether at the 4 corners of the lying-in fire-floor, 
or in "bat phli krathong" at a "tham khwan" rite, or even in 
an ordinary khwan khao made all actions and words compellingo 
72 . Because words, immaterial and invisable, lay at the base 
of occult ism, words as continuous agents of power permeated 
Bang Chan's ordinary daily life . This was why words, verbal 
play, and punning initiated action : pregnant women attended 
the monks' "coming out of retreat" (_,qk phansa ) so that the 
child would "come out" C 9k )  easily . 
73. It should not be forgotten that most activities in the 
supernatural world had their technical sides, and the term 
"nak" was used there too. A curer had to learn his herbs ; a
dancer, his steps; and a master of ceremonies, the words of 
the chants. 
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aware of what they observed and interested in experimentation. 
One woman, observing a mother who did not take any medicine,
and even ate j ackfruit, commented that she was "quite strong o " 
Another watched what happened to a parturient who had no one 
to boil water for her, so used canal water. "She is healthy! "  
she exclaimed o Another decided to test whether not burning up 
all the wood made a child unable to finish his work and found 
the maxim untrueoo 
Just as supernatural knowledge was individually trans­
mitted from a teacher to a pupil, so knowledge learned by 
observation was personal, even idiosyncratic. The actual 
observer of a - phenomenon might change his ways accordingly, if 
he wished, but no one else would do so unless he too "saw it 
with his own eyes.o'' The habits of one did not become the hab­
its of another unless  the same visual experience had been 
sharedo 
6tcau�e oi L he b ��ar� t lo11 o f  the occult and the practi­
cal 9 the old midwives of Bang Chan would find it inconceivable 
that technical aspects which should be visually transmitted 
could be taught from a booko 
� � ,.· .·· 
� ,- • 
Chapter VII 
ATTITUDES TOWARD MODERN MEDICINE AND MIDWIFERY 
Modern and traditionai · aedicine appeared to Bang Chan to 
have much in commons. Both subscribed to a belief in disruptive 
i.ntrusions o . In typhoid and cholera , · the old scheme postulated 
intrusi6ns of fire and earih. Boils involved a spirit .attack 
or excess of fire � For t?illt6 aue disorders, new medicine 
epoke .instead of virus or b1_d.t41�,fl ·sinfection o · Such concepts 
as nutritional deficienci••• ·s411aect transmission, and pollution, 
however, were alien to .the ol.fs: �'•"• as disease agents • 
. Modern medicines paralleled the old decoctionss. Anti­
biotics, ointments, or pain-pll:la were appreciated for their
.efficacy, but evoked no aurpr.i•• • for every plan:t in the world 
was said to have some therapeutics·value. Injections were
similar to the sub-cutaneo�• u1lcal protective needle. 
"Old" medicine did not feel _sthreatened because people were 
not co.nvinced that the modern. vaa. .,.tter. The 2 systems were 
viewe.d as different, each hav£a1·: 1-ts own ,special tiess. The 
diff.erence was somet ime·s phra•ed •• "Old medicine cares for old 
ai;lments; modern medicine for new . ones . "  Spi�it possession. and 
· 
khun att_ack, for instance i WN old ailments; poliomyelitis, 
gonorrhea, and maybe diphtheria,. new C J o R • .Hanks, 1955: 155-195) o 
Its·was sometimes better not to claim competence outside these cus­
tomary lines . One �- s-?-id hes_ c�u�d cure �onorrhea, but the 
young men preferred a 01ty ·docto:r .. · Sometimes, though, one could 
not be sure. what was a new:. di•••••. .• . . , • ,. . :··:i .. ... · • . 
. ' 
Another phrasing of the ·spl'-Opel' place for modern medicine 
w•s that· because of varyins �habit , '' differings· social stations 
required differing medical techniqueso ·s''Modern medicine is 
on.ly good for delica.te cit·y . speople. or other kinds of farmers, 
but does not give enough 1tren1th for rice-farmers." The or­
chardists below Bangkok who ·•ha4 the habit of eating a lot of 
fruit , " and the teachers and ··tr•dera of Bang Chan (w-ho went to 
the second class practitioner• • and occasionally to modern 
doctors) were assumed to have different physical needs than 
farme:t's-. The po.st-_ partum · ·tire wa■ clung to as streng-th-making:·"woman are weak if nos· fire� • ·  The hot ashes chamber, introduced 
from Bangkok, was for the moat part used by non-farm womens. 
�-., • .. ·. . ..' . 
. ·:: ,,�· ::t \ . '.·· · ..·. 
· . . t � ··�; ·::�.. 
' ·. . 
• •, • l \, 
• 
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An old woman summed up significantly 2 attitudes say­
ing, "In the old days people made more merit and so lived 
longer, but because we had no hospitals, the children died 
younger." The relation of good healt)1 and longevity too· 
proper religious and moral behavior was fundamental in 
Bang Chan. I f  merito.odid not suffice, medical attention,
traditional or modern, could not prolong life. Children, 
however, were tender (�) and easily prey to sickness. 
Traditional care could help them, but being delicate and 
tender like city people, children could also be helped by 
modern hospital care. 
Between the 2 systems people sensed little conflict, 
for each patient made a preliminary diagnosiso. of his symp­
toms and sought the type of assi�tance his diignosis and 
convenience indicatedo. l1q.. with some knowledge of both 
systems might offer their patients a choice of remedy.
With the right diagnosis, magic, and medicines, a quick
cure was expected. I f  not forth-coming, people were dis­
appointed and moved to another specialist for his help. 
Modern medicine merely took its place as one more recourse. 
The basic handicap of modern medicine was that it had 
no magical resources or holy wa�_er. '' Its effectiv�ness is 
limited to the properties of the ingredients.o'' Old medi­
cine on the other hand had, in addition to these proper­
ties, "The strength of the �• s :- inca_ntatioi: plus t�e power
of every person who learned and used that incantation, back 
to the time of its discovery, centuries ago.o" Thus where 
the medical schemes offered the sa�e specialty, as in 
fevers, bone-setting, or obstetrics, the old appeared to
offer more resources .  
Besides its deficiencies in magic and strength-making 
attributes, modern medical care had other drawbacks. 
First, it was not accessible .o . A trip to Bangkok for medi­
cal purposes involved far more·· • time than a day. Minburi's 
Health Center was a feasible trip, even for a woman in 
labor { stays ranged from 6 to.24 hours ) .  Home arrange­
ments for tending children, feeding buffalo, and other 
chores were less demanding. Bing Chan's eagerness for lo­
cal modern care was shown when a Bangkok physician visited 
Bang Chan for a few times as parto· ·of a nutrition study. 
He was besieged with private req�ests for medical advice. 
·Secondly, modern medical care was expensive. In  Bangkok, 
after the expense of getting there, taxis, food, and hous­
ing costs for accompanying relatives, hospital, and 
doctor ' s  fees sometimes meant losing the family gold and 
even land . Minburi ' s  costs were closer geared to farm in­
come, but medicines appeared co�tly. ''oModern drugs taste 
and act better, but the poor have to use the old.o'' Third, 
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to make use of modern facilities one suffered confusing and un­
happy experiences. Bangkok traffic was dizzying, even if one 
knew just where to go. Hospitals had beds, not mats, and the 
personnel were strangers. Foods were often unfamiliar or vio­
lated traditional injunctions concerning heating and cooling. 
People were brusque, impersonal , and overbearing to country 
·people. One woman complained, "I am afraid of the doctor there.
She scolctome and does not treat me like city people. She will 
not explain what the sickness is.o" Minburi's clinic was small,
set up in more familiar terms, and the staff known personally 
to many villagers. 
Finally, there was the problem of finding an experienced
escort, i . e .  someone who "knew the wayo,,•" More was involved than 
just convenience. In all walks of Bang Chan ' s life , no one ever 
presented himself to a school, to a household, anywhere , witho�t 
a personal introduction from someone who had been there before, 
and so was accustomed (khoei) to it . It was not hard to find 
someone who had been to the MinburI Health Center, but it was 
difficult to find one who had been to a hospital in ·Bangkok, 
knew what to do, and had the time, money, and inclination to act 
as escorto. The latter was always a relative by blood or mar­
riage or the sick person's m9 himself (Hanks and Hanks, 1955o: 
160). Actually , five or te · illn persons might accompany an 
·person, only one of which was acting as the recognized go-between. 
Many of those who had been to a hospital or clinic as patients
had previously accompanied others merely as escort, or to visit 
(Goldsen and Ralis 1955 : 31). 
Who had actually tried modern medicine for one reason or 
another? About a third of the household heads had used some 
modern clinic or hospital for treatment or hospitalization
(Goldsen and Ralis 1955 : 31). Use was more frequent among 
(1) the literate, (2) those exposed to the mass media of radio 
and movies, (3) those accepting certain urban ways, and (4) those 
having greater contacts with the city in the way of visits, but 
users were not of a noticeably higher economic level (ibid: 37). 
Women went no more frequently than men (ibid : 32). No figures
indicated how many of these occasions were for childbirtho, but 
our interviews point to a small number., Taking theo.owill for
the deed, two women teachers who apEeared to be the first to 
plan ahead to be delivered at the Minburi Healtho·oCenter--but 
who did not get there because labor was too quick�-seemed to be 
viewing the use of modern methods as a means to higher status. 
Why was modern obstetrics so largely eschewed? - What had 
been Bang Chan's experience, unfavorable or favorable , that 
colored their attitudes? First, home was the most convenient 
place for care. Bangkok was ruled out categorically as too far. 
In fact, M1nburi might be too far if labor manifested its normal
celerity as the case of the two teachers showed, qr, i.f complica­
tions had developed. Furthermore, a Chinese resident of Bang 
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Chan during a period of residence in Bangkok was delivered 
at the Women's Hospital and at a later pregnancy at the 
Minburi Centero. With her last baby, however, she elected 
to be delivered at home by the local midwife as more con­
venient in order to assure from her bed supervision and 
proper care for her other childreno. One young woman of 
very high social and economic standing preferred to import
a midwife from a community six kilometers down the canal, 
and bear her child in her own home rather than attempt 
getting to a hospitale 
Moreover, basically the Minburi Health Center was seen 
as a place for sick people, while normal childbirth was not 
a medical matteroe To plan ahead for medical care there was 
to invite an abnormal deliveryo. The Center also suffered 
a poor reputation for success because difficult cases, hope­
lessly advanced, were the usual ones brought in. "At the 
.,, ·Cen-t-:- .. r, - �� m.�n,.� . " near � said e 
Some comments were genuinely favorable. The cleanli­
ness of the hospital was greatly appreciated. Anyone who 
witnessed the skill of the doctor or nurse-midwife held it 
•
1.n respect. 
Techniques of delivery were sometimes mistrusted, 
sometimes admiredoo "They pull out the child with their 
hands, which is dangerous o "  "The fecal pump is unneces­
sary . "  "One may not crawl during labor . "  A m9-midwife 
who witnessed the nurse-midwife at work said approvinglyn, 
"She can force a baby outo, but our midwioves can only press
harder,o" and " The hospital knows when a baby will come . "  
The stopping of the flow of birth fluids by an injection 
was resented as affecting strength adversely, yet the in­
jection that "made the placenta come so fast I couldno' t  
notice it,"  or "gave the mother strength when the baby 
was stronger than she" was liked. The pills for pain were 
enthusiastically received e The hospital's closed windows 
·pl'Otected 1. 11� oaby frorn wind element," but the journey 
home dangerously exposed it and the mother to cooling wind. 
The dietary recommenodations during recovery appeared 
wrong: eggs, which were "too cooling," or fruit, which 
"gave no strength . "  The suggestion of a nurse that scis­
sors be used to cut the cord was resented as uncomprehend­
ing of village living problems ( "we haven ' t  any ! "  and 
"scissors always rust" ) and also as unwise ("rust gives 
tetanus poisoning"). 
Another criticism was the lack of personal warmth and 
pity manifested by modern physicians and nurses, unlike 
the attentive, reassuring d9 • By forbidding abdomen­
pressing, they were accuse of "not doing enough," even of 
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"not wanting to help . "  The mother and baby were seen as having
to fend for themselv.es. The very co·nfidence built up in modern 
medications led to a convic.tion that doctors maliciously with­
held available, effect.ive medicines. "She died at the Center 
because -she needed me.dicine but waso. not given any . o" Personality
factors sometimes wereo. inv.olved: one doctor was considered in­
competent, fearful of complicated obstetrica+ cases,o. and brut­.
ally indifferent to a countryman ' s  views and- circumstances--
("Since we have no r.o.om., . why don't you charter a bus to take 
your parturient wife .. too. Bangkok?"), whereas another was friendly
and wise. Since doct.or.s . were part of the respected government
hierarchy which enjoyed superior knowledge and status, and also 
of the supposedly comp:as.sionate medical· tradition, they were 
expected to be competent, kind , · and protecting. Those who 
failed in winning confidence undermined the status of modern 
·medicine. 
The midwives themselves·thought of the Minburi Center not 
only as a 1lecourse if.oa. · case were in deep trouble, but also as 
a personal convenie.nc.e. One male midwife, who was also a head-- · · 
man, � and carpenter-_ocontractor, was often too busy to stay 
with a woman in prol.onged .labor. ·· ·o· · To turn her over to another 
midwife o!her �han a kinsman· wouldo·odamage his reputationoo 
Knowing M1nbur1 well, he foundo·othe Center a convenient solution 
to his dilemma. He had. respect for the nurse-mid wife's skills,
which he had witnessed, and regarded the doctor as a colleague
on his own level, a viewo.oprobably not reciprocated. The women 
midwives, too, always considering themselves at bottom volun­
teers, when faced with. ·pressing· home chores ando.the "impossi­
bility of turning a .relative over to another midwife,o'' utilized 
the impartial service . .of. the nurse-midwife . One cloud impeded 
the female midwives from making full use of the occasion as an 
opportunity for observation and so instruction. They refused 
to identify themselves as midwives out of fear of legal sanc­
tions. Having neithero·otakeno·othe course prescribed by the gov­
ernment for "ancient'� midwives· nor paid the fee, they were not 
licensed. Thus, they . .li.ved -in. dread of fines if their calling 
became known outside the community. They knew they were per­
mitted to deliver babies. within the family, but outside those 
rather hazy boundari.e.s • - they· · took: refuge in an old view, "I am·o
not a midwife. I only.ohelp out· of pity o " 
All in all,o·othe peopleo··of ·· Bang Chan had fitted modern 
·medicine into their.b.r.o.ad·:: medical scheme where it could be 
accepted on its merits, . if not blocked off by inconvenience,
high cost, and discourtesy • 
.. 
··, 
. .  
Chapter VIII 
CHANGES 
In studying change in the customs surrounding childbirth 
in Bang Chan, we have D o B o Bradley' s  description of birth in 
Bankok in 186 5  as a base-line on which to project our findingso. 
Since most of the population of Bang Chan (Thai, with a few 
Laotians, Mon, Muslims, and Chinese) stems from Bangkok, we 
may reasonably assoume that the parallels derive from a true · 
histc�io, : �. J cr,r n P '  Br� d J  - ·'s description fitted Bang Chan 
as if written today � 
' Siamese theory in regard to the part which external 
and internal fire plays in the functions of life and 
health is made to work powerfullyoo o o There is, at such 
times, a diminution of heat in the body, and conse­
quent liability to stagnation of the blood, which, if 
not guarded against by fire, will leave the uterus 
flabby and enlarged, bad humors in circulation, a 
consequent weak state of the stomach, resulting in the 
secretion of too little milk, and that of a bad qual­
ity for the child, all of which will be likely to be 
followed by a host of other fearful maladies to both 
mother and childooo o [Thus a woman lies by the fire] • • •  
exposing all parts of her body ; and more particularly
her abdomen, to that drying process, so that the uter­
us shall be forced to shrink up quickly to its normal 
dimensionso9 and the sanguineous streams which had 
been aiver•·ced to support th� child before birth, 
shall, by fire, be driven backward to their more 
usual limitations, all which is ooo o oa sine gua non to 
a sound constitution and good health in the future • • •  " 
(Ba�gkok Calendar, 18 6 5  : 7 8 � 8 4 )  0 
Bradley showed that some behavior one might call "change-" today 
was a recognized alternative in 1 8 6 5 0 For instance, in Bang Chan 
a few women "are made too unhappy (klurn) by the fire so cannot 
use it o They should take extra amounts of picku.ed medicine" 
(� d9ni >oo Bradley wrote, "a few delicate females • • •  who cannot 
endure [ this] usual treatment, are compelled, against all their 




friends to say positive ly that they cannot and will  not endure 
it. For such, some other course has to be taken by the use of
• • • medicines " (p • 81 ) • 74 
·The most noticeable modification in the customs of child­
birth was the shortened fire-rest which had shifted from 29 or 
so days, to 9 to 15 or less ; this was practiced by e veryone.o7 5 
Another conspicuous change adopted by a few dozen persons was 
the substitution for the open fire of a heat-making contri­
vance, in particular the hot-ashes or charcoal burning contain­
er (chamber or fire-box: fai chut) and the hot water bottle. 
(The hot brick and wrapped pot of hot salt were probably old
alternatives. ) New, of course, were the occasional utilization 
of the Minburi Health Center ; the second class doctors ; and,
somewhat more generally, the novelties of the market, such as 
·flowered net-frames, mits,oshirts, pillowcases, and pacifiers. 
There were a few other changes noted. 
Who took up the innovations? First, they were women who 
had already successfully borne a child, undergone a full fire­
rest, and were bearing their second or later children. Being
already ritually mature (suk) and of proven competence in 
childbearing, they had no reason to fear a change and nothing 
to lose. Age and experience gave them the se lf-confidence, 
authority, and interest to ponder their experience and decide 
on ways to increase their effectiveness and their comfort. 
They had the right to do so because of the fund�mental autonomy
of the individual. Strong-minded old ladies might criticise 
the substitution of the hot-ashes container for the fire, fee l­
ing it was not hot enough to do the job, but they never ques­
tioned the woman's right to do so. The least likely to adopt 
74. On the other hand, Bradley (pp. 82-83) was puzzled why his 
success in saving the life of so revered a personage as the 
Queen by taking· her off .othe fire, a move so thoroughly approved 
by the King, did not cause universal abandonment of the fire­
rest. He was not aware that many a �  did the same (with the 
possible exception of the sponging with tepid water) , that as 
a mg-with-a-particular-specialty he could do anytning he want­
ed but no one would copy it without pers9nal formal authoriza­
tion, and that he was up against the deeply-rooted rite of 
female maturation concerning which even royalty had no author­
ity (Bangkok Calendar, 18 7 1: 107 - 109) . 
7 5. We have no data on whether this shortening process set in 
in the 1930's, or after World War II in the late 1940's. The 
month-long rest was universal in the 1920's. 
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a new way was a woman bearing her first child because she 
was not yet ritually matured a Thi s  she wanted to be . 
Moreover , her self- interest led her to  try to profit as 
much as pos sible from the experience of elders by first 
following the old way o By incorporat ing the experience 
of succes sful child-bearers into her own and the baby's
life and by asking them to initiate act ions auspiciously, 
she augmented by that much her own competence , and laid 
the groundwork for her future progres s o  Self-responsi­
bility engendered respect for elder s o  Thus there was no 
split between old and young over innovat ions . Experience
gave grounds both for conservatism and for changing , but 
at different age levelsnQ 
Secondly , changes were adopted by the rich who , 
spending their money rather conspicuously,  sought to main­
tain and enhance their social position o Their wealth 
� � 1  po�i + i nn v�re in themselves unquestioned as s igns of  
merit earned in another incarnat ionno 
The changes be ing introduced to Bang Chan were of  two 
kinds : first the pre st igeful , and secondn9 those giving no 
increment of esteem, i c e a  idiosyncratic changes of taste 
or convenience ; or those reflecting individual c ircum­
stancesno The prest igeful innovations were oriented to­
wards the use of market novelt ies � modern medical care , 
urban standards of cleanliness  and beautyni and other ways· 
termed "progressive" associated with the city of Bangkok , 
cynosure of the eyes of the rich o These values were 
leading certain families away from their original occupa­
tion of farming , into the fields of teaching , trading , 
carpentering , cottage• industrynj etc o Since these new 
occupat ions brought in steady cas� and large land holdersn, 
too , had a good income , an as sociat ion was found of 
wealth , prest ige , urban interests, and innovat ion. Com­
ment on the hot ashes container (fai chut) indicated that 
it was a strong symbol of prestige and progres s .  To use 
it- �-·r. · "t0 ��+ - " Orn i o-"" 1ance and the old way of do-
ing things o "  It  was "cleaner , not hot or ugly , and more 
convenient . "  One teacher took it up after reading an 
adverti sement in the newspapers that described glowingly
it s more efficient healing effect o On the other hand , one 
woman abandoned the fai chut because "it was not hot 
enough to rid her of st iff muscles,n" so she went back to  
the use of the fireno "It is all right for rich Bangkok 
ladies who want to avoid a scar , but it does not give
enough strengtn for a farmer ,, "  She had no urban preten­
s ions . Also in this prest igeful aggregate ,  observed· here 
and there , were the market novelt ies mentioned above : 
bed , mat , and mosquito net instead of the plank-bed ; kits 
of medicine from the Chinese pharmacist instead of the old 
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home brew;  rub-on medicine (ya chup) instead of a fire or 
fire-container;  canned cows' milk, and nursing bottles for
the baby, and the bottles washed with salt ; the transfer of 
a baby from the tray to the cloth cradle before the termina­
tion of the fire-rest because "he needed fresh air ; "  and the 
rejection of the turmeric rub against the wind element as 
" dirty and ugly." 
To use modern medical care was becoming prestigeful. 
Most spectacular here was a case of a prosperous and educat­
ed man who had had 9 children, then "feared he could not feed 
them all,o" so underwent voluntarily a vasectomy. Patronage
of the second class doctors who used modern medications but 
explained them in traditional terms was frequent among the 
well-to-do. The Minburi Health Center , a resource in case 
of over-long and difficult labor, was beginning to be seen as 
a fashionable place to go for medical care and parturition. 
The case of the 2 teachers who laid plans ahead to go to the 
Center (but their quick labor precluded attempting to get
there) showed that prestige had a stronger lure than conven­
ience at times. It was much more convenient to bear a child 
at home, yet one of these teachers even talked about wanting 
to be delivered in Bangkok at the Woman ' s  Hospital, an extreme 
of prestige and practical inaccesibility8 
The drive toward progressiveness led to conscious re­
examining of those "old ways" that could be visually tested.·
One woman said, "There are fewer spirits (phi) nowadays.o" 
There was the mother who pondered the maxim about burning up 
all tne wood collected by the husband to make a child finish 
tasks when he grew up. Finding it not true, she abandoned it 
at her next confinement. A man said that the old belief that 
papaya should not be planted near the house because " it dies 
easily and doesn't like water,o" and so would affect a child, 
was ''unreasonable because the harm was not specific [e. g. a 
threat to skin or eyes]. If· specific, I might believe i•t.o" 
An opening wedge of disbelief was noted where a woman gave no 
bit of rice to her baby to start a habit for later benefits 
because ''she was told but didn't believe it,o'' and another who 
said the " winnowing rite was no:t important.o" 
In addition to prestigeful changes were those due to 
individual circumstance, taste or preference, and convenience 
unaffected by social aspira±ions. One woman rejected going to 
the Mihburi Center for delivery and took up the hot-ashes 
container instead of a fire because she could better direct 
her older children, and "it was less hard on them.o" A poor 
woman took no medicine during pregnancy because she had no 
money to buy it. A comment that of recent years medicine·s 
were purchased because "women are too lazy to make them up" as 
in the old day5:,osounded more personal than socially signifi-· 
cant. A change induced by lack of money was that "hot spices 
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are less eaten today because they are too expensiveo " 
A slight trend towards .odepersonalization might be part of 
the aping of urban behavior, or idiosyncratic, or of more gener­
7 6al significance o The Minburi Health Center may have been used 
to avoid certain face-to-face situationsoo A woman whose labor 
was prolonged was taken ther.e by her (male) midwife who had to 
get to a meeting o He preferred the impartiality of the Center 
to turning her over to anothe.r midwife o A woman took up the hot­
ashes container so "others would not have to wait on her.o" An­
other appeared to have obtained a midwife from outside the com­
munity rather than seek out someone inside and closer at hand. 
A very poor woman used no boiledo· water because of inadequate 
help in the household to prepare itoo· Whatever the circumstances 
of her social isolation, ordinarily kin or neighbors would have 
seen to it that this job was done o This episode too was watched 
by neighbors who commented that since her health remained good, 
boi lin�� might be · .: :·· · · : · · � ssarvo., Finally i to advertise certain 
medicines, a firm handed out yan, the·magically inscribed cloth,
to suspend on the holy cord that surrounded the mother. This 
was a long way from the personally inscribed "yan" of old. 
A final reason for the ·acceptance of change was the larger 
number of choices of behavio.r because of a broader horizon. 
Bang Chan
.o
had never been an isolated community, for pilgrimages
and visiting through easy boat-travelo·ohad been for decades part
of its life. Yet the growing number of literates, the establish­
ment of bus and other transportation services to the city, the
experience, for a few, of work ino- Bangkok or of military service 
·in Korea, the continuouso. association with non-Thai, (Chinese,
Muslims, a Cambodian , and now the Americans) ,  and the now some­
what diversified economy of . the community all led to the increased 
familiarity with other ways of doingo·othingsoo Patterns of child­
birth were already reflecting this awarenessoo 
Unchanging in the scene. at childbirth was the necessity of 
supernatural assistance , and heat too· ripen and restore the 
1nu t:ner o 
7 6 0 I feel this evidence.ois slight, and set it down merely as 
a point for future observationo 
Chapter IX 
GUIDES FOR THE INTRODUCTION OF CHANGES 
The government of Thailand provides in Bangkok and in 
other centers of the country up-to-date facilities for 
training in modern midwifery. It has also created in some 
places special opportunities for the traditional midwives 
to upgrade their skillss. One of the objectives of the 
MinburI Health Center was to carry on a certain amount of 
instruction in modern viewss. For reasons that have been 
explained , no one in Bang Chan ever had or even sought mod­
ern instruction . The midwives of whom we have spoken grew
up entirely in the folk tradition .  
On the basis of the material presented at length in the 
previous pagess, a few suggestions are here advanced which 
may be of help to these public programs in maternal and child 
healths. 
l .  Build a program around the idea that it will help 
women in their age-old role of caring for , raising , and 
nourishing ( lian�) childrens. Emphasize that through new iech­
niques they may increase their strength and care better for 
themselves and the babiess. 
2 .  Change existing practices as little as possible . 
3 .  When a change is offered , ask that the midwife , moth­
er , or whoever observed it watch for certain results which 
allow them to judge it in relation to the olds. The idea is 
strong that aspects of the natural world can be analyzed and 
considered pragmatically , then legitimately utilized as a 
basis for modifying customary behavior .  
4 .  Pay special attention to the places where the old and 
the new come into conflict and seek ways to resolve these con-
flictss. 
As an example , let us consider these points in relation 
to cutting the umbilical cords. Modern instruction recommends 
the use of scissors--neat , sterilizable , handy--to avoid in­
fection while cutting the cords. People in Bang Chan wish to 
avoid this infection , too , but for them scissors are unsatis­_
factory for several reasonss: they are scarces, they rust--and 
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this rust is believed to cause tetanus--and they are unsuita­
ble for the ritual objective at the moment of cuttingo. It 
will be remembered that cutting the cord on a rhizome of 
phlai or soil with a bamboo sliver from the housepost guar­
antees that a child will not roam away from homeo. Could the 
bamboo sliver be dipped in "heating" alcohol, or passed over 
the flame of a holy fire ? Could the old family kitchen­
knife--long associated with the household--be substituted 
and dipped in the beneficial heat of boiling water? Such a 
knife once was substituted on the winnowing tray. Might the 
phlai or soil be covered with a boiled, clean, old cloth? 
If modern science succeeds in coming up with an acceptable
substitute, one sees the possibility of a very small change 
making a big difference in the amount of tetanus poisoning
observed (Hauck, 1956 : 4 1)n0 One should then ask the midwives 
to watch as to whether the new method reduced the infection 
called "death because of a red or green face and clenched 
fist s e "  
In diet "the concept that a good choice of food is 
important to the health of both mother and child" (Hauck,
1959n:2)  was very much shared by modern science and by tradi­
tional ide�s .but the basis of choice was entirely differ­
entoo 77 Modern science has ascertained that certain foods are 
beneficial because of certain nutrients, while old beliefs 
have set up certain foods as desirable because of proper­
ties of heating, cooling, compatibilities with the elements, 
etc o The nature of these properties should be collected and 
listed. If dietary deficiencies in Bang Chan are noted �  the 
foods that combine the needed beneficial qualities in both 
systems should be stressedoo A hot-tasting tonico�) with 
appropriate dietary supplements, to be taken daily during 
pregnancy, and another kind during the post-partum period, 
might be acceptable o The period of the fire-rest· is the best 
place to initiate dietary changes for wh.atever is done by 
the fire becomes a habit beneficial to mother and child. The 
use of boiled water should be encouraged as "making for 
strengt:1 o "  Here .� -:· 2 ; ...._ ,  distu:rhance of customs is minimized,
and the presence or a.osence or 1 7increased strength" and 
healthiness  can be observed experientiallyo 
77 0 Hauck felt the concept was lacking, but it appears onl� 




If modern obstetrical method is demonstrably more effective 
and easier, let the midwives, Jll9-, and ·relatives see it ! If 
amiably received by the doctor or nurse, they will bring in pa­
tients, �nd accomp�ny th�i� relatives o The midwives--and many
non-midwives--know the practical difficulties, and will be keen 
and interested �bservers. In so far as possible any persons 
accompanying a patient should be permitted actually t·o assist in 
some �ay . Perhaps the· country midwife could be allo�ed to de­
liver the baby with riurse or doctor alongside to instruct and 
comment. Such experience is more effective than a. do·zen . travel­
ling demonstrations-with-a-doll- � 
Discus.sions with the (non-midwife) � who must handle pre­
natal ·disorders and abnormal childbirth sfiould be conducted by· 
the doctcir, : not the nurse, for doctors are viewed··sas colleagu�s 
on the same level.s· · 
In sum, everything modern shou+d not be expected to be 
better than the t��diti�nal. T�e compl�te· rationale underly­
ing some modern behavior cannot be grasped at once. Exp_lanation 
must be given as the second class doctors do it : in: terms that 
can be understood . The foundation for cooperation between mod­
ern ands·stra.ditional1 medicine iss.ssoli4 It is the common objec­
tive of healthy mothers and children. 
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Priest who has achieved 




Base monetary unit 
Tiered offerings 
Name of place 
Name of place 
I-Jame of place 
To give offerings or a 
small container for 
offerings 
To inform 
Vow food or liquor in 




Name of a province 































A spirit of the 
place 





Help to do the work 
Face powder 
raw, uncooked; not 
(yet) ordained 
A woman's name 
Chamber ,  fire-box 
To deposit gold 
King of the monkeys 
in the Ramayana 
A nursing curry 
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· klap pai pendek 
klom 
Karma 















Ritual rice offerings � 
rice-soul 
Soft, tender, immature 
soul 
Name of a place 
Back to being a child ; 
senility ; second child� 
hood 
To press down 





















- ·  
Banana 
A variety of banana 
A variety of banana­
fragrant banana 
A variety of banana 
A variety of banana 
A variety of banana 
To feel unhappy 
Winnowingo.tray 
Name of a place 
Trouble 
Grandchild 





L l.ang nga1. Easy to raise 












Name of a place 
Wind 
The pushing wind 








1uk _· p·raJchop .s. ·sA medical compress 
. -
mae .s. Mo.ther, female .. . 
- -· ·sMae · .Phosop Rice• •,goddess . 
. . -· . . -. . · Mae Phra Phai Goddess of ·wind· . - -LLJl'n1: lwa� Mae Phra Phloseng .s Goddess of Fire . 
LL�1l Mae Sy The mother-goddess , 
guardian. of infants 
• 
Lltm1W Mother Earth 
' .,  ., 
LL11U1 \ 1"fflt: U'\ Menam Chao Phraya · Menam River 
. . 
. ( - .lM"I�'1191 mahah1.ng Asa.foetida 
• • 
makhamthet Manila ·tamarind 
Mi A woman's  name 
◄ - ◄ •lJU!)f ·sMinburi Names·of a community 
•l?� ming Soul , .  
mo Doctor , specialist , per­, . 
·son authorized. to handle 
any saiyasit (magic) 
. . 
m� du Astrologist , foretellers 
-
m'i khwan Soul-ceremonialist , soul­
specialist. 
., - ·-�111JU?fl . Ma:sseurs . t . .  . . . . 
· . · �JJ!)D ·-Exorciser of spirits, 
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nam khao pla 
nam khram 
The personal name of 




The personal name of 
a particular special--







tion of the five 
names of the Buddha 
to prevent spiritual 
dangers 
Expert·o· 
An expert in roam­
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tilffl1U 
utru 
. .,, . 
nam suk 
nam thun hua 
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Ok Phansi ' 
119 
Boiled (ripe or cooked)
water 
The amniotic fluid ( water 
that supports the head of 
the child) 
Earth holy water 
Nirvana 
Character 
To come out , leave 
End of Buddhist Lent 





on Tender , delicate , soft , 
weak 
. -
pai pa Go away to the jungle or 
forest 
pai thieos· Wander , waywardness 
Defeated by pregnancy 
-
Phansa The 3�month season , of 
retreat usually called .Buddhist Lent 




. . One kind of ghost; filth­
·.ghost 
phi luang Great ghost 




























ar , a traditional 
nealing root 
An honorific title 
for male deities 
and monks ;  a con-
ferred title of 
nobilitys. 
Indra. 
An ancient hermit ' s  
name 
Phra Mogdallana. ,  
one of the Buddhas' s  
disciples 
Name of an old Thai 
textbooks, cited in 
Phya Anuman 
Rajadhon ' s  "Life 
and Ritual in old 
Siam , "  W . J . Gedney, 
Ed. 
Spiny Indian jujube
or Chinese date 
Show mercy towards 
creatures 
Calling the soul 
Pustules that en­
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- - ·Saens!l_ep ·Name ofsa canal 
-
sala_eng . Delete:rio�s 
Sai A woman's name 
' 
. . .-. . . . . sa1 . ·sin·s . · . ·Holy pottons. ·thread_ · · · 
. -.saiyasat Occultism 
..
sakae · · Combretum uadramgulares, 
one kind O1 firewood 
. . 
san Shaking 
san p}lr� phum Hous� ofs� guardian spirit 
san chak . Convulsion .· 
-sang A disease of the eyes 
sao ha Saturday , the 5th day of 
the waxin_g moon 
Sawat A perso·nal name.- -
Song A man's. name . . · 
suk Matures, ripe 
. . 
surao Mo·sque 
tam To lower 
.
tam; ·thammachat ·Natu):"al 
- ... .tham. · _ achips. -Profession 
· 
.
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MUSLIM CUSTOMS IN BANG CHAN 
(
\' 
The small Muslim minority in Bang Chan though maintaining
its identity, lived scattered through every hamlet, with the 
heaviest concentration around the. mosque at the southern &dge 
of the village. The occasional inter-marriage of Buddhist and 
Muslim was eventually amicably adjusted t.o the community and 
the religion: Some Buddhists manifested a veiled hostility in 
calling the Muslims "stingy.o" One said, "Muslims have expen­
sive medicine. to induce abortion, after which they might kill 
the baby. A Buddhist would use this medicine to help deliver,
but would not dare take life."  The Muslim reputation as a 
source for powerful magic, e specially for 16ve and sorcery,o· 
bespeaks some edgine s s  in··othe relations bet�een the 2 ethnic 
groups, but Buddhists sometimes sought out the benefit of this 
•
magic. 
In spite of these separatist tendencies, the Muslims were 
fully Thai citizens, and participated as equals with the 
Buddhists in theo· economic, : ·opolitical and much of the social 
life. The 2 groups were in many respects interdependent. The 
Muslims did not object to taking life, so acted as butchers 
for the Buddhists. Muslims were f�equent patients of Buddhist 
�, whether priests or lay. The only Muslim who did a little 
curing was the To Iman, head of the m0sque, but few if any 
Buddhists came to him for cures. Because every m� gave an 
annual ceremony of homage t0 his teacher· attended by everyone 
who had benefited· from those powers during the year, Muslims 
and Buddhists met amiably at several large feasts. These 
festivals were publi� �isplaysi very competitive in feeling, of 
the success of the different .mQ.• One became the largest of the 
village-wide festivities. Buddhist women attended the Muslim 
female midwife, teacher�rites, and vice versa. Buddhists and 
Muslims, especially the prominent families,  attended each 
other's home ceremonies, such as weddings, tonsures, and that 
part of the ordination held in the home (the tham khwan) . 
Separate kitchens were e stablished at large Buddhist · oceremonies 
so that Muslims could safely adhere to their one dietary regula­
tion, the avoidance of pork. No s�ch arrangements had to be 
made ct Muslim ceremonies for Buddhists had no food taboos, and 
loved Muslim dooking • 
. : Midwife�y was an area of frahk, harmonious interchange,
with midwives of either religion often att�nding women of the 
other. Buddhist male midwives were allowed by the Muslim hus­
band� to attendo'otheir wives, though female attendance was 
preferred. Satisofaction was expressed by Buddhist women over 
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the slight differeonces in ministrationsoo "The Muslim mid­
wife mass-ages more than the Buddhist o "  The women easily
entered into reciprocal courtesieso The Muslim woman .oknew 
the steps in the Buddhist winnowing ceremony and performed
them as desiredoo One Buddhist mother dispensed, ·however,
with the winnowing "because the midwife was Muslim.o" A 
Buddhist woman made up the khwan khao in the fashion 
specified by the Muslim mi�wife arid participated in the 
latter's teacher-riteoo 
Certain fundamental ideas of the Muslims led to rein� 
terpretations of familiar Buddhist terms and activities. 
"Khwan" referred to the sol:,11, but with no implication of 
reincarnationoo "Bun , "  meaning "merit" to the Buddhist,
meant charitable giving in the sense of tithes, for Islam 
prescribed that· a portion of oneo9 s income be given to the 
poor o On the other hand, the Muslims had taken over many
Buddhiost  p��c+ ica F  � for on�, the acceptance of Buddhist 
holy water as a cure for spirit attackoo 
.
Completely Mus·lim was the stress on physical .. and 
moral purification as an objective of every rite, and 
conversely, the prevalence of the idea of defilemento. 
"Circumcision is to cleanse the body before growing up," 
it was said o Muslim mortuary rites were elaborate prq­
cedures for purificationoo When a Muslim baby died, the 
Buddhist midwife said, "The body was cleaned before 
burial,o" implying thorough measures beyond his ordinary
experienceoo Procreation was viewed as dangerous and 
contaminating. The .behavior that hid sexual phenomena at 
the same time by constant prescriptions kept sexuality 
much more in mind o Muslims separated males from females, 
for example, at feasts o No Muslim male ever became a 
midwifeoo 
The events surrounding childbirth illustrated the 
differing viewpoints between Muslim and Buddhist. In the 
seve11·th H\onth () -; : · · pregna.r --:·y, a Muslim woman called on. l'.·; 
on her chosen midwife, and gave her a gift of betel 
peEper leaves and areca nut to assure her services (fak
tb902: to deposit gold)oo On returning home, she went as 
fast as possible "to insure fast delivery o "  Since 
Muslims frowned on liquor, their medicines were made up
of hot-t�sting spices in hot watero Yet one Muslim mid­
wife prescribed large doses of liquor before and during 
parturitionoo For labor and delivery, a Muslim was 
stricter about utilizing the privacy of the small enclos­
ed room, if there were one, while in the Buddhist house­
hold "it could be anywhere" in the houseoo Muslim men, 
except for husband, broth�r, or father, were excluded 
'from the scene o The Muslim khwan kh-ao contained "7 
·.• 
. - · 
127 
items"--a young (or ripe) coconut with its water ; thread or 
"a skein of yarn"(used not to tie in the khwan but "for the 
teacher") ; 7 pieces or areca nut ; 7 betel pepper leaves ; 
one "heavy" ( 15 gram) yellow wax candle ; one ."bag" of incense ; 
rice ; and 30 baht in money.o78 The khwan khao was not offered 
with the idea of it� reachin� phra In (Indra) ubtimate!y, vbut 
rather the local princely spirits ·· of the land, chao thi ,  chao 
than, and Mae Th9rani (Mother Earth). It was waved 3 times by 
the midwife over the abdomen of the woman in labor with the 
prayer: "Spirits of the land, Mother Earth, may the delivery -
be easy ! "  The khwan khao was then placed at the mother's head. 
The woodpile was knocked over so as to point to Mecca, which 
was west, a direction avoided by the Buddhists. "When nearly
ready to deliver, a Muslim midwife turns the mother's face in 
the direction where the family's hens hatch their chicks. 
they have no chicken, theno. in any direction.o"79 If delivery 
If 
were slow, a Buddhisto� was called to "shift the mother to 
new places" until the baby came out. 
Muslim women lay post-partum by a fire for the usual 
physiological reasons. In making up the fireplace, instead of 
a cluster of incense, flowers, and a candle, this purely Hindu­
Brahman-Buddhist trio, they sprinkled salt "to keep away evil 
spirits" on the dirt at the corners. Salt, oil, or alcohol 
was spewed over the fire and the woman's body, or only magic 
was recited, "to control the poison of the fire.o" "Of these, 
salt is best," said a Muslim midwife, but "whichever a midwife 
used first has to be continued for the rest of her life as her 
way of doing things, because the habit has been started that 
'!!ay.: !he M';lslim_ma&_ic for contr<:>lling the fire was "om. min�
01!1 f1;n om fai saw a hai." •:so  be 1 t, stove, rocks ( OE mo:1nta1ns), 
fire, be cool, may a blessing rest to you," though "om" is the 
Pali-B_uddhist "mystical, word.o" The placenta was not put in a 
pot beside the fire, but was washed by the midwife several times 
until perfectly clean, then was mixed with salt and buried in 
the dirt directly under the fire. When the fire was finally
destroyed, the placenta was dug up, washed again, and immediately 
buried (not in a pot), with the 
78. There was some evidence that the thread and incense were 
included only when a Muslim midwife was delivering a Buddhist 
woman. 
79. To the Muslims this was an act of imitative magic. The 
Buddhists saw the action of a setting hen as a quick source of 
information for the parturient's orientation. The hen always 
avoided the di.rection of the phi luang (Textor: 378). 
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phlai and bamboo cutter under the house ''so the child-would 
not roam away from home." The circumcision (akiko) per­
formed up to the eleventh year, allied a child to a human 
group. "Circumcision is to accept the new-born· baby into 
the status of human be-ing�' In a corresponding ceremony 
for girls, the To Iman ''cut a little piece of the labia.'' 
However, some Muslims had the full winnowing ceremony per­
formed. If it were not, the child was raised aloft in the 
midwife's hands with the words, "Mother Si, Mother Sak,
may this child be cool and happy ! "  The new-born baby was 
then laid in a cloth cradle. Fruits were hung over the 
tray or cradle. If a lactating Muslim mother accepted an­
other's child to nurse, the 2 babies had to be of the same 
sex "lest later in life they marry, in which case theirs 
would be an incestuous, brother-sister marriage." The 
Buddhists entertained no such idea, so nursed babies of 
either sex as needed. A Muslim view of colostrum as "like 
pus from a so��•• carried a more negative overtone than the 
Buddhist's statement: "At first the mother's milk is too 
dilute to be useful.o" 
At the annual homage of a Muslim midwife to her 
teacher each of her patients of the year sent a kilogram 
of sugar, one coconut, one or 2 liters of glutinous rice, 
and a hen (if a baby girl had been born) or a rooster (if
a boy). The chicken was killed by the midwife and made 
into curries for mosque officials (men) invited to the 
ceremony. The incense and candleso·owere burned "while she 
thinks of her teacher." 
